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Abstract

Plug-in electric vehicles (PEV) are energy-efficient, locally emission-free, and have the potential
to diversify the energy sources applied in the transportation sector. Hence, governments
worldwide accelerate the adoption of transportation electrification by providing different kinds
of incentives. This fundamental change in transportation systems indisputably has an impact
on power systems. It is only a question of quantifying this impact to accurately identify
the effects down to a level of single electrical installations such as substations or power lines.
Pinpointing those effects long before they occur in a real-world setting is essential. Otherwise,
the initiated change in a transportation system may be disruptive to the corresponding power
system due to its protracted investment decisions. Building up a fleet of PEVs and a network
of charging stations can be done with comparably little effort considering the duration and
costs of upgrading or newly building underground power lines, substations, or power stations.
This is why simulations of the involved systems are necessary at an early stage to identify
scenarios least affecting the power system infrastructure while at the same time not slowing
down the expansion of transportation electrification-related operations.

It is the question of quantifying the impact of a large number of tempo-spatially distributed
PEVs on urban power systems that motivates this work. A power system simulation framework
is therefore presented that allows tackling multiple challenges on the way to answer this
question. First, it allows generating and evaluating power network models (PNM) realistically
emulating the actual power system infrastructure on both transmission and distribution level
as detailed as single consumers, power lines, substations, and power stations. Generating those
models is imperative as publicly available data on their real-world counterpart is typically rare.
Second, the framework includes a power flow simulation computing the capacity utilization
at every branch as well as the voltage at every bus. This allows conducting power flow
studies on previously generated PNMs. Third, the price-responsive scheduling approach for
battery energy storage prevents uncontrolled charging of PEVs by shifting charging into
time periods being effective with respect to maintaining power grid stability. At the same
time, an economically profitable operation for the battery owner is ensured. The developed
framework is implemented in software as part of the distributed simulation platform termed
City Mobility Simulation (CityMoS), additionally comprising an agent-based transportation
system simulation as well as an interactive visualization. In this platform, the different, possibly
distributed simulations, interoperate using the IEEE Standard 1516-2010 called High Level
Architecture.
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Abstract

This work’s research question of quantifying the impact of road transportation electrification
is answered on the example of Singapore applying the CityMoS platform. At first, different
PNMs of this region are specifically generated and evaluated with respect to available data
allowing to identify the one best matching it. Subsequently, the trips of a PEV population
corresponding to the actual vehicle population of Singapore are realistically simulated. Con-
currently, power flows of the increased power demand due to charging are simulated on the
previously generated PNM best matching Singapore. By investigating several electrification
scenarios, the tempo-spatial impact of different parameters both on the generation capacities
as well as on the utilization of substations and power lines is analyzed. For the simulated
environment, the findings of the study allow drawing the conclusion that from the perspective
of existing generation capacities no limitations apply; whereas 1% of all power lines in the LV
grid and 3% of all substations in the MV grid are insufficiently designed. Transferring this
conclusion one-to-one to the real power system of Singapore, however, fails due to limitations
of the used models which are discussed in this work. They are mostly caused by insufficient
data and therefore only allow an altered, qualitative conclusion. For Singapore, this implies
that for individual electrical installations the impact of even a small number of PEVs is likely
to be large enough to perturb the integration of the transportation and power system. A more
realistic, quantitative conclusion for the real power system of Singapore requires either an
improved methodology for generating PNMs from available limited data or authorities making
the necessary data available.
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The rising share of plug-in electric vehicles may have an unpredictable impact
on power systems. Simulations can help quantifying this impact.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The complete global vehicle1 fleet consists of approximately 1.2 billion vehicles [1]. In more
than 99.9%, vehicle propulsion is provided by the internal combustion of a fuel, typically
petroleum derived, which is inefficient in regard to its primary energy content, noisy, and
harmful to the environment in terms of CO2 and other greenhouse gas emissions. Plug-in
electric vehicles (PEV) including any kind of vehicle equipped with an electric power train
and a possibility for external charging offer an energy-efficient, alternative drive concept which
is locally emission-free. They reduce the dependency on fossil fuels and thereby allow for
a diversification of energy sources applied in the transportation sector. Depending on the
mixture of primary energy sources used to produce the required electricity2, they overall
may be even more environmental friendly. Cost effectiveness of using PEVs as a measure
fighting climate change was, however, not created until recent advances in the field of battery
electrochemistry [5] and renewable energy technologies [6]. It is therefore the goal of many
governments to greatly increase the share of PEVs by providing incentives for consumers
purchasing them [7]. Introducing PEVs on a large scale, meaning replacing the majority of
vehicles with PEVs, however, requires an extensive charging infrastructure which yet has to be
built. When getting charged, PEVs act as consumers of energy and therefore produce a load,
each with an insignificantly low impact on the power system. A high share of PEVs forms a
combined load with an impact that may be significantly high, especially during peak hours, to
require for power system upgrades. The overall impact not only depends on the number of
PEVs and the placement of charging stations (CS) including their connection power. More
severely it also depends on the integration strategy, i.e., the application of smart charging and
demand response strategies or the integration of the battery-to-grid (B2G) concept.

The electricity demand of a single PEV mostly depends on the driver’s mobility and driving
behavior but is also externally affected by environmental factors and the behavior of other
drivers. All those factors are hardly predictable for single vehicles but may be very well
approximated for groups of thousands of vehicles still leaving some degree of uncertainty. As
the electricity demand and supply in a power system have to be kept at an equilibrium at all
times, both the spatial and temporal component of the electricity consumption is essential.
Consequently, analyses averaging the daily electricity consumption over time or space do not
necessarily yield realistic results. The power system and its operation is designed to satisfy the
current electricity demand of traditional consumers which is tempo-spatially highly predictable.
Introducing a high share of PEVs may, however, increase either the temporal, the spatial, or
both uncertainties in the forecast by a factor which is yet to be determined. Since investments
in power system infrastructure are expensive and take rather long to be realized, their need
has to be identified at an early stage to circumvent problems or disadvantages possibly arising
from a too late investment. This work is therefore motivated by and will answer the following
research question:

1 Self-propelled wheeled vehicles that do not operate on rails.
2 In 2015, the average non-electric vehicle in Germany produced 142.3 g/km of CO2 [2] whereas, for instance,

the BMW i3 with an energy consumption of 12.9 kWh/100 km [3] produces only 69 g/km of CO2 assuming
the current German energy mix with CO2 emissions of 535 g/kWh [4].
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1.2 Approach

Which impact does the power and energy demand induced by a large number
of timely and spatially distributed PEVs have on urban power systems?

With the increasing electrification of the transportation system the dependency and influence
on the power system grows stronger. Currently, PEVs exist only on a small scale resulting
in a negligibly low dependency between both systems. But when applied on a large scale
PEVs may become a disruptive technology turning the way how electricity is consumed, stored,
and provided. Yet, the tempo-spatial impact of a large number of PEVs on a power system
remains unknown. Although conceivable in the short- to medium-term future, a transportation
system extensively interacting with a power system through CSs simply does not exist yet. It
is therefore the following problem statement that impels this work to finally answer the
previously posed research question:

How to study the electrification of the road transportation system
in an environment of interdependent systems that does not yet exist?

1.2 Approach

In the realm of exploring the impact of road transportation electrification on urban power
systems it is not enough to look at individual system components or systems in isolation. Both
the transportation and the power system are intertwined showing tempo-spatial interdependence
whose effects cannot properly be reflected in an isolated environment. Separating both systems
therefore yields unrealistic results. An integrated approach as applied in this work is thus
required in which the relevant parts of both systems including their environment are modeled
together. The entire integrated system can then be analyzed with respect to the interaction
and interdependence between the various subsystems or system components. Studying such an
integrated system which does not yet exist in reality requires a simulation platform comprising
all interacting entities, in this case at least a transportation and a power system simulation. For
this purpose, such a platform is introduced in this work. Both system simulations use models
on a microscopic scale [8] showing a level of detail allowing to explore the behavior of individual
elements. Those elements are abstracted compared to their real-world counterparts to reduce
complexity down to a level allowing to study the entire integrated system in real-time. For the
transportation system, these elements conform to individual drivers and vehicles. In the field
of agent-based modeling [9], each driver-vehicle pair is jointly modeled as an agent comprising
a driver behavior and a vehicle component model. For the power system, individual elements
include all types of electrical consumer load such as private households and commercial or
industrial buildings, as well as electrical installations such as power plants, substations, and
power lines. The focus of this work is on the power system part. The employed transportation
system simulation was externally developed and is therefore only described to the extent
necessary to understand its usage as part of the simulation platform.
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1 Introduction

From a modeling perspective a simulation in general comprises two different types of
models: a data and a computational model. The former determines the structure of the data
expressed in a modeling language. For purposes of specifically defining the data model of
power systems, the Universal Scheme for Modeling Energy Systems (USES) has been self-
developed and described in [10]. USES stands out by its concise yet formally fully specified
syntax additionally offering an intuitive graphical representation. This work goes beyond
the development of a data modeling notation by presenting a methodology for generating
and evaluating specific data models in the context of power systems, termed power network
models (PNM). The simulation platform introduced in this work implements the computational
model capturing the behavior of both modeled systems, a transportation system interacting
with a power system. The proposed solution to this work’s problem statement can therefore
be summarized as follows:

A simulation platform is developed allowing to microscopically evaluate
the impact of road transportation electrification on power systems.

1.3 Contributions

To address the problem statement and thereby answer the posed research question, this work is
framed into several chapters each providing its unique contribution. The conceptual framework
is illustrated in Figure 1.1. In the following, the individual contributions of this work are
outlined:

Power System Simulation Framework (Chapter 2) Simulation-based approaches can pro-
vide measures to investigate the impact of highly tempo-spatially variable demand
on a power system and to support planners in making infrastructure development deci-
sions. One crucial input for these simulations are PNMs comprising detailed information
on a power system’s electrical installations. This information may be confidentially
accessible by planners or operators for the purpose of infrastructure development or
maintenance. Publicly available data on these aspects as required, for instance, for
academia is typically rare, thus impelling the development and application of a method-
ology to artificially generate PNMs that realistically emulate the actual infrastructure.
In this chapter, a power system simulation (PSS) framework is presented that includes
such a power system planning methodology for planning both the distribution and the
transmission system. Its objective is to derive realistic PNMs from minimal input data,
yet showing topological, electrical, and economic properties of real-world power systems.
Those properties allow assessing the quality of the PNMs by contrasting values of dif-
ferent models to each other and to values of their real-world counterparts. Generated
PNMs are thereby not limited to a cost-optimized satisfactory solution. In fact, the
methodology provides high flexibility in tailoring PNMs to the requirements of individual
use cases according to the available input data. Another part of the framework, the
power flow simulation, allows conducting power flow studies on the PNMs. Especially in
connection with the battery energy storage scheduling module, this enables realistically
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1.3 Contributions
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Figure 1.1: Conceptual framework of this work.

evaluating the impact of road transportation electrification on a power system. This
chapter provides the methodological part of this work.

CityMoS Platform (Chapter 3) Besides the PSS framework introduced in Chapter 2, solving
the problem statement at least requires yet another system simulation, specifically of
the transportation system. In reality, both systems interact with each other in terms of
charging/discharging events, so they have to do in a simulated environment. In the City
Mobility Simulation (CityMoS) platform presented in this chapter, the individual entities
interoperate using the IEEE Standard 1516-2010 called High Level Architecture (HLA).
HLA describes an architecture to construct reusable and interoperable distributed system
simulations. The platform comprises the following entities:

• A power system simulation based on the framework described in Chapter 2 allowing
to generate and evaluate PNMs and subsequently conduct power flow studies on
them.

• An agent-based transportation system simulation allowing to realistically simulate
trips of a PEV population that correspond to the actual vehicle population of a
city.

• An interactive visualization tool allowing participating in and controlling of simula-
tions in a coupled environment using HLA.

This chapter provides the implementation part of this work.

Methodology Demonstration (Chapter 4) The simulation platform CityMoS presented in
Chapter 3 is the proposed solution to the problem statement. This platform finally
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1 Introduction

enables conducting studies helping to find an answer to the posed research question
on determining the impact of a large number of timely and spatially distributed PEVs
on urban power systems. In this chapter, two case studies are therefore presented. In
the first study, realistic PNMs showing topological and electrical properties of real-
world power systems are generated and evaluated based on available data for Singapore.
Thereby, the impact of different parameters and parameter uncertainty is investigated.
The PNM best matching the data is then used in the second study to evaluate different
road transportation electrification scenarios. By varying the PEV population size, the
scheduling strategy, and other parameters, the sensitivity with respect to the generation
capacities and the utilization of substations and power lines is analyzed to give a
comprehensive answer to this work’s research question. This chapter provides the
application part of this work.

Conclusions (Chapter 5) This chapter summarizes the findings of this work’s methodological,
implementation, and application part. It further provides an outlook on domains
requiring additional research in either part to improve the quality of the presented results.
Concluding remarks on the applicability of the developed methodology geared to the
target of answering the research question finalize this work.
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The proposed power system simulation framework facilitates
generating and evaluating power network models abstracting real-world
power systems. The integrated power flow simulation enables analyzing

various road transportation electrification scenarios offering a
profit-maximizing scheduling approach for battery energy storage.
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2 Power System Simulation Framework

2.1 Introduction

New types of consumers with tempo-spatially variable demand such as PEVs, intermittent
renewable energy sources, and a trend towards a more distributed power infrastructure pose
new challenges to power system operators. To ensure power grid stability and high power
quality, these developments require more intelligent control of consumers and generators as well
as extensions of the physical infrastructure. Simulation-based approaches can provide measures
to investigate the impact of these developments on the power grid and to support power system
planners in making infrastructure development decisions. This requires frameworks allowing
tempo-spatially resolved simulations of the power flow on a system scale. One crucial input
for these simulations is detailed information on the power network including the locations and
capacities of generators, consumers, substations, and power lines. Publicly available data on
these aspects is typically rare or, depending on the geographical market, may only be available
for purchase, thus impeding the development and application of such simulation frameworks.
Hence, there is a demand for a framework which generates power network models (PNM) that
realistically emulate the actual infrastructure. Those models can facilitate the understanding
of their mapped real-world power networks by allowing to simulate and analyze them and even
predict processes taking place in them. They are, in fact, the only possibility to investigate
what-if scenarios before they are implemented in a real-world setting.

PNMs that emulate the actual infrastructure can be generated by an approach referred
to as power system planning (PSP) which includes the planning of both the distribution and
transmission grid [11]. The objective of this approach is to derive realistic PNMs by applying
general topological and electrical power system principles to the accessible data. The literature
provides a number of PSP models addressing the PNM generation problem in different ways.
They are discussed in Section 2.6.1. As one of the possibilities, holistic approaches are most
promising when it comes to generating realistic large-scale PNMs spanning multiple voltage
levels including geographical constraints. They use a combination of algorithms for different
subproblems and apply iterative approaches to generate the final PNM.

In this chapter a power system simulation (PSS) framework is presented which uses such a
holistic approach for its PSP process. Beyond the simple planning of PNMs it additionally
allows evaluating as well as subsequently conducting power flow studies on them. It further
includes a price-responsive scheduling approach for battery energy storage to realistically
evaluate the impact of road transportation electrification on power systems. Offering this
functionality within the same framework is currently unique among the investigated literature.
Compared to existing approaches discussed in Section 2.6.1 the presented framework has the
additional following advantages:

• Opposed to traditional approaches which are top-down methods, the presented framework
is designed as a bottom-up process. It is therefore capable of generating PNMs based
on locations and the active power demand of consumers. This allows a more realistic
planning of the LV grid as tempo-spatially highly resolved data can be taken into account.
This part of a power system is of particular interest as little redundancies make it
vulnerable to load and supply perturbations. In addition, in cases in which only power
demand data of individual consumers is available, a bottom-up approach is the only
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2.1 Introduction

possibility for generating a PNM. This is often the case as its strategic importance
prevents authorities from revealing detailed information on the power system.

• The framework is not limited to planning a cost-minimal satisfactory solution, some-
times wrongly indicated as an optimal power grid. It, in fact, can be multi-purposely
parametrized according to the available input data and can therefore generate PNMs with
a large variety of different characteristics. By specifying available information on existing
electrical installations the user can exert influence on the automatic planning process.
Besides greenfield planning which conducts planning from scratch, existing PNMs can
also be expanded to explore optimal transition paths to meet future requirements. This
provides a high flexibility in tailoring the PNM to the requirements of each individual use
case. Monte Carlo simulations and ceteris paribus sensitivity analyses can be conducted
to identify the impact of parameter uncertainty.

• The planning scope is not limited to a certain number of electrical consumers or a specific
number of different voltage levels. Due to the applied network decomposition approach,
computational requirements grow linearly with the number of consumers. This allows
planning a city-scale power system within minutes and conducting power flow studies on
that PNM within seconds.

• To allow conducting power flow studies, the framework, besides the PSP module, offers
the built-in possibility to simulate AC power flows on entire, possibly large-scale PNMs
which none of the investigated frameworks is capable of. This way, users are able to plan
a PNM and subsequently conduct power flow studies with the same framework without
the need for exporting, modifying, and importing data to and from other tools. Those
studies are not limited to a single time step but may cover arbitrary time horizons at
any temporal resolution.

• The framework uniquely implements a module for scheduling charging/discharging of
battery energy storage being effective to maintain power grid stability considering battery
degradation and time-dependent electricity prices. It leads to a profit-maximizing solution
being calculated sufficiently fast for real-time operation.

• The large variety of different topological, electrical, and economic properties being defined
including reference values for real-world power systems allows evaluating and comparing
PNMs. Investigated frameworks are limited to only a few of the mentioned properties
while mostly neglecting real-world references.

The presented framework is capable of generating realistic PNMs from only little input data. It
is thus mainly targeted to researchers and planners who want to conduct power flow studies on
a large scale but for various reasons only have limited information on the actual power system.
It further targets experts of adjacent areas who are not familiar with power systems but need to
conduct interdisciplinary studies. While the resulting models are not an exact representation of
the real-world environment, they are a powerful tool to investigate what-if scenarios to explore
the large-scale impact of certain infrastructure measures on the overall system. In fact, PSP
methodologies simplify power systems in many ways [11]. Power systems are abstracted by
consuming (e.g., households), producing (e.g., power plants), and transmission facilities (e.g.,
substations, power lines) as their only components. The challenge of producing realistic results
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2 Power System Simulation Framework

although targeting for minimal input data is discussed in its various aspects in Section 2.6. In
Chapter 4 the framework is applied to the case of Singapore by generating PNMs and further
investigating the impact of large-scale road transportation electrification on those PNMs.
Demonstrating the usefulness of such investigation using synthesized but close-to-reality data
may further incentivize authorities to make more real-world data available to allow for more
realistic analyses or to improve such simulation frameworks by employing them for their own
planning purposes.

In addition to the discussion of the applicability and limitations of the presented PSS
framework and the presentation of related work in Section 2.6 as well as the conclusions
in Section 2.7, the remainder of this chapter is concerned with describing the individual
components of the framework which are as follows:

Power System Planning (Section 2.2) The PSP approach is capable of generating PNMs
with the characteristics of real-world power systems while using minimal input data.
Section 2.2 outlines the individual steps of the process of generating PNMs. The
description is extracted from [12] and slightly modified.

Power Flow Simulation (Section 2.3) The power flow simulation ensures PNMs generated
by the approach presented in Section 2.2 to be able to reliably operate under the
demand/supply-conditions defined by their input data. Section 2.3 outlines the applied
power network model as well as the individual steps of simulating power flows on a
previously generated PNM. The description is extracted from [12], slightly modified, and
extended in respect to the applied power flow model.

Scheduling of Battery Energy Storage (Section 2.4) The integration of PEVs’ mobile bat-
tery energy storage into the power system requires concepts such as smart charging or
battery-to-grid (B2G). Those concepts in turn require appropriate scheduling approaches
which have to be effective in respect to maintaining power grid stability and ensuring
economically profitable operation for the battery owner. A price-responsive energy stor-
age scheduling approach considering battery degradation and electricity price forecasts
is explained in Section 2.4. The description is extracted from [13–15], slightly modified,
and extended with regard to the description of the solution method.

Evaluating Power Network Models (Section 2.5) The PSP approach presented in Section 2.2
produces PNMs with a large variety of different characteristics. To allow analyzing and
comparing them on an aggregated level, various topological, electrical, and economic
properties are defined in Section 2.5. In addition, available data from real-world power
systems is provided to be able to analyze how generated PNMs contrast to real-world
power systems in respect to those properties.

2.2 Power System Planning

The goal of the presented PSP methodology is to create PNMs which connect the consumers
of any given geographical region via power lines to substations of different voltage levels by
fulfilling various technical and topological requirements. The planning process proceeds bottom-
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2.2 Power System Planning

up requiring data of consumers, each described by a distinct pair of spatial coordinates and its
active power demand. Supplementary data, e.g., the reactive power demand or matching power
factors, the number and technical specification of substations and power plants, total branch
length and branch resistance/reactance values, as well as substation and branch capacity
buffers may optionally be provided to further exert influence on the output. For the case of
PNM expansion rather than greenfield planning, data of the initially existing PNM may also
be used. Specific values of the input data are given in the demonstration of the PSP process
on the example of Singapore in Section 4.2.1.

Throughout this work the graph theoretical term node refers to the electrical engineering
term bus. It can either be a load bus (PQ), e.g., a consumer or a substation acting as a
consumer, or a generator bus (PV), e.g., a power station or a substation acting as a producer.
The same applies to an edge and a branch which both denote a power line. The planning
process splits the region into one or multiple areas. An area is characterized by any non-zero
number of PQ buses and exactly one PV bus. Each PQ bus has to be directly or indirectly
connected to its area’s PV bus via branches. For an area to be feasible, the criteria described
in Section 2.2.1 have to be fulfilled. If not stated otherwise, i denotes a single node of the set
N of all nodes of the cardinality n while j indicates a single power line of the set M of all m
power lines. The set of all nodes can further be subdivided into the set NPQ of all PQ buses
and the set NPV of all PV buses, the latter also distinguishing power plants in the set NPV,PP.

In reality, power lines are typically not laid in a beeline. For reasons of limited availability
of data, economic, geographical, and environmental constraints are neglected when placing
substations or laying power lines. To still emulate branched power lines and thereby realistically
account for power losses, power lines are extended in length by a stretch factor. To allow for a
different branching depth, this factor depends on the power line’s voltage level. The specific
stretch factors may be selected to produce a PNM with a total power line length similar to
the target value. This way, realistic electrical and economic properties of the generated PNM
can be maintained although the spatial composition of the installations may deviate in reality.
Stretch factors are further discussed in Section 2.6.3.

The planning process, illustrated in Figure 2.1, starts at the lowest voltage level by clustering
consumers into a certain number of spatial areas with a similar power demand (Step 1). A
PV bus is then placed at the load center of each area (Step 2). A validation ensures areas
to be technically feasible when directly connecting each consumer to the area’s PV bus with
a power line (Step 3). An optional step recombining the network to reduce the number
of areas and thereby minimizing its costs may be conducted (Step 4) before applying the
desired topology (Step 5). Step 3 to 5 include a validation of the feasibility criteria defined
in Section 2.2.1. The regular greenfield planning Steps 1 to 5 are described in Sections 2.2.2
to 2.2.6. A voltage level may alternatively be planned non-regularly, either partly or entirely,
as described in Section 2.2.7. After completing the planning for one voltage level, the process
is iteratively executed for all higher voltage levels (Step 6). The output, each consisting of a
model of a power system including areas, buses, and branches characterized by their attributes,
is ultimately combined to form the entire PNM as described in Section 2.2.8.
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Figure 2.1: Regular power system planning process for a single voltage level.

2.2.1 Prerequisite: Feasibility Criteria

For an area α to be technically feasible, various conditions must be fulfilled. Most importantly,
both Kirchhoff’s current and voltage law [16] need to be satisfied which is ensured by the
employed power flow model described in Section 2.3.1. Furthermore, the feasibility of an area’s
network is evaluated based on three additional conditions:

1. The aggregated power demand PD,α,i of all nα PQ buses i and the aggregated power
losses PL,α,j in all mα branches j must not exceed the maximum power PS,α,max the
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2.2 Power System Planning

corresponding PV bus can supply:

PS,max,α ≥
nα∑
i=1

PD,α,i +
mα∑
j=1

PL,α,j (2.1)

The apparent power |S| can be calculated from P and Q as

|S| =
√
P 2 +Q2

2. When current is flowing in a conductor, there is a voltage drop between its two ends.
Therefore, the voltage of a PQ bus is not equal to the one at its connected PV bus. The
voltage Vα,i at each PQ bus i must be within a predefined range:

Vmin ≤ Vα,i ≤ Vmax i = 1, 2, ..., nα (2.2)

3. For each of the mα branches j, a maximum length Lmax,α,j must not be exceeded. This
length depends on the targeted minimum voltage Vmin, the branches’ voltage level Uα,j ,
its resistance Rα,j and reactance Xα,j , the apparent power flow |Sα,j |, and the power
factor cos (ϕα,j) = P

|Sα,j | according to

Lmax,α,j =
(1− Vmin) · U2

α,j

|Sα,j | · (Rα,j · cos (ϕα,j) +Xα,j · sin (ϕα,j))
j = 1, 2, ...,mα (2.3)

The same conditions have to be fulfilled for reactive power values Q. Validating those criteria is
done by calculating power flow and voltage values for all branches and buses in α as described
in the first step of the power flow simulation process in Section 2.3.2.1.

2.2.2 Step 1: Clustering

The first step of generating areas from a given geographical region is grouping all nα PQ buses
into K clusters with equal or similar power demand. This is achieved by employing a modified
k-means [17] algorithm. The implementation found in [18] is extended by an option to produce
clusters with equal or similar power demand. The functioning of equal-size k-means clustering
is described in [19]. A cluster is considered the first stage of an area in which Constraint (2.1)
is fulfilled. In a simple case, K equals the number of substations on one voltage level and
may be provided by the input data. Alternatively, a minimum value can be determined from
the aggregated peak power demand of all PQ buses and the operational power rating of the
considered PV bus PS,max by considering conversion losses η and an optional utilization rate µ.
In this case, K is determined by

K =
⌈ ∑n

i=1 PD,i
PS,max · η · µ

⌉
(2.4)

Depending on the available computational resources, the given area may first be divided
into multiple non-overlapping subregions to reduce the number of nodes the k-means algorithm
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2 Power System Simulation Framework

has to process at once. This can, for instance, be achieved by iteratively bisecting the region
and resulting subregions until each subregion holds a previously defined maximum number of
nodes.

2.2.3 Step 2: PV Bus Placement

In the next step, a substation is placed at the location resulting in smallest power line
transmission losses which is the load gravity center ⇀r c,α of each area α. According to [20],
this location can be determined by weighting the geographical location ⇀

r α,i of each PQ bus i
within α with its power demand PD,α,i so that

⇀
r c,α =

∑nα
i=1

(
PD,α,i ·

⇀
r α,i

)
∑nα
i=1 PD,α,i

(2.5)

2.2.4 Step 3: Direct Connectivity Validation

Before the buses in an area are connected according to the desired network topology, a basic
feasibility test is conducted. The consumers of each area are tentatively directly connected to
their area’s PV bus via a power line. In case this setting already violates any of the feasibility
criteria defined in Section 2.2.1, each infeasible area is further divided into two areas of equal
or similar power demand according to Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. Passing this test is a necessary
yet not sufficient condition for an area’s feasibility. Therefore, further feasibility checks are
conducted at a later stage.

2.2.5 Step 4: Network Recombination

The preceding bisecting and a spatially inhomogeneous power demand may yield areas with
a low number of PQ buses or a low utilization rate of the substation. This step therefore
consolidates the number of areas. This can either be done with the objective to obtain a
user-defined number of areas or to find a cost-optimized solution. An area is consolidated
by trying to assign all its PQ buses to neighboring areas. If this can be achieved without
violating the feasibility criteria in Section 2.2.1, the area which remains without any PQ buses
is removed. Reconnecting a PQ bus to a neighboring area includes recalculating the location
of this area’s PV bus as described in Section 2.2.3 followed by a validation of the specified
feasibility criteria. In case a cost-optimized solution is desired, the area is only consolidated if
the total costs of all involved areas after reconnecting the buses are below the total initial costs.
This procedure is performed for all areas in the order of their number of PQ buses, starting
with the lowest. The network recombination procedure is iteratively repeated for the entire set
of areas until the desired number of areas is reached or no more areas can be consolidated.
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2.2.6 Step 5: Topology Definition

Depending on the voltage level, different topologies are commonly used in power grids. The
kind of topology which should be applied to each voltage level can be specified in advance.
The most common topologies in real-world power grids and the algorithmic process to generate
them are described in the following:

• Ring networks are typically planned for LV and MV grids. The process of planning
a ring is illustrated in Figure 2.2. To create such networks from the nodes of an
area (Figure 2.2a), the implemented density-based spatial clustering of applications with
noise (DBSCAN) [21] algorithm found in [22] generates clusters of nodes based on a
maximum allowed distance between two nodes (Figure 2.2b). Only PQ buses are used for
the clustering, the area’s PV bus is excluded in this process. Each cluster serves as the
basis for planning a ring. A ring with minimal total branch length is found by solving
a traveling salesmen problem (TSP) [23] on all nodes of a cluster starting and ending
with the area’s PV bus using the implementation found in [24] (Figure 2.2c). In each
planned ring Constraints (2.2) and (2.3) are validated for each branch and bus. In case
any constraint is not satisfied, the ring is divided into two rings with an equal number of
consumers (Figure 2.2d). For each of those rings the TSP is individually solved and the
mentioned constraints are again validated.

• Radial networks may be used in LV and MV grids alternatively to ring networks. The
process of planning a radial network is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The PQ buses of an
area (Figure 2.2e) are clustered using the DBSCAN algorithm (Figure 2.2f) as described
for generating a ring topology. A radial network is then created by constructing a
minimum spanning tree (MST) using Kruskal’s [25] algorithm1 which ensures a minimal
total length of all branches (Figure 2.2g). In case any branch or consumer in the so-
planned MST violates Constraints (2.2) or (2.3), the MST is divided into two MSTs with
an equal number of buses (Figure 2.2h).

• Meshed networks show some degree of redundancy which makes this topology especially
common for MV and HV grids. The process of planning a meshed network is illustrated
in Figure 2.2. Starting from the PQ buses of an area (Figure 2.2i), this network type
is generated by executing a Delaunay triangulation (DT) [26]. In a DT, triangles are
built so that no node is inside the circumcircle of any triangle (Figure 2.2j), resulting in
a partially connected meshed topology (Figure 2.2k). If the meshed network generated
by the implemented algorithm found in [27] shows a higher redundancy than desired,
branches are iteratively removed starting with the one connecting the two nodes with
the highest node degree (Figure 2.2l). This removal is subject to the Constraints (2.2)
and (2.3).

2.2.7 Alternative for Steps 1 to 5: Expansion Planning

Alternatively or in addition to the regular planning process described in Sections 2.2.2 to 2.2.6,
a more customized planning can be performed compared to simply modifying parameter
1 The algorithm was self-implemented based on the description given in [25].
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

Figure 2.2: Process of planning (a - d) ring, (e - h) radial, and (i - l) meshed networks, each
starting from the same initial situation applying different algorithms to come up
with the final network topology after three steps.

settings. This includes the user-defined placement and specification of available buses and
branches. The customized planning option is especially useful when detailed input data for
parts of the power system to be planned is already available and should manifest in the
resulting PNM. In case data for an entire voltage level is available, the regular planning process
is omitted for this voltage level and both buses and branches are placed and specified as
given by the data. If only parts of a voltage level should be planned this way, the regular
planning process is executed considering the placement and specification of the given buses
and branches. This way, available data on parts of the network can be directly integrated in
the regular planning process to allow for expansion planning.
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2.2.8 Step 6: Voltage Level Combination

After all areas in the lowest voltage layer have been planned, the algorithm continues at
the next higher level. The set of PQ buses in this layer is given by the consumers directly
connected to this voltage level and all substations from the lower layer acting as consumers
on this level. The power demand of those substations equals their power supply to lower
voltage consumer plus their internal conversion losses. For this and all higher layers, the entire
planning procedure is repeated which finally leads to the PNM.

2.3 Power Flow Simulation

The power flow simulation computes the capacity utilization at every branch as well as
the voltage at every bus. This is necessary for assessing the feasibility criteria defined in
Section 2.2.1 during the PSP process. Most importantly the simulation can be applied for
conducting simulation studies on an already planned PNM. This allows investigating the impact
of changes of the tempo-spatial load distribution on an existing PNM. In a real-world setting,
these changes may result from new load types (e.g., PEVs) or from changed power consumption
behavior (e.g., increasing use of air-conditioners, use of smart loads, or deployment of demand
response schemes). This step therefore does not aim at further modifying the PNM but at
identifying times and locations of grid congestion and voltage drops. This is done by applying
a user-defined discretization on an arbitrary period of time and independently executing the
power flow model for each of the time steps.

Realistic unit commitment models found in [28] involve finding the least-cost dispatch
schedule of available generation resources to meet the power demand. Since power plants are
not able to arbitrarily ramp up or down their power output, the output at one point in time is
to some degree dependent on its previous one. In the simple model implemented in this work
the power supply of a power plant is set to a fixed percentage of its capacity while allowing
only the slack bus to vary its output. This way, states are considered memoryless. This means
that the state of the power system at one time step is independent of the state of preceding
events and only depends on its input data.

In Section 2.3.1 the implemented power flow model is introduced followed by a description
of the single steps of the simulation procedure for an entire PNM with multiple voltage levels
in Section 2.3.2.

2.3.1 Power Flow Model

AC models realistically reproduce the power flow on power lines. Due to their non-linearity,
finding a solution is, however, a computationally expensive task. This problem has been
addressed by various programming techniques with the approximation of the AC power
flow model by a computationally less expensive linear DC model being the most widespread
solution [29]. DC models only consider active power flows but they fail to include reactive power,
voltages, and power losses. Simplified assumptions include negligible power line resistances
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as well as having a flat voltage profile [11]. Results of power flow studies comprising DC
models are therefore inaccurate in respect to voltage stability and AC power flow feasibility.
Different approaches have tried to assess this issue and extended the DC models by the missing
factors [30]. Although results of those enhanced DC models are for some scenarios consistent
with those produced by AC models, there is no general validation or maximum fault tolerance
given. In this work, a standard AC power flow model is therefore taken which uses network
decomposition to overcome possible performance issues when solving large-scale power flow
problems. In this context, a power system is divided into independent parts which are then
solved separately as described in Section 2.3.2 to reduce execution time.

The implemented power flow model JPOWER [31], exhaustively described in [32], uses the
Newton-Raphson [33, pp. 222] algorithm for solving AC power flow problems. In distribution
networks with a high ratio of resistance to reactance values, the Newton-Raphson algorithm
may require a great number of iterations or might even not converge at all [34]. In case no
convergence can be achieved after a predefined number of iterations, the power flow simulation
for this part switches to the Fast-Decoupled algorithm [33, pp. 228] and, if still no solution
can be found, to the Gauss-Seidel [33, pp. 212] algorithm, both of which are also implemented
in JPOWER. Whichever algorithm is taken, the following simplifications compared to reality
are assumed:

1. Balanced loading of all phases in a three-phase system

2. Steady-state operation

3. No transient power flow or voltage changes when power demand or supply changes

4. Constant system frequency

In an AC power flow problem buses, as shown in Table 2.1, are distinguished according to their
known and unknown variables into PQ and PV buses. One of the PV buses serves as the slack
bus balancing active and reactive power additionally arising from power losses [33, pp. 219].
In case the offered accuracy is not required or the applied network decomposition approach
becomes infeasible due to an increasing desired redundancy within the investigated PNM, the
AC model may optionally be approximated by a DC model also supported by JPOWER. This
approximation is then subject to the above mentioned restraints.

Table 2.1: Known variables in an AC power flow problem for different bus types.
Bus type Active power P Reactive power Q Voltage V
PQ � � –
PV � – �
PV (slack) – – �

When calculating power flows of a two-busbar system in which a power line directly
connects a PV bus and a PQ bus, JPOWER usually does not find a solution with neither
algorithm. Since two-busbar systems are in theory solvable by any of the algorithms, an
implementation error is suspected. In each of these cases, a self-implementation of the iterative
process described in [33, pp. 207] is applied which ensures finding a solution in case it exists.
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2.3 Power Flow Simulation

By design, this solution obeys both of Kirchhoff’s circuit laws. In the following, the key steps
of the implemented process are outlined:

1. Initialize the voltage at the PV bus VPV and at the PQ bus VPQ both as

VPV = VPQ = 1.0 pu (2.6)

2. Calculate the current Ij from the active power demand PD,PQ, the reactive power demand
QD,PQ, and the complex conjugated voltage V ∗PQ as

Ij = PD,PQ − j ·QD,PQ
V ∗PQ

(2.7)

3. Calculate the voltage of the PQ bus VPQ from the voltage of the PV bus VPV, the
resistance R, the reactance X, and the current Ij as

VPQ = VPV − (R+ jX) · Ij (2.8)

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until

|V t
PQ − V t−1

PQ | < ε 0 < ε� 1 (2.9)

5. Calculate the apparent power supply |SS,PV| as

|SS,PV| = |PS,PV + j ·QS,PV| = |VPV · I∗j | (2.10)

and the minimum voltage Vmin as

Vmin = Re (VPQ)
Re (VPV) (2.11)

2.3.2 Simulation Process

In order to reduce computational requirements, power flow calculations are performed consecu-
tively for independent parts of the network; the smallest being a ring, tree, or direct connection
between a consumer and a substation, the largest being composed of multiple interconnected
rings or trees spanning over multiple areas or even voltage levels. As a decomposition of a
meshed network may go in hand with violating Kirchhoff’s circuit laws, a meshed network
is always treated as one single independent part. The upper boundary for the size of an
independent part is only limited by the available computational resources. On an average
work station, several thousand buses and branches can typically be processed at once in a time
frame of a few minutes. To optimally use existing resources, either the size of an independent
part can be adapted or calculating power flows for the independent parts can be done in
parallel. In the following description of the simulation process an independent part is assumed
to be an area as introduced in Section 2.2.
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Figure 2.3: Regular power flow simulation process for an entire PNM with multiple voltage
levels.

The process, illustrated in Figure 2.3, starts at the lowest voltage level by simulating
power flows on every branch as described in Section 2.3.2.1 (Step 1). The results are then
validated according to the feasibility criteria introduced in Section 2.2.1 as explained in
Section 2.3.2.2 (Step 2). The outputs generated for a single voltage layer are then taken as
inputs for the next level as described in Section 2.3.2.3 (Step 3). Voltage levels may alternatively
be combined without installing voltage regulating devices as described in Section 2.3.2.4. The
outcome of the entire simulation process consists of active and reactive power values on both
ends of each branch and the power losses in every branch. Additionally, the voltage for each
bus is determined.

2.3.2.1 Step 1: Power Flow Simulation

The simulation is initialized by defining all consumers or substations acting as consumers to
be PQ buses, all power stations or substations acting as producers to be PV buses, and one of
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the PV buses as the slack bus. PQ buses are initialized by their active and reactive power
demand, PD,i and QD,i, respectively, PV buses by their active power supply PS,i and their
voltage Vi = 1.0 pu, and the slack bus by its voltage Vi = 1.0 pu according to Table 2.1.

The power flow simulation starts by determining the active and reactive power on both
ends of each branch j and the voltage Vi at every bus i using the power flow model described
in Section 2.3.1. The power difference between both ends of a branch is thus the active and
reactive power loss, PL,j and QL,j . Applying Kirchhoff’s current law, the power supply of each
PV bus can be determined by the sum of power flows on all directly connected branches with
outgoing power flows. The total active and reactive power the PV buses have to supply are
then calculated as

PS,α =
nα∑
i=1

PD,α,i +
mα∑
j=1

PL,α,j (2.12)

QS,α =
nα∑
i=1

QD,α,i +
mα∑
j=1

QL,α,j (2.13)

2.3.2.2 Step 2: Validation

Finding a feasible solution to the power flow problem is a necessary yet not sufficient condition
for the validity of the power flows in the context of this simulation process. While a feasible
solution guarantees adherence to Kirchoff’s laws, Conditions (2.1) to (2.3) have additionally
to be met. If at any PQ bus the voltage violates Condition (2.2), the initial voltage at the
PV buses is increased using a binary search until either the condition is met or the maximum
threshold for the value is reached. In the latter case or if at any bus Condition (2.1) or at
any branch Condition (2.3) cannot be held, this particular part of the network is considered
overloaded. This overload may only happen when the power demand at any PQ bus is higher
than the one used to originally plan the PNM. This can occur in the presence of additional
loads which were not considered for the planning of the PNM. In Section 4.3, an example for
this case can be found where the impact of PEV charging is investigated for a PNM which
was initially not designed to accommodate PEVs. In a real-world setting, this overload would
require load reducing measures by the power system operator as, for instance, implemented
through congestion pricing or more complex schemes such as demand response mechanisms.
As a primary target, the framework identifies times and locations of grid congestion and
voltage drops. The simulation therefore assumes that an appropriate load reducing measure
is taken in an overloaded part of the grid by decreasing the power demand at the PQ buses.
As a default setting which treats all consumers equally, the power demand for PQ buses is
curtailed proportionally to their power demand compared to other PQ buses. Load curtailments
are documented both temporally and spatially to allow analyzing them after conducting a
power flow study. More sophisticated measures such as smart loads or distributed battery
energy storage participating in demand response schemes or peak shaving may alternatively
be implemented by the user.
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2.3.2.3 Step 3: Voltage Level Combination

After calculating power flows in all branches within one voltage layer, the process continues at
the next higher level. For this purpose, substations which on the lower voltage level are defined
as PV buses are on the current level defined as PQ buses. The same substation therefore
serves as a generator on a lower voltage level while it acts as a load on a higher level. PD and
QD at each of these PQ buses are set to the values of PS and QS of its corresponding PV bus.
This shifting of power between the two windings of a substation is done upwards for all voltage
levels. It is assumed that voltage regulators, such as on-load tap changers or series regulators,
are installed at each PV bus justifying initialization values of Vi = 1.0 pu for each voltage level.

In case the power demand of any substation acting as a consumer has been decreased due
to a violation of any of the Conditions (2.1) to (2.3), the demand of all PQ buses directly
or indirectly affected by this decrease also has to be curtailed. This process is illustrated
in Figure 2.4. This example includes 2 PV buses and 9 PQ buses which are connected in a
ring topology over two voltage levels. For the sake of simplicity, power losses are neglected
in this example. In the regular upward simulation process shown in Figure 2.4a, the power
supply of substations acting as producers is determined by the power demand of connected
consumers (blue: 200 kW each, green: 10 kW each). In the example, this results in Substation A
supplying 60 kW and Substation B supplying 660 kW. As the demand exceeds the maximum
rating of 600 kW of Substation B, this setting is considered infeasible. This network is therefore
simulated again by setting the supply of Substation B to its maximum rating of 600 kW.
The simulation proceeds downwards to determine the maximum possible power demand of
the directly connected PQ buses as shown in Figure 2.4b. According to the description in
Section 2.3.2.2 the demand of each blue colored consumer is reduced proportionally to its
power demand compared to other PQ buses of the same independent part by around 9% from
200 kW to 181.8 kW. At the same time the demand of Substation A is decreased by the same
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Figure 2.4: Result of (a) the regular upward simulation process determining each PV bus’ power
supply and (b) its downward counterpart determining each PQ bus’ maximum
power demand in case of a PV bus’ overload. The horizontal line divides the
network into two different voltage levels.
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percentage from 60 kW to 54.5 kW. As Substation A can now only consume 54.5 kW, all green
consumers together are not allowed to consume more than this value. This requires curtailing
the total power demand of each green colored PQ bus from 10 kW to 9.1 kW.

2.3.2.4 Alternative for Step 3: Voltage Level Combination without Regulating Devices

When the installation of voltage regulators at each substation of the PNM is not possible
or desired for whatever reason, the voltage level combination step described in the previous
Section 2.3.2.3 has to be changed to an iterative process to produce valid results. The first
step, the upward simulation, remains identical. Since the installation of regulating devices is
omitted, the initialization of each PV bus’ voltage with Vi = 1.0pu is only preliminary. The
backward simulation process now becomes mandatory to determine the specific voltage at
each bus for every voltage level. Additionally to the process described in Section 2.3.2.3, the
voltage at each substation’s lower voltage winding is set to the voltage of its higher voltage
part. This way, the voltage at each consumer is determined only by the voltage drops on the
branches being directly or indirectly connected to a power plant without the interference of
any regulating device artificially increasing the voltage. If at any consumer at any voltage
level Constraint (2.2) is violated, the initialization value of the connected PV bus’ voltage
is increased by either a fixed value, e.g., V = 0.01pu, or the value can be determined by a
binary search. With the increased voltage initialization value another iteration of the process
is started until Constraint (2.2) is valid for all consumers.

2.4 Scheduling of Battery Energy Storage

Distributed battery energy storage such as batteries of PEVs or small-scale home batteries
can be employed to provide services to the power system. Through controlled charging
or energy back-feeding, such grid integrated batteries could serve for shaving load peaks,
filling load valleys, and balancing frequency fluctuations, thus facilitating the integration
of renewable energies and mitigating possible grid congestion caused by uncontrolled PEV
charging. In this section, a scheduling approach for battery energy storage is presented that
can be equally used for demand-responsive charging and energy back-feeding. It includes a
battery model appropriately considering the non-linear dependency of battery aging on the
state of charge (SOC) and the SOC swing (alternatively denoted depth of discharge) ∆SOC
as described in Section 2.4.1. At the same time, real-time electricity prices as well as price
forecasts are exploited. This allows to effectively trade off revenues and degradation costs
at each point in a battery’s lifetime, thus leading to a profit-maximizing solution. Losses
due to charging/discharging inefficiencies are also taken into account. In order to make the
approach applicable to both stationary and mobile applications, charging needs for the purpose
of driving are further considered through appropriate boundary conditions. The optimization
procedure as described in Section 2.4.2 is based on a dynamic programming algorithm which
computes a globally optimal solution sufficiently fast for real-time operation for a single PEV.
It is thereby assumed that the charging/discharging power may take any value in a range
specified by the maximum nominal C-rate and the used power connection. The optimization
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process effectively exploits price information to increase attainable profits for the battery
owner without explicitly targeting to maintain power grid stability. This can be achieved with
electricity prices reflecting the state of a power system. Prices may be high in times of peak
power demand and decrease during times of low power demand.

The presented scheduling approach was collaboratively developed and its basic principles as
well as related work are outlined in [13–15]. In this work, the approach is described only to the
extent necessary to understand its functioning in the context of the case study conducted in
Section 4.3 investigating the power system impact of different road transportation electrification
scenarios. Comprehensive information on the approach, its application in different electricity
markets, and further details on the presented battery models is detailed in [35].

2.4.1 Models

The scheduling strategy presumes a price-taking battery agent with the objective to maximize
its profit Π resulting from the difference between attainable revenues defined in Section 2.4.1.1
and incurring costs defined in Section 2.4.1.2. A large part of those costs is induced by battery
aging which is why it has to be appropriately accounted for using the applied battery aging
model described in Section 2.4.1.3. The decision variable is the power P , which determines
the amount of energy being bought (grid-to-battery, G2B) or sold (battery-to-grid, B2G)2. The
problem is time-discrete in the sense that the power Pi in a period i remains constant for the
duration ∆t.

2.4.1.1 Revenues

The revenue ri in a period i is proportional to the compensation for providing G2B or B2G,
pG2B,i or pB2G,i, so that

rG2B,i = pG2B,i · |Pi| ·∆t (2.14)
rB2G,i = pB2G,i · |Pi| ·∆t (2.15)

The revenue R which can be attained in a sequence of n time intervals can then be written as

R =
n−1∑
i=0

[rG2B,i ·Θ(Pi) + rB2G,i · (1−Θ(Pi))] · |Pi| ·∆t (2.16)

In this equation, the indicator function defined as

Θ(P ) =
{

1, P ≥ 0 (G2B)
0, P < 0 (B2G)

(2.17)

ensures that each time period generates revenues either from G2B or B2G only.
2 In the remainder of this work the general idea of bidirectional power flow will be referred to as the B2G

concept. The direction of power flows either from the grid to the battery or vice versa will simply be termed
G2B or B2G, respectively.
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2.4.1.2 Costs

For charging the battery, energy is purchased in period i at an electricity price pE,i. A unit of
energy further causes battery depreciation costs cD. The power seen by the battery is smaller
than the power Pi on the grid side, which is a consequence of energy losses in the system taken
into account by the efficiency η. The G2B costs cG2B,i occurring in one period can thus be
written as

cG2B,i = (pE,i + cD · ηG2B) · |Pi| ·∆t (2.18)

Equivalently, the costs cB2G,i for delivering a unit of energy to the grid are determined by the
battery depreciation costs divided by the discharge efficiency ηB2G and are defined as

cB2G,i =
(
cD
ηB2G

)
· |Pi| ·∆t (2.19)

As the power P is measured from the grid side, charging/discharging energy losses according to
η cause the power flow through the battery to be smaller/greater than P during charging/dis-
charging. Therefore η appears in the numerator in Equation (2.18) and in the denominator in
Equation (2.19).

Similarly to the revenues, total costs C occurring within n time periods can be written as

C =
n−1∑
i=0

[cG2B,i ·Θ(Pi) + cB2G,i · (1−Θ(Pi))] · |Pi| ·∆t (2.20)

2.4.1.3 Battery Aging

Battery degradation involves a decrease of capacity and a power fade, both of which result
from calendar aging and cycling of energy. The related aging processes depend on various
parameters including C-rate, current SOC, ∆SOC, temperature, humidity, and time. With
regard to an optimal charging/discharging strategy, the capacity fade caused by cycle aging is
the predominant process which is why the focus is put on this aspect neglecting calendar aging.
A one-dimensional dependency on ∆SOC keeps the optimization problem rather simple but
neglects the fact that degradation does not only depend on a cycle’s depth but also on the SOC
range this cycle occurs. A certain ∆SOC at a high or low SOC is generally more detrimental
than the same ∆SOC at a moderate SOC. For this purpose, an empirical aging model is
adapted from [36, 37] describing the capacity fade depending on ∆SOC and SOC at which the
cycling takes place. At low C-rates in the range up to 2C and constant temperature, these two
parameters are the most important factors for G2B/B2G induced aging. The considered cell is
a Li(NiMnCo)O2-based 18650 lithium-ion battery with an initial capacity CAPinit = 2.15Ah.

According to this model, the normalized battery capacity capcyc = CAP (Q) · CAP−1
init is

scaled to 0 ≤ capcyc ≤ 1 and decreases as a function of the accumulated charge throughput Q
according to the relation

capcyc(Q) = 1− β ·
√
Q (2.21)
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In this equation, β represents the cycle aging factor which was experimentally determined as

β = 7.348 · 10−3 · (U − 3.667)2 + 7.6 · 10−4 + 4.081 · 10−3 ·∆SOC (2.22)

In this relation, U denotes the average voltage during a half-cycle between the start SOC,
SOCstart, and the end SOC, SOCend, at which the battery is cycled. This number can be
retrieved from the open-circuit voltage curve by using the relation

U = 1
2 · (U(SOCstart) + U(SOCend))

= 1
2 · (U(SOCstart) + U(SOCstart +∆SOC)) (2.23)

This is a simplification since the voltage curves during charging and discharging are not exactly
identical. In the given context the related error can, however, be neglected.

Using the convention that the cycle lifetime is reached once the capacity has decreased
to a certain value capEOL, e.g., 0.8 for automotive applications or to even lower values for
stationary or second-life applications, Equation (2.21) can be employed to calculate the
battery depreciation costs. With capEOL = 1 − β ·

√
QEOL according to Equation (2.21),

the lifetime charge throughput QEOL of the considered reference battery resolves to QEOL =
(1 − capEOL)2 · β−2. From a power system perspective, energy throughput in units of kWh
is easier to handle than charge throughput given in Ah. This energy throughput associated
with QEOL can be approximated using the average voltage U according to the relation
EEOL = U ·QEOL. Dividing the cell’s initial cost CCell by the amount of cyclable energy EEOL
yields the cell’s depreciation costs cD,Cell per unit of energy at a particular cycling regime:

cD,Cell = CCell
EEOL

= CCell

U ·QEOL

= CCell ·
β2

(1− capEOL)2 · U
(2.24)

Through β and U , this relation represents the variable battery aging costs depending on both
SOC and ∆SOC. In general applications, every charge/discharge process occurs at a different
SOC and ∆SOC so that each cycle is related to a distinct β. Consequently, EEOL and cD,Cell
are re-calculated whenever the cycling regime changes. The cell’s depreciation costs can be
scaled to a battery pack of arbitrary capacity CAPBP as follows:

cD,BP = cD,Cell ·
CAPBP
CAP

(2.25)

The presented battery aging model produces costs as illustrated in Figure 2.5. Abstracting
from any specific battery parameter, costs are depicted as a factor of the costs induced by an
infinitesimal ∆SOC at the battery’s optimal point of operation at SOC = 0.44. As a result,
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Figure 2.5: Cost factors of an infinitesimal ∆SOC in relation to the costs at the battery’s
optimal point of operation. The battery’s ideal cycling range is illustrated in gray.

costs of a ∆SOC = 0.1 are 2.5 times higher in the SOC range of 0 to 0.1 and even 8 times
higher in the range of 0.9 to 1 than in the battery’s ideal cycling range of 0.39 to 0.49. This
relation is also reflected in the battery’s cyclic lifetime of less than 2 000 cycles in the SOC
range below 0.1 and less than 1 000 cycles in case of an SOC above 0.9 while exhibiting about
6 million cycles in its ideal cycling range assuming capEOL = 0.8. This peripheral increase in
costs and thus decrease in lifetime is expected to impede extreme SOC states only allowing
them to occur when attainable revenues can compensate incurring costs.

2.4.2 Optimization Process

In this section, the cost and revenue model presented in the previous Section 2.4.1 is applied to
an optimization process to derive a profit-maximizing charging/discharging schedule including
optimal power values for each time period. Every power value thereby depends on current
and future electricity prices, battery degradation costs, and possible SOC constraints which
may have been imposed to provide a sufficient amount of energy for driving purposes. In
Section 2.4.2.1 the optimization problem formulation including possible power and SOC
constraints is presented. It is then described in Section 2.4.2.2 how this problem is solved
using dynamic programming and a rolling horizon approach.

2.4.2.1 Problem Formulation

Considering battery capacity and C-rate constraints, maximum profits can be achieved by
solving the following optimization problem:

maximize Π =
∑
i∈H

(ri − ci) (2.26)

subject to Pmin ≤ Pi ≤ Pmax ∀i (2.27)
and 0 ≤ SOCi ≤ 1 ∀i (2.28)
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Both revenues ri as defined in Equations (2.14) and (2.15) as well as costs ci as defined in
Equations (2.18) and (2.19) are functions of the charging/discharging power Pi. Unlike in
bang-bang control approaches where Pi is restricted to Pmin, Pmax, and 0, Pi can assume any
value in the interval ranging from Pmin to Pmax. Given Constraint (2.27), the possible range
of power values is determined by the specification of the power connection PC or the battery
pack PBP with max{PC

min, P
BP
min} ≤ Pi ≤ min{PC

max, P
BP
max}. Equation (2.17) defines P > 0

in case the battery is being charged (G2B) and P < 0 otherwise (B2G). As described in
Section 2.4.1.2, the power is measured from the perspective of the power grid such that a power
P fed into the grid equals a power P · η−1

G2B drawn from the battery. Constraint (2.28) ensures
that the battery’s SOC remains between 0 and 1 avoiding deep discharges or overcharging.
Solving the optimization problem from Equation (2.26) given Constraints (2.27) and (2.28)
yields a maximum possible profit Π̃ and a profit-maximizing charging/discharging schedule
~P = (P1, P2, ..., P|H|) including optimal power values for each time period.

The sequence of charging/discharging power ~P leads to a time series of SOC states which
is determined by

SOCi+1 =SOCi +∆SOCG2B,i ·Θ(Pi) +∆SOCB2G,i · (1−Θ(Pi)) (2.29)

Due to the energy dissipation discussed in Section 2.4.1.2, the charging/discharging efficiency
needs to be considered for calculating SOCi+1 such that in case of G2B

∆SOCG2B,i = Pi ·∆t
CAPBP

· ηG2B (2.30)

and in case of B2G
∆SOCB2G,i = Pi ·∆t

CAPBP
· 1
ηB2G

(2.31)

Apart from the Constraints (2.27) and (2.28), additional boundary conditions may be imposed
if the battery is not available for grid services. Unavailability from time period j to k leads to
the simple constraint

Pi = 0 j ≤ i ≤ k (2.32)

If the battery needs to provide energy during the unavailability time, e.g., for driving, a certain
amount of energy Emin has to be stored before period j. At the end of period k, the quantity
Ej,k has then been drawn from the battery. The corresponding boundary conditions for the
SOC before period j and the resulting SOC at the end of period k thus are

SOCj−1 ≥
Emin
EBP

(2.33)

SOCk = SOCj−1 −
Ej,k
EBP

In case of a PEV, an expected travel distance d̃j,k and an estimated energy consumption per
driving distance ẽ imply Emin = ẽ · d̃j,k. Upon trip completion, the actual mileage dj,k and
energy consumption e are known such that the actual energy consumption is then given by
Ej,k = e · dj,k.
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Figure 2.6: Example of a solution for a dynamic programming problem.

2.4.2.2 Solution Method

With a non-linear cost function, continuous variables Pi, and the indicator function introducing
an integer, the naive problem formulation leads to a mixed integer non-linear program. The
computational complexity of this approach is NP-hard and increases exponentially with the
number of used price forecast periods, referred to as the lookahead. This way, computing
power quickly becomes a limitation when solving problems with a realistic lookahead of
a couple of hours. A more cost-effective approach can be realized by means of dynamic
programming [38]. This method leverages on the fact that the optimization over a series of
time periods can be decomposed into smaller subproblems which can be solved sequentially.
This way, computational complexity is only linearly dependent on the lookahead and can
thereby extensively be reduced. The resulting schedule can further be proven to be the global
optimum presuming deterministic prices for the considered time periods [38].

The dynamic programming approach is illustrated with an example in Figure 2.6. Here, the
evolution of the SOC over 7 time periods with H = {1, 2, ..., 7} is shown. From one period to
the next, the SOC may either increase when it is being charged (indicated by G2B), decrease
when it is being discharged (B2G or Drive), or remain constant when it is neither charged nor
discharged (None) neglecting calendar aging. Discharging the battery may either occur when
energy is fed back to the power grid to provide ancillary services (B2G) or when it is used,
e.g., for driving in case of a PEV (Drive). The battery’s SOC may either remain constant
when this is the optimal solution for this time period or in case of unavailability as indicated in
Equation (2.32). At any period of time i the SOC can assume values between 0 and 1 being
discretized into ∆SOC = 0.1 resulting in a state space defined as

Si = {SOCi ∈ R | 0 ≤ SOCi ≤ 1} = {0, 0.1, ...1} (2.34)

Discharging the battery for driving purposes (Drive) requires ∆SOC = 0.2 for one time period
and is assumed for the period 4 and 5. Equation (2.33) therefore requests SOC4 ≥ 0.4 and
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SOC5 ≥ 0.2. The mentioned values are for illustrative purposes only and may individually be
modified when applying the optimization algorithm to other cases. Computational requirements
grow linearly with the number of time periods and possible SOC values at each period, therefore
a reasonable trade-off between accuracy and computational efforts needs to be found in practice.

In the following, the different steps of computing an optimal charging/discharging schedule ~P
are explained by applying a forward dynamic programming algorithm:

1. i = 1

Starting with SOC = 0.6, the state spaces S0 = {u ∈ {0.6}} and S1 = {v ∈ {0, 0.1, ..., 1}}
are in accordance with Equation (2.34). For each combination of u and v total profits
Π1 = S0 × S1 are calculated according to Equation (2.26). In case a transition from any
u to any v is impossible, e.g., due to power limitations, π1,u→v is set to negative infinity
for this combination.

2. i = 2 to 7

In a second step, marginal profits are calculated for every transition from S1 =
{u ∈ {0, 0.1, ..., 1}} to S2 = {v ∈ {0, 0.1, ..., 1}} resulting in π2 = S1 × S2 with π2,u→v =
−∞ for impossible transitions from u to v. Total profits are defined as Π2 = Π1 +
π2. This step is repeated for all remaining ordered pairs of neighboring state spaces
{(S2, S3) , (S3, S4) , ..., (S6, S7)}.

3. i = 7

In a last step, the maximum total profit Π7,max indicates the final state v7 of the optimal
SOC schedule ~S. Starting from this state, ~S is determined by traversing backward
through the neighboring state spaces, for each pair picking the state with the maximum
marginal profit previously calculated. For each transition between two neighboring SOC
states in ~S, the required power to allow for the transition can be calculated. The ordered
set of those power values is the optimal charging/discharging schedule ~P .

The time horizon H which is subject to optimization includes all time periods i ∈ H. In
reality, price data will, however, only be available for a subset of those periods covering a
time frame of several minutes up to multiple hours being continuously updated. The problem
is therefore treated as a rolling horizon problem which is illustrated in Figure 2.7. In this
example, H = {1, 2, ..., 5}. Price information available at each time period cover the current
and as price forecasts also the next 4 periods. With an increasing size of the forecast horizon,
price forecast uncertainties are also increasing which is why the number of time periods actually
used in an optimization step, the lookahead, is limited to any number equal or smaller than
the forecast horizon and is set to 2 in this example. The optimization process iteratively
calculates the final profit-maximizing charging/discharging schedule ~P for all time periods
i ∈ H as follows:

1. i = 1

Starting at i = 1, price information is available for the time periods 1 to 5. A subset
including the periods 1 to 3 is taken to calculate an optimal but temporary charging/dis-
charging schedule ~P1 = (P1, P2, P3) for those periods as described in Section 2.4.2.1.
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Figure 2.7: Example of a rolling horizon problem.

With respect to the following steps, P1 is already in the past which is why it is considered
immutable. It is thus added to the previously empty final schedule ~P = ~P ∪ ~P1(1).

2. i = 2

In a second step, updated price information for the time periods 2 to 6 are available
allowing to re-optimize time periods 2 and 3 while additionally considering period 4.
This results in a temporary schedule ~P2 = (P2, P3, P4) from which again the first element
is appended to the final schedule ~P = ~P ∪ ~P2(1).

3. i = 3 to 5

In a last step, for each remaining i ∈ (3, 4, 5) Step 2 is repeated allowing to add
every temporary schedule’s first element to the final schedule. This results in ~P =(
~P1(1), ~P2(1), ~P3(1), ~P4(1), ~P5(1)

)
being compacted to ~P = (P1, P2, P3, P4, P5). The

maximum possible profit Π̃ can be calculated from ~P according to Equations (2.16)
and (2.20).

2.5 Evaluating Power Network Models

To conclude on the quality of the PNMs generated by the PSP process and to help differentiate
between the various PNMs, emerging patterns need to be identified. As there is no one
single pattern, various topological, electrical, and economic properties or metrics from network
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science as well as from the fields of electrical engineering and management accounting are
applied to allow for a broad evaluation. The PSP approach does not only enable planning
customized PNMs of different flavor or for different use cases but instead those metrics also
enable to easily compare them with each other on an aggregated level. This way, different
PNMs can be analyzed in respect to how they contrast to each other. A comparison may be
beneficial for evaluating the applicability of a generated PNM for a specific use case or for
assessing the influence of different parameters on the resulting PNM.

The even more interesting usage of those metrics is the comparison with real-world power
systems. Due to a limited availability of detailed large-scale power system data, a comprehensive
comparison with a PNM is impractical. Instead, aggregated metrics are available for parts
of real-world power systems in differing levels of granularity. Depending on the extent and
the level of granularity of the available data, extrapolating those values from parts of a power
system to an entire PNM may be feasible without jeopardizing the validity of the results.

This section builds the theoretical basis for comparing PNMs by introducing various power
system metrics, also in relation to their real-world applicability. Starting with topological
metrics in Section 2.5.1, electrical metrics are introduced in Section 2.5.2 followed by economic
metrics in Section 2.5.3. Both comparisons of PNMs with each other and with real-world
power systems based on the defined properties are conducted on the example of Singapore in
Section 4.2.

2.5.1 Topological Properties

For the definition of topological properties a PNM is considered a complex network [39]. In
principle, network science offers a wide variety of different metrics that could be taken to allow
for comparing different PNMs with each other and with real-world power systems. Some of
them are redundant because they are alike or have a similar expressiveness. Others may be
unsuitable in the context of power systems. Yet others have a computational complexity equal
or larger than O

(
n2) and are therefore impractical to determine for large-scale systems. In

this section, the most meaningful topological properties for assessing PNMs are introduced and
put into a real-world context. For some of the defined properties there is no real-world data
available limiting their expressiveness to only comparing PNMs with each other. In Table 2.2,
a value range for most of the presented topological metrics from real-world power systems is
presented as found in literature. For some use cases the data may fit while for others it may
not fit at all. For the LV/MV grid, this is due to the limited number of publicly available
networks, all originating from the same source and having only hundreds of nodes. For the HV
grid, the high standard deviation of the values, being the result of a large topological variety,
limits the data’s expressiveness. The given ranges therefore only allow for a rough evaluation
of the quality of the generated PNMs in case no data for a specific investigated region or the
power system under investigation is available. Applying the data to PNMs of different sizes
than the original power systems may additionally distort results.

A PNM is considered a simple, undirected, weighted graph G = (N,M) as defined in [59].
Each node i ∈ N describes a single bus of the set N of all n buses while each edge j ∈ M
indicates a single branch of the set M of all m power lines. Buses and branches are defined as
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Table 2.2: Topological metrics for the LV, MV, and HV part of real-world power systems.
Metric LV grid a) MV grid b) HV grid c)

x̄ σ x̄ σ x̄ σ

Average path length l d) 3.16 2.18 6.27 1.19 8.59 3.94
Betweenness b d) 0.81 0.42 0.38 0.23 – –
Clustering coefficient cc 0.0040 0.0049 0.0036 0.0043 0.0711 0.0826
Diameter, geodesic �d – – – – 49 26
Node degree, max. degmax – – – – 19.2 9.57
Node degree, mean deg 2.01 0.12 2.15 0.09 2.57 0.42
Node degree, P (k) ∼ β – – – – -0.65 0.2
Node degree, P (k) ∼ γ e) 1.95 0.45 2.13 0.15 3.07 0.03
Pearson coefficient ρ – – – – 0.0254 0.1892
a) All of the 11 networks only represent excerpts of LV networks, specifically from the

northern part of the Netherlands. Data originates from [40–42]. The number of nodes n
ranges from 14 to 188, the number of edges m from 14 to 191.

b) All of the 12 networks only represent excerpts of MV networks, specifically from the
northern part of the Netherlands. Data originates from [40–42]. The number of nodes n
ranges from 191 to 884, the number of edges m from 204 to 1 059.

c) All of the 48 networks represent full 380/400 kV networks, specifically from the US,
Europe, China, and India. Data originates from [41, 43–58]. The number of nodes n
ranges from 27 to 49 597, the number of edges m from 33 to 62 985.

d) Given values are adapted to the definitions of the metrics in this section considering a
power network a bidirectional instead of an unidirectional graph. Given values for the
average path length are thus divided by 2 while betweenness values are multiplied by 2.

e) Data about the power law degree distribution originates from [41] only.

in Section 2.2. For expanding the set of topological properties defined in this section, simple
self-explanatory cardinalities can be calculated in a PNM such as the number of nodes n,
number of edges m, number of independent parts p, as well as the average number of nodes per
independent part n̄p or the total power line length l. In addition to the mentioned cardinalities,
the following supporting measures are defined:

• Geodesic distance
The geodesic distance δd between two nodes i1 and i2 is the number of edges in their
connecting shortest path σi1,i2 . Pairs of nodes are considered to be unordered.

• Geographical distance
The geographical distance δg between two nodes is their shortest path distance measured
along the surface of the earth. A flat surface is legitimately assumed since geographical
distances are short and power lines are laid underground close to the surface. The
geographical shortest path may not be equal to the geodesic shortest path as the weight
of each power line is its geographical length instead of its geodesic length being always 1.
Pairs of nodes are considered to be unordered.
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• Neighborhood
The neighborhood Hi of a node i is the set of nodes directly connected to i via an edge.

Definitions of graph metrics can, for instance, be found in [59–62] or in the referenced work in
Table 2.2. Depending on the source, the subjacent graph definition, and the employed scope
of application, property terminologies and definitions may vary. For reasons of consistency
with the previous definition of a PNM as a simple, undirected, and weighted graph and to
allow comparing real-world values with those calculated by the PSS framework, properties are
defined as follows:

• Average distance
The average distance δ̄ of a graph is defined as the mean distance between any unordered
pair of nodes i1 and i2 in a direct beeline connection as

δ̄ = 1
2n (n− 1)

∑
δ {i1, i2} ∀ji1,i2 ∈M (2.35)

In this work, only the average geographical distance δ̄g is considered since the geodesic
counterpart is by definition always 1.

• Average path length
The average path length apl of a graph is defined as the mean distance between any
unordered pair of nodes i1 and i2 which are directly or indirectly connected as

apl = 1
2n (n− 1)

∑
δ {i1, i2} ∀ji1,..., ..., j...,i2 ∈M (2.36)

In this work, both the geodesic and the geographical distances, δd and δg, are considered
resulting in an average geodesic path length apld and an average geographical path length
aplg. The average path length is closely related to the average distance but differs in the
way that the former calculates distances for pairs of nodes that are already directly or
indirectly connected while the latter assumes direct connections between each pair of
nodes.

• Betweenness
The betweenness b of a graph is a measure for the frequency of nodes being on the
shortest path between other nodes normalized to 0 ≤ b ≤ 1 and is defined as

b = 1
1
2(n− 1)(n− 2)

∑
i1 6=i2 6=k

Θi1,i2(k) ∀i, k ∈ N (2.37)

In this equation, the indicator function is defined as

Θi1,i2(k) =
{

1, k ∈ σi1,i2
0, k /∈ σi1,i2

(2.38)

• Clustering coefficient
The clustering coefficient cc correlates to the redundancy r but is scaled to 0 ≤ cc ≤ 1.
For a node i, the redundancy ri is defined as the mean number of edges from a neighbor
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of i to other neighbors of i. Its possible values are between 0 and deg(i) − 1. The
clustering coefficient is the scaled mean of each node’s redundancy and defined as

cc = 1
n

n∑
i=1

ri
deg(i)− 1 (2.39)

• Density
The density d of a graph is defined as the ratio of the number of existing edges to the
number of possible edges as

d = m
1
2n(n− 1)

(2.40)

In a dense graph, the number of edges is close to the maximum number while a sparse
graph exhibits only a small number of edges.

• Diameter
The diameter � of a graph is defined as the maximum distance between any unordered
pair of nodes i1 and i2 which are directly or indirectly connected as

� = sup {δ {i1, i2}} ∀ji1,..., ..., j...,i2 ∈M (2.41)

In this work, both the geodesic and the geographical distance are considered resulting in
a geodesic diameter �d and a geographical diameter �g, respectively. The diameter is
closely related to the average path length but differs in the way that the former calculates
the maximum distance while the latter calculates the mean distance.

• Node degree
The mean node degree deg of a graph is defined as the average number of edges incident
on each node i or equally as the average cardinality of the neighborhood of i as

deg = 1
n

n∑
i=1
|Hi| =

2m
n

(2.42)

The maximum node degree degmax of a graph is defined as the maximum of all node
degrees

degmax = sup {deg(i)|i ∈ N} (2.43)

• Node degree probability distribution
The node degree probability distribution P (k) of a graph is defined as the fraction of
nodes having degree k or the probability that a randomly chosen node has degree k.
P (k) equals the underlying data of a histogram with a bin size of 1 showing the degree of
all nodes in the graph. Real-world node degree probability distributions are right-skewed
decaying either exponentially or as a power law as indicated in Table 2.2.

An exponential distribution is characterized by the vast majority of nodes having a low
degree while very few nodes show a relative high degree. In power systems, those node
sets correspond to consumers and substations, respectively. Exponential distributions
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show a fast decay in the probability of having nodes with a relative high degree. With
its two parameters α and β it is defined as

P (k) = αeβk (2.44)

A power law distribution is characterized by the majority of nodes having a small degree
while few nodes show a relative high degree. Power law distributions are similar to
exponential ones but in contrast they show a slower decay resulting in a higher probability
of having nodes with a relative high degree. In a log-log plot, power law distributions
appear as straight lines. With its two parameters α and γ it is defined as

P (k) = αk−γ (2.45)

• Pearson correlation coefficient
The Pearson coefficient ρ is a measure for the assortativity of a graph, describing the
extent to which nodes tend to be connected to nodes having a similar degree. It is the
assortativity coefficient which is normalized to −1 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 and defined as

ρ= m
∑n
i=1 deg (i1) · deg (i2)−

∑n
i=1 deg (i1)

∑n
i=1 deg (i2)√

m
∑n
i=1 deg (i1)2−(

∑n
i=1 deg (i1))2

√
m
∑n
i=1 deg (i2)2−(

∑n
i=1 deg (i2))2

(2.46)

A pair of nodes i1 and i2 is only used when there is a connecting branch ji1,i2 . Having
a positive value, the graph is assortative meaning nodes tend to only be connected to
nodes of the same or a similar degree. A negative value indicates a disassortative graph
in which nodes tend to only be connected to nodes of a degree most different. With
a value around 0 the graph does not show any assortativity resulting in nodes being
connected to nodes of any other degree with a similar probability.

2.5.2 Electrical Properties

For the definition of electrical properties a PNM is considered a power system as described in
Section 2.2. Other than topological metrics, electrical ones are time-dependent and in their
magnitude only valid for a single period of time. In principle, the field of electrical engineering
offers a wide variety of different metrics that could be used for comparing different PNMs
with each other and with real-world power systems. As with the topological metrics, some of
them are redundant or unsuitable. In the following, the most meaningful properties for PNM
characterization and comparisons are therefore introduced:

• Consumer voltage
The average consumer voltage V̄ of a PNM is the average voltage at each consumer and
is defined as

V̄ = 1
nPQ

nPQ∑
i=1

Vi (2.47)
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• Power line utilization
The power line utilization ūPL of a PNM is the average ratio of the apparent power flow
|Sj | on each edge j and its maximum capacity |Smax,j | according to Equation (2.3) and
is defined as

ūPL = 1
m

m∑
j=1

|Sj |
|Smax,j |

(2.48)

• Substation utilization
The substation utilization ūPV of a PNM is the average ratio of the apparent power
supply |SS,i| at each substation i and its maximum power supply |SS,max,i| according to
Equation (2.1) and is defined as

ūPV = 1
nPV

nPV∑
i=1

|SS,i|
|SS,max,i|

(2.49)

• Power demand
The total active power demand PD of a PNM is the sum of the active power demand
PD,i of each consumer i and is defined as

PD =
nPQ∑
i=1

PD,i (2.50)

The power demand of a voltage level PD,VL is accordingly defined as the sum of the active
power demand PD,VL,i of each of the voltage level’s PQ buses i. Instead of considering
all consumers of this one and any lower voltage levels, PQ buses of only this one voltage
level are taken into account in this metric. PD,VL includes power losses which occurred
in lower voltage levels and therefore represent the power demand to be satisfied by all
PV buses in this voltage level.

• Power supply
The total active power supply PS of a PNM is the sum of the active power supply PS,i of
each power plant i and is defined as

PS =
nPV,PP∑
i=1

PS,i (2.51)

The power supply of a voltage level PS,VL is accordingly defined as the sum of the active
power supply PS,VL,i of each of the voltage level’s PV bus i.

• Power loss
The total active power loss PL of a PNM is the ratio of the total active power demand
and supply and is as percentage defined as

PL =
(

1− PD
PS

)
· 100 (2.52)
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2.5.3 Economic Properties

Although the focus in assessing a PNM in this work is put on topological and electrical
properties, the economic side must not be neglected as it is probably of most interest in
real-world applications. Costs may be calculated for installing and operating each single part
in a power system. In the context of the PSP process presented in Section 2.2, only power
lines and substations are considered resulting in costs CE and CN, respectively. Costs are
individually linked to each planned part allowing for an economic assessment both during the
execution of the planning process and in a comparative assessment of the final PNM. In the
former case, planning additional power lines or laying those of better quality can, for instance,
substitute the installation of a more costly substation. In the latter case, differently planned
PNMs may not only be topologically or electrically compared but also economically, allowing
for identifying unnecessarily expensive models. An economic assessment is especially important
when it comes to reliability of and redundancy in a PNM. Here, costs for installing redundant
parts have to be contrasted to those costs arising from outages. The cost assignment is an
effective measure in case there are multiple, topologically or electrically, equivalent solutions.
When planning a power system costs of an electrical part always refer to its total cost of
ownership including fixed installation as well as variable operating costs over its lifetime.

2.6 Discussion and Related Work

The applied holistic approach is only one possibility on how to solve the problem of generating
PNMs. Related approaches are provided in Section 2.6.1. PNMs generated by the framework
show topological and electrical properties of real-world power systems. There are, however,
several limitations when comparing those PNMs with real-world power systems or conducting
power flow studies on them. Those limitations based on the presented methodology only
are discussed in the following sections. Limitations on the applicability of PNMs, especially
considering limited input data are separately addressed in the context of demonstrating the
methodology on the specific example of Singapore in Section 4.2.4. In Section 2.6.2 challenges
of reproducing the historic evolution of power systems are discussed. Taking up on this,
the impact of neglecting constraints when placing buses or laying branches is described in
Section 2.6.3. The various input data and parametrization options of the PSS process are
presented in Section 2.6.4 right before the real-world applicability and comparison possibilities
of the generated PNMs are discussed in Section 2.6.5. The drawback of limited redundancies
when using the network decomposition approach to allow conducting power flow studies on
possibly large-scale PNMs using realistic AC models is addressed in Section 2.6.6. Finally,
effective restrictions of the presented scheduling approach of battery energy storage are
discussed in Section 2.6.7.

2.6.1 Related Power System Planning Approaches

Holistic approaches divide the problem of generating PNMs into various subproblems and
apply a particular algorithm to each one. Eventually, results are iteratively combined to
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form the final PNM. The presented framework falls into this category of holistic approaches
having the highest overlap with other approaches presented in [63–68]. The advantages of the
presented framework compared to those approaches have already been outlined in Section 2.1.

From a mathematical point of view, PSP can be treated as a single complex mixed integer
non-linear optimization problem [69]. Common approaches include numerical methods such
as mixed integer linear programming [70–73], non-linear programming [74–77], or dynamic
programming [78, 79]. Due to the NP-hardness of the problem, these methods, however,
only show good performance for small-scale systems with a few hundred nodes and edges.
Therefore, heuristics have been developed which address the problem on a larger scale. These
mainly include genetic algorithms [80–84], evolutionary algorithms [85–89], tabu search [90–93],
particle swarm optimization [94–101], and simulated annealing [102, 103].

Regardless of the mathematical approach, all of the investigated PSP models share the
same generic problem statement of minimizing an economic cost function subject to technical
and operational constraints. Thereby, the location and power rating of substations as well as
the type and routing of power lines are considered the design variables. Power flow equality,
substation and power line capacity limits, as well as bus angle and voltage limits are most
commonly used as constraints. Mathematical approaches minimizing a cost function produce
optimal results within their defined limits, thereby neglecting that real-world power systems are
far away from being optimal due to their evolution as discussed in the following Section 2.6.2.
Holistic approaches are differently motivated. Instead of requiring a fixed set of input data
based on which an optimal PNM is generated, they can be parametrized to compensate missing
data to some extent. Depending on the scope of application, one approach may be superior
to the other. This framework is motivated by allowing researchers, planners, or experts of
adjacent areas to use their various sets of incomplete input data to generate realistic PNMs
tailored to their specific use case and subsequently conduct power flow studies on them as
mentioned in Section 2.1.

PSP approaches can further be distinguished into their planning strategy: greenfield
planning [64, 65, 87, 94, 95, 102], expansion planning [70–78, 81–83, 85, 86, 90, 92, 97–
99, 103], or supporting both [66, 79, 80, 91]. The planning period may either be static
single-stage [64–66, 72, 74, 75, 77, 79–81, 85–87, 90, 91, 94, 95, 102, 103] or dynamic multi-
stage [70, 71, 73, 76, 78, 82, 83, 92, 97–99]. In the former, planning is conducted only based on
the requirements of one single planning period, the latter spans the requirements over several
planning periods temporally build on each other. PSP approaches also differ in the voltage
level they are applied to: LV [64, 65, 80, 91], MV [70–73, 75–79, 81, 82, 85–87, 90, 92, 97–
99, 102, 103], HV [104], or any combination of them [66, 74, 94, 95]. When supporting multiple
voltage levels, planning and connecting them can be done top-down or bottom-up, depending
on the kind of available data. The presented framework implements a holistic, bottom-up,
static single-stage approach to plan PNM covering all voltage levels from scratch while also
supporting expansion planning.

An excellent overview of the different approaches applied in the field of PSP, their design
variables, constraints, planning strategies and periods, as well as voltage levels is provided
in [69]. Not going into detail with respect to holistic approaches, current and future trends in
this field are extensively analyzed and classified. Additionally, the shift from traditional single
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objective PSP approaches being concerned with finding the most economic solution towards
modern multi-objective PSP approaches including distributed generation technologies mainly
being solved using heuristic algorithms is shown. Decomposition methods as applied in the
presented framework are identified as a required trend in solving future PSP problems being
decentralized, large-scale, multi-stage, and complex.

2.6.2 Evolution of Power Systems

The historic evolution of a power system does not necessarily follow an optimal development
path as assumed by the greenfield planning. Using this approach, a power system which is
able to satisfy the current power demand specified in the consumer input data is planned from
scratch. This way, PNMs showing realistic aggregated topological, electrical, and economic
properties of real-world power systems are indeed being generated. They may, however,
significantly differ on a detailed level with respect to the geography and technical specification
of the planned buses and branches. Using the same parametrization and input data for an
entire voltage level without differentiating between planned electrical installations of this level
fosters divergence from the represented real-world power system on a detailed level. This
limitation of failing to reproduce the evolutionary development of real-world power systems
partly falls by the implemented expansion planning.

Expansion planning describes the approach of modeling the evolution of the number of
consumers and their power demand by extending an already planned PNM or parts of it
with additional components, e.g., power lines, substations, consumers, etc. In [11, 105] the
different aspects of expansion planning are further discussed. In reality, components may not
always be newly built or expanded but instead existing ones get enhanced or upgraded. In
contrast to expansion planning which extends a network by adding additional components,
upgrade planning also considers the possibility of modifying existing parts of the network
depending on certain topological, electrical, and especially economic conditions. In some cases
it may, for instance, be economically more beneficial to upgrade a substation to increase its
maximum power rating than planning an additional one. Although results would be more
realistic, little efforts have yet been made in further investigating this approach in the context
of PSP planning on a large scale. The already high complexity of the optimization problem
would this way be increased by another dimension. Due to their modular composition, holistic
approaches such as the presented framework are exceptionally suitable to be extended by an
upgrade planning module in future.

With greenfield, expansion, and upgrade planning, the methodologies to realistically
reproduce the evolution of real-world power systems exist. They, however, require an extensive
amount of historic data which may be tough to acquire with regard to the rarity of even
current detailed power system data. The presented framework therefore focuses on greenfield
and expansion planning with the option to multi-purposely parametrize the planning process
according to the available input data to generate PNMs with a large variety of different
characteristics.
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2.6.3 Placement Constraints

The presented PSP approach at its current stage does, for reasons of limited availability
of data, not explicitly consider economic, geographical, or environmental constraints when
placing buses or laying branches. Instead, buses are placed at the load gravity center of an
area regardless of any constraint, e.g., regional subsidies, access to fuel and water, nature
protection and pollution restrictions, etc. Power lines are laid as straight lines connecting
two buses with the shortest beeline distance also neglecting physical routing constraints, e.g.,
obstacles or high-cost passages. If data is available, the locations of individual power plants and
substations can be explicitly specified. For the focus of the PSP approach, generating PNMs
which closely resemble provided metrics of corresponding real-world networks using minimal
input data, considering placement constraints in the regular planning process is, however, not
required. With regard to increasing the attractiveness of the approach to, for instance, power
system planners, including a geographical information system (GIS) approach to account for
the above-mentioned aspects would be a powerful extension. A possible implementation may
be to divide the given region into tiles each associated with a cost value of placing a bus in
or laying branches through it. In the former case, the part of the PSP process described in
Section 2.2.3 is extended to select the cost-minimal tile closest to the load gravity center. In
the latter case, the part described in Section 2.2.6 is extended by a cost-minimal routing option
when connecting two buses with each other.

For generating PNMs with realistic properties, the power line length is, however, much more
important than its exact path. Power line stretch factors virtually extend the length of power
lines to account for non-beeline paths in reality without requiring to apply a data-intensive GIS
approach. This way, electrical and economic properties such as power losses and investment
costs are realistically considered. Choosing the correct stretch factors heavily depends on the
available input data and is subject to individual tailoring. An indication for the magnitude of
stretch factors may, for instance, be received assuming power lines are laid according to the
road network of a region. In [66], the length of a power line in the LV (MV) grid has to be
extended by a factor of approximately 1.2 (1.4). Those values can, however, only serve as a
basis for further analyses individual to each use case, as perfect information on the input data is
assumed and off-road power line branching within buildings is neglected. Although the spatial
composition of installations may deviate in reality without applying a GIS approach, stretch
factors allow employing incomplete input data while still being able to generate PNMs with
realistic electrical and economic properties. If, for instance, the available set of consumers is
incomplete and therefore less power lines are planned but the total power line length or power
losses are known, generated PNMs may account for this lack of input data by an increased
stretch factor.

2.6.4 Input Data and Parametrization

The PSP approach requires minimal input data including a number of consumers each specified
by a distinct pair of spatial coordinates and its active power demand. Additional data may
optionally be provided to further exert influence on the output. To realistically model power
flows, the reactive power demand is additionally required. It may either be directly provided
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or calculated from a power factor which can optionally be defined. If not stated otherwise,
consumers are placed on the lowest available voltage level. In case of conducting power flow
studies, power demand values for multiple time periods can be provided. Consumer power
demand values may also be multiplied by a factor to investigate different scenarios both when
planning a PNM or only when conducting power flow studies. The resulting PNM may largely
differ in its dimension among different sets of input data as this data is elementary to the
planning process. The PSP approach can furthermore be multi-purposely parametrized to
accommodate different sets of input data and to generate PNMs with a large variety of different
characteristics. Parametrization thereby takes place either generally on the level of single
voltage layers in the regular PSP process or individually through expansion planning. The
challenge is thus to find the parameter set most realistically reproducing the real-world power
system under consideration. Monte Carlo simulations [106] and ceteris paribus sensitivity
analyses [107] can both be conducted to identify the impact of the different parameters and
parameter uncertainty. Providing parameter values is optional. In case a parameter is omitted,
best practice values from different real-world power systems are applied. In Section 4.2.1.2
reference values for the Singapore power system are provided. The following parameters may
be varied in the regular PSP process:

• Voltage level
A real-world power system is divided into multiple voltage levels. As input, the number
of specified voltage levels can be as fine-grained as the investigated power system. The
PSP process is iteratively executed for all voltage levels starting with the lowest one.

• Topology
The topology as described in Section 2.2.6 comprises ring, radial, and meshed networks
and can be varied per voltage level.

• Stretch factor
Power lines connect two buses with the shortest beeline distance. Stretch factors are
introduced to realistically consider selected electrical and economic properties in the
generated PNM by virtually extending the length of power lines to account for non-beeline
paths in reality. More details on stretch factors can be found in Section 2.6.3.

• Substation specification
Besides the target number of substations, their maximum power supply, efficiency, and
costs as well as constraints regarding their minimum and maximum utilization may be
specified per voltage level. Additionally, a bus voltage range can be optionally provided.
The mentioned parameters have an immediate effect on the actual number and utilization
of planned substations and therefore also on the number, utilization, and length of the
laid power lines.

• Power line specification
Power line parameters include the resistance and reactance of power lines, their costs,
as well as constraints regarding their minimum and maximum utilization specified per
voltage level. The mentioned parameters have an immediate effect on the number,
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utilization, and length of the laid power lines and therefore also on the number and
utilization of the planned substations.

• Algorithmic parameters
Each applied algorithm can be parametrized resulting in a maximum number of nodes
for each subregion for the bisecting (Section 2.2.2), the number of iterations for the
k-means (Section 2.2.2), the maximum distance between two nodes for the DBSCAN (Sec-
tion 2.2.6), as well as the target average mean degree for the DT (Section 2.2.6). The
mentioned parameters have an effect on the specific outcome of each algorithm without
altering their general functioning.

• Customized planning
Besides greenfield planning, an already planned PNM or parts of it can be expanded
using available data on existing electrical installations to exert influence on the planning
process. Data which can be provided include the location plus the data specified under
the list item Substation specification earlier in this section for both substations and power
plants as well as data specified under the list item Power line specification. More details
on customized planning can be found in Section 2.6.2.

• Network recombination
The part of the PSP process described in Section 2.2.5 may be used to reduce the
number of planned substations per voltage level to any value arriving down at the cost-
optimized solution. Due to the large parameter space requiring a heuristic approach, the
cost-optimized planning option cannot be expected to yield a global optimum. Results
presented in Chapter 4, however, show that the presented network recombination heuristic
is able to exploit the optimization potential to a large extent independently of the specific
network. Reducing the target number of planned substations has an immediate effect
on the actual number and utilization of planned substations and therefore also on the
number, utilization, and length of the laid power lines.

2.6.5 Applicability of Network Properties

As discussed in Section 2.6.2, the historic evolution of a power system does not necessarily follow
an optimal development path. Instead, real-world power systems gradually grow according to
changing demands impeding their artificial reproduction. The question if there is one unifying
underlying generative process for all or most of them has driven research to come up with
different approaches of generating PNMs producing different results. Network science can
help quantifying those differences by recognizing emerging pattern and defining properties to
conclude on the quality of the generated PNMs. Topological, electrical, and economic properties
defined in Section 2.5 cover a broad range of possibilities to quantitatively compare different
PNMs with and analyze how they contrast to each other. Comparing the different PNMs with
real-world power systems based on those properties allows evaluating the applicability of the
generated PNMs for specific use cases.
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Real-world power systems are quite similar in some of the presented metrics although not
concurring in all of them. If only a few properties are taken when evaluating PNMs there is
the risk of overfitting the PSP process to generate PNMs trying to match those characteristics
while neglecting others. The more properties are included in the design of the PSP process
and a later comparison, the better different PNMs can be distinguished but also the more
likely it is to identify differences to the investigated real-world power system. The problem
with those properties is that they conclude on an aggregated level while being unable to spot
differences in a PNM’s details. An explicit reproduction of real-world power systems requires
large amounts of evolutionary data often being unavailable thus limiting conclusions on the
quality of a PNM to a comparison of those aggregated metrics.

In the context of limited availability of real-world power system data it is important to
define the parameters that match each individual’s purpose. In case, for instance, the total
branch length and therefore realistic power losses are of interest, power lines may either be
laid connecting buses in a beeline and afterwards being extended by an average stretch factor
or they may follow available data on how they are routed. The resulting PNMs for both
variants are equal on an aggregated level regarding the defined metric but they may highly
differ in their details. Developing a unifying process for generating realistic PNM showing all
the characteristics of real-world power systems is data-intensive and, because those systems are
multifarious, very challenging. The presented approach therefore addresses this problem with
a modular multi-algorithm process which can be multi-purposely parametrized to tailor the
generated PNMs to the specific use case. For this purpose, a set of different metrics is defined
and augmented by reference values from real-world power systems to allow evaluating and
comparing generated PNMs. Provided reference values can, however, only indicate the order
but not the exact values which are biased due to the small number of available power grids.

2.6.6 Network Decomposition

Conducting power flow studies on large-scale PNMs within a reasonable amount of time using a
realistic non-linear AC model requires decreasing the solution space. A network decomposition
approach is therefore implemented which divides a PNM into independent parts allowing the
power flow problem to be individually solved for each part. Alternatively, the AC model
can be approximated by a linear DC one trading in accuracy for performance. Either way,
computational requirements only grow linearly with the size of the PNM not limiting the
number of electrical consumers or voltage levels to a certain number. Power flow studies on
city-scale PNMs can thus be conducted within seconds.

The network decomposition approach is not applicable to PNMs showing high redundancies
as it is based on dividing a PNM into independent parts. The larger the individual parts the
higher the computational requirements. In the PSP process, radial and ring networks are
currently planned without connections between different areas. Since both types of topologies
are mainly used in LV and MV real-world power systems showing only limited redundancies
if any at all, generated PNMs quite, although not absolutely, accurately reproduce reality
in this regard. Meshed networks, mostly found in HV grids, by definition already show
redundancies. Since HV grids typically only comprise a couple of hundreds or thousands
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of buses and branches, computational requirements are manageable. Allowing to freely set
the level of redundancy according to the available computational resources to realistically
account for redundancies existing in real-world power systems would certainly increase the
attractiveness of the approach.

2.6.7 Scheduling of Battery Energy Storage

The scheduling approach optimizes charging/discharging of mobile or stationary battery
energy storage by means of dynamic programming. It builds on a battery model allowing to
realistically quantify battery aging costs and utilizes present and forecasted electricity prices
to determine a charging/discharging schedule which is globally optimal given deterministic
prices. In practice, however, several limitations restrict optimality:

• Battery aging model
The applied battery aging model defined in Section 2.4.1.3 is empirically derived for a
specific cell type. Common to all empirically derived models is their limited expressiveness
to precisely quantify battery aging costs for other cells of this type, much less for cells of
other types. This is mainly due to deviations in the manufacturing process. Another
reason are the many changes in the cycling regime of a PEV’s battery that cannot be
accurately reflected in synthetic cycling tests. Based on an empirical model, continuous
re-calibration during operation time is required by employing a battery state of health
online-monitoring technology [108]. This way, a sound cost estimation depending on the
current battery state including calendar aging which is so far neglected in the current
model can be achieved.

• SOC operating range
Related to the applied battery aging model is the operating range of the SOC. The
scheduling approach tends to keep the battery at SOC states around its optimal point of
operation at 0.44 and moderate ∆SOCs. This way, extreme SOC states or deep cycling
can be avoided both having a detrimental effect on the battery’s lifetime. Imposed
restrictions on the charging/discharging power thus only have a negligible effect on the
resulting profits. Similarly, keeping a moderate SOC buffer reserved for driving purposes
of almost up to the battery’s optimal operation point only insignificantly reduce profits.

• Price information
Available price information for real-time electricity markets often include a forecast
horizon of several hours. Those forecasts, however, are subject to uncertainties, usually
the larger the more ahead they predict the future. The optimization process implicitly
deals with those price uncertainties by means of the rolling horizon approach without
explicitly learning from historical data. The latter approach would be a powerful extension
since imperfect price information may distort optimality of the process and narrow down
profits. Given price information exhibiting high accuracy as they are usually available in
electricity markets for a couple of hours, the lookahead can have a significant positive
effect on profits when increased within a range of several hours while any further increase
does not lead to notable improvements as shown in [15].
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• Dispatch probability
The optimization process assumes probabilities of 100% on its determined power values
neglecting possible power system constraints. For small-scale batteries as employed in
PEVs or at home this assumption may be accurate in today’s power systems in the G2B
case. An uncontrolled energy supply in the B2G case may destabilize the power system.
Energy dispatch therefore needs to be coordinated by a central instance resulting in
probabilities of less than 100%. Lacking dispatch probability data from any real-world
power system, the influence of the made assumption remains an open question and needs
to be further investigated.

2.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, a holistic modular PSS framework including a PSP and power flow simulation
approach for generating and evaluating large-scale PNMs is presented. The methodology
iteratively employs a combination of algorithms allowing to create PNMs with a great variety
of different characteristics using minimal input data. The framework is able to generate PNMs
bottom-up using consumer location and power demand data to particularly allow for a more
realistic planning of the LV grid. With its versatility and ability to flexibly tailor the power grid
to individual use cases, the framework overcomes the common problem of limited availability
of information on real-world power systems. The analysis and comparison of different PNMs
especially compared to real-world power systems is facilitated by defining various topological,
electrical, and economic properties.

The PSS framework comprises an AC power flow simulation which is used to ensure
that the generated PNMs are functional. Furthermore, it can be used to conduct studies
simulating power flows under arbitrary tempo-spatial load profiles. The simulation calculates
the capacity utilization at every bus and branch as well as the voltage at each consumer and
substation which allows identifying times and locations of grid congestion and voltage drops.
The price-responsive energy storage scheduling approach considers battery degradation and
electricity price forecasts to shift charging/discharging into time periods being effective with
respect to maintaining power grid stability. It also ensures an economically profitable operation
for the battery owner while complying with given constraints. This becomes handy in case of
a large-scale integration of battery energy storage into the investigated power system to avoid
further peak load increase when charging those batteries.

On the level of topological and electrical properties, PNMs generated by the framework
match real-world power systems. The framework, however, comprises several limitations
which can be ascribed to a lack of available input data. It misses to emulate the evolution of
real-world power systems and neglects placement constraints and inhomogeneities of electrical
installations on the same voltage level. While for some purposes PNMs may not require a
more detailed modeling, for others the value of those PNMs may be limited. In the context of
applying the framework on the example of Singapore in Section 4.2, the effect of limited input
data in general and the mentioned limitations in particular on the explanatory power of the
generated PNMs is discussed.
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As a distributed simulation platform comprising a power
and a transportation system simulation, CityMoS provides the

infrastructure required for investigating the impact of different road
transportation electrification scenarios on urban power systems.
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3.1 Introduction

Answering this work’s research question of quantifying the impact of large-scale road trans-
portation electrification on urban power systems requires a simulation platform, as anticipated
in the proposed solution statement. Such a platform has to comprise at least a power and
a transportation system simulation interoperating with each other. A detailed investigation
requires both simulations to be modeled at the microscopic level considering the behavior
of individual elements. For the transportation system these elements are the single vehicles
while for the power system individual consumers, substations, power stations, and power lines
need to be modeled. This allows exploring the power system impact of a great variety of
different electrification scenarios, scheduling strategies, vehicle-to-grid (V2G) implementations,
charging behaviors, and CS distributions. Considering both systems at the same time further
allows optimizing charging infrastructures and scheduling strategies with regard to optimal
satisfaction of the power demand and minimal power system impact. Other possible application
scenarios include the investigation of the impact of distributed energy sources or the transition
towards more intelligent consumers participating in demand response schemes. Also, scenarios
for expanding power networks in developing countries under fast changing conditions can be
explored.

The City Mobility Simulation (CityMoS), previously termed the Scalable Electric Mobility
Simulation (SEMSim), described in this work is such a simulation platform allowing different,
possibly distributed simulations [109] to interact with each other. In CityMoS, the specific
interacting simulations are not stipulated but instead they depend on the individual use
case allowing them to be freely combined. CityMoS as used in the context of this work
comprises an agent-based transportation system simulation interoperating with a power system
simulation using an open standard while at the same time offering the possibility to interactively
and visually influence the simulation which is currently unique, especially with the offered
functionality of the different platform components. In the following, the individual components
of CityMoS used in this work are presented:

High Level Architecture (Section 3.2) is a standard for constructing reusable and interoper-
able distributed system simulations enabling bidirectional communication among the
different entities, even across heterogeneous hardware and software platforms. This
section outlines the different components of the standard, discusses available implemen-
tations, and provides an overview on the general process involving multiple interacting
simulations.

CityMoS Power (Section 3.3) is an implementation of the PSS framework described in Chap-
ter 2. Its purpose is planning and evaluating PNMs which realistically emulate an actual
infrastructure as well as subsequently conducting power flow studies with different road
transportation electrification scenarios on those PNMs. This section focuses on the
software implementation part of the PSS framework as part of the CityMoS platform.

CityMoS Traffic (Section 3.4) is an agent-based transportation system simulation able to
realistically simulate trips of a PEV population corresponding to the real vehicle pop-
ulation of a city. In this section the different simulation components are described.
CityMoS Traffic is the only part of the CityMoS platform which was not developed in
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the context of this work but instead simply used as an externally prepared simulation
component.

CityMoS Frontend (Section 3.5) is an interactive visualization tool allowing to participate
in and controlling of distributed simulations using the High Level Architecture. The
user is thereby enabled to simultaneously interact with multiple simulations and visually
inspect their output at runtime. In addition to possible interactions occurring in the
context of the CityMoS platform, its main functionality with respect to both visualizing
data and providing user interactivity is described in this section.

The remainder of this chapter is concerned with explaining the platform’s architecture, the
specific requirements for each simulation to participate in a distributed simulation, and the
exchanged interactions in Section 3.6. This description is followed by a discussion of alterna-
tive ways of constructing distributed system simulations, experiences with the implemented
standard, as well as the CityMoS platform in general and alternatives to its power and
transportation system simulation in Section 3.7. Section 3.8 concludes this chapter.

3.2 High Level Architecture

The High Level Architecture (HLA) is a standard describing an architecture to construct
reusable and interoperable distributed system simulations. It was developed by the Mod-
eling and Simulation Coordination Office (M&S CO) of the United States Department of
Defense (US DoD). A first complete specification, HLA 1.3, became available in 1998 [110]. In
2000, a slightly revised version was merged into the superseded IEEE Standard 1516-2000 [111].
It later evolved into the active IEEE Standard 1516-2010 [112]. In HLA-compliant system
simulations a participating entity is termed federate. This may either be a simulation, an
interface to a human-controlled system, or a supporting utility, e.g., a visualization or data
collection. The declaration of a set of distributed federates interacting with each other is
termed federation. By instantiating a federation and therefore executing the system simulation
a federation execution is created and their members become joined federates.

HLA is composed of three parts as shown in Figure 3.1. First, the object model tem-
plate (OMT) provides a specification for the definition of data that is produced or required by
a federate. A description is given in Section 3.2.1. Second, services are specified which allow
federates to connect, exchange data, and coordinate activities during a federation execution.
This interface specification is outlined in Section 3.2.2. Third, HLA provides a set of ten rules to
ensure a proper interaction of federates within a federation. They are described in Section 3.2.3.
As a standard, HLA itself provides no implementation of the specified services. Creating a
federation execution therefore requires an additional software component that implements the
interface specification called the runtime infrastructure (RTI). General information and an
overview of the most common RTIs are presented in Section 3.2.4. For a better understanding
of the federation execution process, necessary service calls shared by all joined federates are
illustrated in Section 3.2.5.
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Figure 3.1: Components of HLA.

3.2.1 Object Model Template

The OMT specifies the format and syntax how object and interaction classes are defined and
is described in full detail in the IEEE Standard 1516.2-2010 found in [113]. Its objective is to
facilitate interoperability among simulations and reuse of simulation components. The relation
between the different elements defined in the OMT is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Data being
exchanged in a federation execution is either an object instance or an interaction characterized
by instance attributes or parameters, respectively. Object instances are unique instantiations
of object classes having their state defined by the values of their instance attributes. They are
created or destroyed at will by their owning federates. An object class is a template described
by a set of class attributes. No operations are defined in an object class but instead kept
resident in the individual federates. Object instances do not directly interact but instead
individual federates interact with each other via HLA services by updating instance attributes
or by sending interactions. An interaction is regarded an event within the federation execution
which is of a specific interaction class type and described by a set of parameters. In contrast
to object instances, interactions are not persistent and no reference is kept after they have
been delivered.

Object Class

Class Attributes

Interaction Class

Class Parameters

Object Instance

Instance Attributes

Interaction

Parameters

Instance Handle :: unique

Instantiation Instantiation

Figure 3.2: Elements defined in the OMT.
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The OMT provides a standardized mechanism for describing the capabilities of an individual
federate as well as for specifying data being exchanged between joined federates of a federation.
Both mechanisms are described in the following:

• Simulation object model (SOM)
The SOM describes the entire set of object and interaction classes along with their
attributes and parameters that an individual federate is able to produce or request. It
provides the required information to assess the appropriateness of a federate to participate
in a federation. A SOM may be specified in one or multiple subsets called modules.

• Federation object model (FOM)
The FOM describes the entire set of object and interaction classes along with their
attributes and parameters that the entirety of joined federates within a federation is able
to produce or request. It therefore specifies the data that is being exchanged between
the joined federates. The intersecting set of all joined federates’ SOM modules forms
a FOM that comprises all possible object and interaction classes together with their
attributes and parameters. Other FOMs being a subset of this FOM may alternatively
be specified to limit the federation execution’s functionality according to the applied use
case. In any case, the FOM, like the SOM, may be specified in one or multiple modules.

FOMs and SOMs are described using the Extensible Markup Language (XML) [114], a simple yet
very flexible markup language for encoding documents readable to both humans and machines.
The XML specification defines two levels of correctness for XML documents being well-formed
and valid. Documents following the syntax constraints of the XML specification are well-formed.
An XML document is valid if it is well-formed and complies with an XML Schema which can
be defined by applying a schema system like the XML Schema Definition (XSD) [115, 116].
An XSD file therefore provides a formal specification of an XML document’s syntax. It can
be used to easily check a referring XML file for compliance violations regarding required
and optional elements and attributes, applying restrictions, as well as key, key reference,
and uniqueness constraints. Semantic constraints cannot be expressed in an XSD. Instead,
the ISO/IEC Standard 19757-3 Schematron, a rule-based validation language for XML files,
described in [117], may be used.

In the IEEE Standard 1516.2-2010 two possible XML Schema definitions are provided
which differ in being strict or relaxed regarding the required or optional usage of elements
and attributes. The strict version defines most elements and attributes to be required. This
version is targeted for the final object model definition. For development purposes or when an
object model definition is split over multiple modules the usage of the more relaxed version is
intended. With neither of the provided XML Schemas the entire IEEE Standard 1516.2-2010
can be expressed due to XSD inherent limitations. Conformance tests regarding attribute
and parameter name duplication cannot be expressed in XSD but instead another language,
e.g., Schematron, has to be used. All object models used within a federation execution should
either fully conform to the complete definition of this XSD file or ideally to the rules and
constraints stated in the IEEE Standard 1516.2-2010.
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3.2.2 Interface Specification

The interface specification describes the interfaces for the available services between federates
and the RTI. Those services can be initiated by either the federate or directly by the RTI.
The first case describes the normal process of having a federate calling an RTI service. In
the latter, services implemented by a federate are called by the RTI to forward data from
other joined federates or for callback purposes on federate requests in the latter case. The
interface specification explicitly describes the functionality of each service, i.e., interface
name, description of service, passed argument and returned values, pre- and postconditions,
exceptions, and related services. It thus specifies the interaction of HLA-compliant simulations
and the RTI but does not itself provide the functional implementation. A detailed description
of the interface specification is given in the IEEE Standard 1516.1-2010 found in [118]. Services
specified are logically arranged into the following service groups:

• Federation management
Services offered by the federation management control activities applying to the entire
federation throughout the lifetime of a federation execution. Those services mainly
include the creation and destruction of federation executions as well as federates join-
ing and resigning from them. Additional services are related to the management of
synchronization points and the federation’s save and restore process.

• Declaration management
Services offered by the declaration management are concerned with specifying the data
a joined federate produces or requests. Publication and subscription services for object
and interaction classes are provided.

• Object management
It is the object management that is responsible for managing life cycle activities of
object instances and interactions exchanged between joined federates within a federation
execution. Services mainly include registering, discovering and deleting object instances,
updating and reflecting instance attribute values, as well as sending and receiving
interactions.

• Ownership management
Each instance attribute among a federation execution is owned by at most one joined
federate which is the only entity allowed to update its value. This way, data coherency
across a federation execution is guaranteed. The ownership management provides services
to request, divest, or acquire ownership for individual instance attributes.

• Time management
HLA’s time management service is designed to support both discrete-event and time-
stepped simulations, the latter also including real-time and scaled real-time simulations.
Time in a federation execution is defined as points along the HLA time axis being a
distributed virtual clock. The internal time representation of a joined federate synchro-
nized to this time axis is called logical time. Services offered by the time management
are concerned with advancing all joined federates’ individual logical times along the
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HLA time axis in a controlled way. A regression in time is not allowed. Joined federates
request to individually advance their time not necessarily in the same but also in a
different or variable resolution. This may result in joined federates being at different
logical times at any instant during the course of the federation execution.

Messages exchanged among joined federates may be either in timestamp order (TSO)
or in receive order (RO) differing only in the order in which they can be received by
other federates. By default messages are received as RO messages in an arbitrary order.
Allowing joined federates to receive well-ordered TSO messages the following conditions
have to be satisfied:

1. A timestamp is provided in the message

2. The sending federate is time-regulating

3. The receiving federate is time-constrained

In case only the first two conditions are satisfied, a TSO message is indeed being sent
but converted to an RO message before being delivered to the receiving federate.

During the federation execution process joined federates may request to advance their
logical time. Messages sent by joined federates are then received by subscribing federates.
It is guaranteed though that all messages with a timestamp equal or less to the requested
advancing time are delivered to the federate and that no messages with a timestamp
equal or greater are to be sent by this federate before granting the time advancement.

• Data distribution management
Services of the data distribution management extend those of the declaration management
by specifying distribution conditions. Data transmission and reception may be limited
on instance instead of class attribute level as well as on interaction level instead of
interaction class level. Data irrelevant to individual federates may thus already be
effectively filtered at the source without the need to transmit the data in the first place.

• Support services
Upon creation, each federate, object class, object instance, instance attribute, interaction
class, or parameter is allocated a name and a unique identifier. The support service
group mainly provides services to resolve the name to its unique identifier and vice versa.
An additional service includes setting advisory switches to permit or prohibit services on
attribute relevance offered by the data distribution management.

3.2.3 HLA Rules

HLA provides a set of ten rules, five for federations and five for individual federates, to express
design goals and constraints on federates and federations to be compliant with the standard.
They are mainly concerned with requiring the OMT for defining FOMs/SOMs and the usage
of HLA services described in the interface specification. The HLA rules are described in full
detail in the IEEE Standard 1516-2010 found in [112]. In the following, the rules applying to
federations are listed and briefly explained:
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1. Federations shall have an HLA FOM, documented in accordance with the
HLA OMT
All data being exchanged using HLA services during a federation execution have to be
specified in one or more FOM modules. Conditions on and restrictions for the data may
optionally be provided. The specification has to be compliant with the OMT.

2. In a federation, all simulation-associated object instance representation shall
be in the federates, not in the RTI
It is one of the design principles of HLA to separate federate-specific functionality from
general-purpose supporting infrastructure. It is only consequent to let object instance
attributes be owned by federates and not by the RTI. Maintenance of the respective
attribute values therefore also takes place in the federate.

3. During a federation execution, all exchange of FOM data among joined fed-
erates shall occur via the RTI
Federates specify data they can provide or require in the FOM or SOM, respectively,
while the RTI ensures that this data is delivered according to the federate’s declared
requirements, e.g., on the kind of data, the reliability of transport, and the event
order. Direct data exchange between federates regarding data that has been specified
in the FOM is not allowed. This way, coordination requirements of the federation are
consistently fulfilled for all federates over the entire lifetime of the federation execution.
The coherency in data exchange within the federation execution would be violated if any
data exchange happened outside the RTI.

4. During a federation execution, joined federates shall interact with the RTI
in accordance with the HLA interface specification
Object instances do not directly interact but instead individual federates interact with
each other via HLA services by updating instance attributes or by sending interactions.

5. During a federation execution, an instance attribute shall be owned by, at
most, one joined federate at any given time
To ensure data coherency across a federation execution the concept of ownership of
instance attributes is introduced in HLA. Updating the value of an instance attribute
is only allowed by the owning federate. Ownership may be transferred to other joined
federates not only on object class or object instance level but on a level as granular as
for each single instance attribute.

In the following, the rules applying to individual federates are listed and briefly explained:

6. Federates shall have an HLA SOM, documented in accordance with the
HLA OMT
All data a joined federate is able to produce or request within the federation execution
has to be specified in one or more SOM modules. Conditions and restrictions on the
data may optionally be provided. The specification has to be compliant with the OMT.
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7. Federates shall be able to update and/or reflect any instance attributes and
send and/or receive interactions, as specified in their SOMs
The capabilities of the federate on producing or requesting data specified in its SOM
have to be implemented. The federate therefore has the obligation to send updates for
instance attributes or interactions accordingly.

8. Federates shall be able to transfer and/or accept ownership of instance
attributes dynamically during a federation execution, as specified in their
SOMs
Data coherency across a federation execution is ensured by allowing each single instance
attribute to be owned by at most one joined federate. This ownership can be transferred
to other joined federates in accordance with their SOMs.

9. Federates shall be able to vary the conditions (e.g., thresholds) under which
they provide updates of instance attributes, as specified in their SOMs
A joined federate is committed to update instance attributes on certain conditions, e.g.,
the update rate or thresholds on attribute values, according to its SOM. These conditions
can be changed during a federation execution.

10. Federates shall be able to manage local time in a way that will allow them
to coordinate data exchange with other members of a federation
HLA supports interoperability of federates having different internal concepts of time,
e.g., time-stepped or event-driven. Those concepts are hidden from the RTI and kept to
the individual federates. Therefore, the concept of distributed logical times synchronized
to the HLA time axis is implemented among all joined federates. When exchanging data,
joined federates have to adhere to the time management approach of the federation.

3.2.4 Runtime Infrastructure

The RTI is a software library that implements the HLA interface specification but is not itself
part of the IEEE Standard 1516-2010. It manages the creation of federation executions and
distribution of data while synchronizing time among federates. The full set of services the RTI
provides is specified in [118] and briefly described in Section 3.2.2. While the RTI does not
have to have knowledge of neither structure nor content of the data it distributes, the specific
network details are hidden from the federates. This way, heterogeneous system simulations
using different programming languages and operating systems can connect to and exchange
data with each other. By not including a specific data encoding or network protocol in the
IEEE Standard 1516-2010, different vendors may implement different encoding or protocols
resulting in limited interoperability between those RTIs [119, 120]. Widely used protocols are
transmission control protocol (TCP) and user datagram protocol (UDP) sending data either as
unicast, multicast, or broadcast.

As the IEEE Standard 1516-2010 does not specify any implementation details, an RTI
may be implemented centralized or decentralized. In a centralized architecture joined federates
interact only with a central RTI server that forwards incoming messages to subscribing
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federates. This type of architecture exhibits multiple performance bottlenecks and contradicts
the principles of distributed simulations [109, 121]. This is why RTIs of the different vendors
are exclusively implemented at least partially in a decentralized way in which each joined
federate embeds a local runtime component (LRC). Each LRC is a full-fledged RTI directly
forwarding messages only to those joined federates the messages are intended for. By adhering
to the federation execution’s FOM, message passing between joined federates and therefore
data transmission is reduced. A central runtime component (CRC) may only be implemented to
facilitate establishing a connection between joined federates, for status retrieval, or diagnostic
purposes.

To guarantee implementation of the full specification and therefore ensure the behavior of
an RTI to be compliant with the standard in all cases, an official certification procedure has
been set up by the M&S CO [122]. A necessary condition for RTIs implemented in C++ or Java
to comply with the standard is the mandatory usage of the interfaces explicitly given for those
programming languages in the HLA interface specification. This explicit stating of interfaces
for the two programming languages allows for an unproblematic federation execution-wide
exchange of an RTI implemented in either of those languages with another implementation.
RTIs implemented in other languages, e.g., C#, Python, or Matlab, may define and implement
their own interfaces according to the body of the standard to still comply with it. In this case,
the lack of an explicit stating of interfaces practically limits the widespread adoption of RTIs
developed in other languages as they may certainly not be interchangeable. If, however, existing
simulations implemented in different languages need to be coupled using HLA, a wrapper in
the desired language may be implemented. RTI vendors offering multi-language application
programming interfaces (API) usually implement their RTI once and provide wrapper classes
for other languages. This way, they can minimize development and maintenance effort at the
cost of performance which, especially in high-throughput scenarios, may heavily drain for the
wrapper implementation [123].

Other factors influencing the performance, measured in messages per second, is the context
in which measurements take place. Besides the native programming language of the API, the
number of joined federates, the message size, and the type of used services offered by the RTI
are decisive criteria. The different context in which the performance values officially published
by the various vendors are measured disallows comparing them with each other. They most
likely also need to be replaced by own measurements for each individual context. A detailed
explanation of factors influencing the performance can be found in [124] and [125].

Design Decision and Requirements

In the CityMoS context there are two requirements for an RTI to fulfill:

1. Implementing the active IEEE Standard 1516-2010
The active IEEE Standard 1516-2010 reveals many advantages over its 10-years older and
superseded predecessor. The most interesting ones are a standardized time representation,
modularity and extensibility of FOMs/SOMs, and an increased update performance.
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Table 3.1: Overview of RTIs implementing the IEEE Standard 1516-2010.
Name Version Standard API a) License

US DoD
HLA 1.3

IEEE
1516-2000

IEEE
1516-2010

C++ Java

CERTI 3.5.1 � (�) b) (�) b) X (�) c) GPL v2
Open HLA 0.6.1 � � � – X Apache v2
OpenRTI 0.7.1 � � � X – LGPL
Pitch pRTI 5.1 � � (�) d) � X Commercial
poRTIco 2.0.2 � � (�) b) � X CDDL
VT MÄK RTI 4.4.1 � � � X � Commercial
a) The RTI’s native implementation is indicated with a bold X, APIs in other languages

only wrap this implementation.
b) Partial compliance only, no information available to the extent.
c) Only available for US DoD HLA 1.3.
d) IEEE Standard 1516-2010 compliance was not available until version 5.0 dated 14th

February 2014 and therefore not at the time of deciding for an RTI.

2. API with interfaces in Java and C++
As described in Section 3.3 and 3.4, the two main federates, CityMoS Power and
CityMoS Traffic, are implemented in Java and C++, respectively. Because of the
limited interoperability between RTIs from different vendors, an RTI suitable for the
CityMoS platform has to exhibit interfaces in both languages.

Table 3.1 lists both commercial and open-source RTIs whose vendors claim to have the current
IEEE Standard 1516-2010 implemented. At the time of deciding for an RTI, the two mentioned
requirements were only fulfilled by poRTIco and VT MÄK RTI. Because of its open-source
license, its good documentation, an active user community, and its widespread usage in research
projects poRTIco was chosen at first. Various crucial bugs1 and the not documented and
therefore previously unknown limited compliance with the IEEE Standard 1516-2010 prevented
a final usage. VT MÄK RTI did not show such bugs and therefore became the default RTI in
the CityMoS platform.

3.2.5 Federation Execution Process

The HLA federation execution process consists of multiple steps shared by all joined federates.
For each federate, they include joining and resigning from the federation execution, declaring
produced and requested data, as well as updating them. The federation execution process
can be either regular or non-regular. The regular case can be broken down into the phases
1 The bug that ultimately disqualified poRTIco for further usage was the unsuccessful update of an object

attribute value in an environment having one federate using the C++ API and one using the Java API while
at the same time using time management services. Further bugs included a limitation regarding the number
of object instances registered at the same time and the maximum size of an update message being sent (this
bug was fixed in the lastest used version poRTIco 2.0.2).
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Initialization, Simulation, and Finalization and is illustrated for an exemplified federate in
Figure 3.3. The non-regular one uses the save and restore functionality of the federation
management service. It is rather uncommon and therefore deliberately left out.

As starting point, the federate is connected to the RTI but no services have been invoked
relative to the federation execution.

1. Initialization
a) The first federate started spawns a new named federation execution. Any later

attempt by the first or other federates to create another execution with the same
name in the same network will fail. Federates, including the first one, may now join
the federation execution by declaring its SOM.

b) Per default a federate is considered non-time regulating and non-time constrained
as described in Section 3.2.2. It may enable either time policy if necessary.

c) A federate has to declare the data it produces or requests, either as object or
interaction class. It does not necessarily have to make use of all four permutations
but at least one is necessary to become sensible within the federation execution.
This declaration has to be in accordance with the federation execution’s FOM.

2. Simulation
a) The actual simulation loop starts with the federate executing own initialization

functions, if required.

b) It then registers object instances as specified in its SOM. This does not include
any instance attribute values but only registers a new object instance by reserving
a unique identifier, the instance handle. In case no object classes were indicated
for publishing by this federate this step is omitted. The federate may also delete
already registered object instances.

c) For each object instance, attribute values are being updated by its owning federate
who registered it. Federates may, additionally, send interactions at this point in
time.

d) Afterwards, each federate has the opportunity to execute its own simulation func-
tions.

e) It then indicates its wish to advance its logical time.

f) The instance handles of object instances registered and deleted by a federate are
now forwarded to the other joined federates. Also, object instance updates and
interactions are reflected and received, respectively, by subscribing federates.

g) The RTI will advance time only after all joined federates indicated their wish to
do so. For each federate the simulation loop may repeat with an individual step
size until its own simulation exit condition, e.g., the simulation end time or an
exception, is reached.
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Figure 3.3: Regular federation execution process.
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3. Finalization
a) After finishing its simulation loop the federate resigns from the federation execution

and tries to destroy it. The latter will only succeed in case the federate is the last
one in the federation execution. Otherwise, the attempt will fail and the federation
execution will continue to exist.

3.3 CityMoS Power

CityMoS Power is a power system simulation written in Java and was self-developed as part
of this work. It comprises different modules for planning and evaluating PNMs as well as to
subsequently conduct power flow studies on those PNMs including a battery energy storage
scheduling approach to realistically evaluate the impact of road transportation electrification on
power systems. Both the power flow simulation and the scheduling approach are time-stepped
modeling the operation of the power system and the battery energy storage, respectively,
as a discrete sequence of equal sized time slices at which system state updates can occur.
CityMoS Power may either operate as a standalone simulation using static offline data or as a
joined federate dynamically exchanging data with other participants of the same federation
execution.

Its functionality is provided in the modules power system planning, power flow simulation,
scheduling of battery energy storage, and evaluating PNMs which have been comprehensively
motivated, described, and discussed in the respective sections of Chapter 2. This section
focuses on the software implementation part of the framework. An architectural overview in
which the sequence of interactions is explained is therefore provided in Section 3.3.1. The data
format used for input and output data is discussed in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.1 Interactions

CityMoS Power provides its main functionality in two modules which can be used either
solely for PSP purposes or combined also for conducting power flow studies. Both usage
modes are illustrated in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, respectively. The interaction sequence in either
case starts with the main class MainPlanning to which program arguments have already been
passed by the user. Those arguments contain various parameters for the applied algorithms,
values for the used electrical equipment, settings regarding the usage of CityMoS Power in a
coupled environment using HLA, and other configuration parameters related to logging, input
and output file handling, as well as the mode of usage. Possible input data is described in
Section 2.6.4 and defined in the following Section 3.3.2.

Regardless of the usage mode, the interaction sequence in the PSP module shown in Figure 3.4
is the same and as follows:

1. A new PowerSystemPlanning object is created. Its purpose is to return an entire PNM.

2. To achieve this, the PNM can either be deserialized from an already previously planned
PNM using the SerializerDeserializer class, or it can be newly planned.
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Figure 3.4: Interactions in the power system planning process.

3. Planning a new PNM involves planning all the different voltage levels bottom-up using
the VoltageLevelPlanning class. At the end, the single newly planned voltage levels have
to be assembled to form the entire PNM. Both the planning and assembling process is
done as described in Section 2.2. The PNM is finally serialized.

4. The control flow is given back to the MainPlanning class.

If the mode of usage includes conducting power flow studies, the following steps as illustrated
in Figure 3.5 are performed:

1. At first, a PowerSystemPlanning object is created. A PNM is then planned as previously
described and shown in detail in Figure 3.4.

2. A newly created PowerFlowSimulation object simulates the power flows within the given
PNM, either in a coupled environment using HLA or as a standalone simulation.

a) In a coupled environment, the regular federation execution process described in
Section 3.2.5 is applied with the doSimulation() method as explained in Section 2.3.
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Figure 3.5: Interactions in the power flow simulation process.

b) In case CityMoS Power is used as a standalone simulation, only the doSimulation()
method is repeatedly called. Its functionality equals the doSimulation() method
from the previous step.

3. The power flow values are then serialized and the control flow is given back to the
MainPlanning class.

3.3.2 Data Format

The default input and output data format for CityMoS Power is XML. This format applies to
both the input data required when instantiating the main class MainPlanning as well as to the
serialized and deserialized PNMs and power flow values. A definition of XML and XSD, a
schema system for validating XML documents, is given in Section 3.2.1. In Section 3.3.2.1,
an XSD file providing a formal specification of the XML documents’ syntax is described. An
example of an XML input file complying with the XSD and illustrating the implementation of
its main concepts is shown and discussed in Section 3.3.2.2. Because of its broad spread and
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in some cases clear advantages over XML, the Comma Separated Value (CSV) file format is
additionally supported. Its usage is described in Section 3.3.2.3.

3.3.2.1 XSD

Input and output data for CityMoS Power is stated using XML. The XML documents’ syntax
is formally specified by an XSD file. Listing 3.1 provides an overview of such an XSD used
for defining both input and output data required and generated by CityMoS Power. In the
following, the main concepts of elements, attributes, restrictions, and constraints are introduced
necessary to understand the XML file described in Section 3.3.2.2.

Listing 3.1 Overview of CityMoS Power’s XSD.

1 <xs :schema
2
3 targetNamespace=" http :// rp5 . i n f o "
4 xmlns : sp=" http :// rp5 . i n f o "
5 xmlns : xs=" http ://www. w3 . org /2001/XMLSchema"
6 elementFormDefault=" q u a l i f i e d ">
7
8 <xs : element name=" PowerSystem ">
9 <xs :complexType>

10 <xs : sequence>
11 <xs : element name=" Node " type=" sp : NodeType " minOccurs=" 2 " maxOccurs="

unbounded " />
12 <xs : element name=" Edge " type=" sp : EdgeType " minOccurs=" 0 " maxOccurs="

unbounded " />
13 <xs : element name=" Area " type=" sp : AreaType " minOccurs=" 0 " maxOccurs="

unbounded " />
14 </xs : sequence>
15 <xs : attribute name=" Author " type=" xs : s t r i n g " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
16 <xs : attribute name=" Date " type=" xs : s t r i n g " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
17 <xs : attribute name=" Vers ion " type=" xs : s t r i n g " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
18 </xs :complexType>
19
20 <!−− KEY, KEYREF, & UNIQUE CONSTRAINTS FOR NODE −−>
21 <!−− . . . −−>
22 <!−− KEY, KEYREF, & UNIQUE CONSTRAINTS FOR EDGE −−>
23 <!−− . . . −−>
24 <!−− KEY, KEYREF, & UNIQUE CONSTRAINTS FOR AREA −−>
25 <!−− . . . −−>
26
27 </xs : element>
28
29 <!−− DEFINITION OF THE COMPLEX TYPE NODETYPE −−>
30 <!−− . . . −−>
31 <!−− DEFINITION OF THE COMPLEX TYPE EDGETYPE −−>
32 <!−− . . . −−>
33 <!−− DEFINITION OF THE COMPLEX TYPE AREATYPE −−>
34 <!−− . . . −−>
35
36 </xs :schema>

The document starts with the definition of the namespaces sp (line 4) and xs (line 5) which
include all elements, attributes, and datatypes defined by the given XML schema and in the
language definition itself. It is further stated that elements used and declared in this XSD must
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be namespace qualified (line 6) meaning their namespace must always be specified along with
their name. The body of the file contains the definition of the main element PowerSystem (line 8).
This element specifies possible subelements Node (line 11), Edge (line 12), and Area (line 13) as
well as the additional attributes Author (line 15), Version (line 16), and Date (line 17). Primary key,
key reference, as well as uniqueness constraints for all three subelements are also defined. To
provide an easy overview some definitions are intentionally left out, indicated by <!−− ... −−>.
They are defined or discussed onward in the course of this section.

The data type of elements and attributes may be either simple, e.g., int, decimal, string, etc.,
or complex, e.g., PowerSystem, Node, Edge, or Area. Listing 3.2 shows the definition of a complex
type on the example of NodeType, the data type for the subelement Node. The definition is
logically split into four parts indicating time-dependent subelements (line 3) as well as static
mandatory (line 9), optional (line 12), and additional attributes (line 15). An attribute is
hereby defined by its name, its simple datatype, a required or optional flag, and in the optional
case an additional default value. The anyAttribute definition (line 16) allows the XML document
to be extended by additional attributes not explicitly specified in the XSD. The definition of
EdgeType, the data type for the subelement Edge, is done accordingly.

Listing 3.2 Definition of the complex type NodeType.

1 <xs :complexType name=" NodeType ">
2
3 <!−− TIME−DEPENDENT SUBELEMENTS −−>
4 <xs : sequence>
5 <xs : element name=" Input " type=" sp : NodeInputType " minOccurs=" 0 " maxOccurs="

unbounded " />
6 <xs : element name=" Output " type=" sp : NodeOutputType " minOccurs=" 0 " maxOccurs="

unbounded " />
7 </xs : sequence>
8
9 <!−− REQUIRED ATTRIBUTES −−>

10 <xs : attribute name=" IdNode " type=" xs : i n t " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
11
12 <!−− OPTIONAL ATTRIBUTES −−>
13 <!−− . . . −−>
14
15 <!−− ADDITIONAL ATTRIBUTES −−>
16 <xs : anyAttribute processContents=" lax " />
17
18 </xs :complexType>

Time-dependent complex types such as NodeInputType which is provided by Listing 3.3 or
NodeOutputType are characterized by the mandatory attributes TimePeriod (line 4), PowerDemandActive
(line 5), and PowerDemandReactive (line 6). Those attributes specify the active and reactive
power demand of a Node at each unique time period. Depending on the specific complex type,
additional required and optional attributes are also defined.

Simple data types as defined by the xs namespace may also be subtyped and amended by
additional restrictions. Those restrictions are called facets. Listing 3.4 shows the definition of
a facet on the example of the VoltageLevelType defined for the optional VoltageLevel attribute of
NodeType. The voltage level is hereby restricted to the specifically mentioned values between
0.4 and 400 (line 3).
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Listing 3.3 Definition of the complex type NodeInputType.

1 <xs :complexType name=" NodeInputType ">
2
3 <!−− REQUIRED ATTRIBUTES −−>
4 <xs : attribute name=" TimePeriod " type=" xs : i n t " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
5 <xs : attribute name=" PowerDemandActive " type=" xs : decimal " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
6 <xs : attribute name=" PowerDemandReactive " type=" xs : decimal " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
7
8 <!−− OPTIONAL ATTRIBUTES −−>
9 <!−− . . . −−>

10
11 <!−− ADDITIONAL ATTRIBUTES −−>
12 <xs : anyAttribute processContents=" lax " />
13
14 </xs :complexType>

Listing 3.4 Definition of a facet on the example of the simple type VoltageLevelType.

1 <xs : simpleType name=" VoltageLevelType ">
2 <xs : restrict ion base=" xs : decimal ">
3 <xs : pattern value=" 0 . 4 | 6 . 6 | 2 2 | 6 6 | 2 3 0 | 4 0 0 " />
4 </xs : restrict ion>
5 </xs : simpleType>

An XML schema cannot only include facets but also key, key reference, and uniqueness
constraints indicated by the elements key, keyref, and unique. In Listing 3.5, a key constraint is
defined for the attribute IdNode of the element Node.

Listing 3.5 Definition of a key constraint on the example of the element Node.

1 <xs :key name="Node_IdNode_Key">
2 <xs : selector xpath=" sp : Node " />
3 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @IdNode " />
4 </xs :key>

The given key can be referenced by other attributes. Those referring attributes can then
only take values of that key attribute. Listing 3.6 provides an exemplified definition of a
key reference constraint in which the attributes IdNode1 and IdNode2 of the element Edge are
referencing the previously defined key Node_IdNode_Key. This allows the element Edge to be
valid only when referencing two existing Node elements.

Listing 3.6 Definition of a key reference constraint on the example of the element Edge.

1 <xs : keyref name=" Edge_IdNode1_Ref " r e f e r=" sp : Node_IdNode_Key">
2 <xs : selector xpath=" sp : Edge " />
3 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @IdNode1 " />
4 </xs : keyref>
5 <xs : keyref name=" Edge_IdNode2_Ref " r e f e r=" sp : Node_IdNode_Key">
6 <xs : selector xpath=" sp : Edge " />
7 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @IdNode2 " />
8 </xs : keyref>
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In the context of CityMoS Power it is a necessary requirement that the location of each
Node is unique for the entire planning process. In Listing 3.7 such a uniqueness definition is
provided for the element Node based on the combination of its attributes Latitude and Longitude.

Listing 3.7 Definition of a uniqueness constraint on the example of the element Node.

1 <xs : unique name=" Node_Location_Uni ">
2 <xs : selector xpath=" sp : Node " />
3 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @Latitude " />
4 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @Longitude " />
5 </xs : unique>

3.3.2.2 XML

Data for CityMoS Power is specified in XML files complying with the XSD described in the
previous Section 3.3.2.1. Those files have to be valid and thus well-formed. Although there
is only one XSD all XML files have to comply with, different XML files varying in structure
and content are used to cover the various use cases of CityMoS Power. Investigated use cases
are described in Chapter 4. In the following, a minimal implementation of the XML schema’s
elements for input data is exemplarily illustrated.

Each XML file consists of one PowerSystem element which is defined by a reference to the
applied XML schema (line 3), a set of namespaces (lines 4 and 5), and the stipulated attributes
Author, Date, and Version (line 6) as illustrated in Listing 3.8. The body of the file contains
definitions for the elements Node (line 9) and Edge (line 10). Area elements do not appear in
the input data but are only part of the output of the PSP process. Definitions indicated by
<!−− ... −−> are deliberately left out to improve readability and will be discussed onwards in
the course of this section.

Listing 3.8 Simplified example of an input file for CityMoS Power.

1 <PowerSystem
2
3 x s i : schemaLocation=" http :// rp5 . i n f o CityMoS_Power . xsd "
4 xmlns=" http :// rp5 . i n f o "
5 xmlns : x s i=" http ://www. w3 . org /2001/XMLSchema−i n s t a n c e "
6 Author=" David_Ciechanowicz " Date=" 2016−01−01 " Vers ion=" 3 .3 ">
7
8 <!−− NODE ELEMENTS −−>
9 <!−− . . . −−>

10 <!−− EDGE ELEMENTS −−>
11 <!−− . . . −−>
12
13 </PowerSystem>

Node elements may be differentiated into PQ and PV nodes, the latter distinguishing
substations and power plants. An example of a minimal PQ node is illustrated in Listing 3.9.
It is defined by its required attribute IdNode as well as the optional attributes Latitude and
Longitude (line 1). With the key and uniqueness constraints defined in the XSD, this allows to
uniquely identify and locate the PQ node. Default values apply to all other non-mentioned
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optional attributes as defined in the XSD. Depending on the use case, these optional or other
attributes may additionally be specified here.

To plan a power system or conduct power flow studies, the active and reactive power demand
of all PQ nodes for any but the same period of time must be provided. The subelement Input
therefore includes the attributes TimePeriod, PowerDemandActive, and PowerDemandReactive (lines 2
to 4). In case the reactive power demand is not specified, CityMoS Power will calculate this
value from the given active power demand and a power factor. If not changed in the settings,
a default value for the power factor is taken.

Listing 3.9 Exemplified definition for the input of a PQ node.

1 <Node IdNode=" 200001 " Lat i tude=" 1.2998914 " Longitude=" 103.6254562 ">
2 <Input TimePeriod=" 1 " PowerDemandActive=" 66 .14 " PowerDemandReactive=" 32 .03 " />
3 <Input TimePeriod=" 2 " PowerDemandActive=" 66 .07 " PowerDemandReactive=" 32 .00 " />
4 <Input TimePeriod=" 3 " PowerDemandActive=" 66 .01 " PowerDemandReactive=" 31 .97 " />
5 </Node>

The regular PSP process may optionally be adjusted by additionally defining existing
elements with specific properties. An example for a substation is shown in Listing 3.10. In
addition to the attributes Name and Description, a substation is distinct from a PQ node by the
attribute IdNodeType as well as its voltage level, specified by both the lower and upper winding
attribute VoltageLevel and VoltageLevelUpper, respectively. No Input subelement should be provided
as substations do not have a distinct time-dependent power demand.

Listing 3.10 Exemplified definition for the minimal input of a substation.

1 <Node IdNode=" 3477376 " D e s c r i p t i o n=" Labrador s u b s t a t i o n " IdNodeType=" 2 " Lat i tude="
1.2705389 " Longitude=" 103.7984964 " Name=" Labrador " VoltageLeve l=" 230 "
VoltageLevelUpper=" 400 " />

In the PSP process, power plants are specified as input as illustrated in Listing 3.11.
They can be distinguished from substations by a different value for the attribute IdNodeType.
Additionally, attributes indicating its minimum and maximum active and reactive power supply
must be specified.

Listing 3.11 Exemplified definition for the input of a power plant.

1 <Node IdNode=" 3477385 " D e s c r i p t i o n=" Tuas power p lant " IdNodeType=" 3 " Lat i tude="
1.2871997 " Longitude=" 103.6405873 " Name=" Tuas PowerGeneration "
PowerSupplyActiveMax=" 2609000 " PowerSupplyActiveMin=" 0 " PowerSupplyReactiveMax
=" 1374000 " PowerSupplyReactiveMin="−815000 " VoltageLeve l=" 400 "
VoltageLevelUpper=" 400 " />

In case specific power lines for already defined Node elements are known in advance of the
PSP process, they can be specified as shown in Listing 3.12. Besides the mandatory attributes
IdEdge, IdNode1, and IdNode2, a Name as well as Reactance and Resistance values may optionally be
provided.
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Listing 3.12 Exemplified definition for the input of a power line.

1 <Edge IdEdge=" 2671151 " IdNode1=" 3477385 " IdNode2=" 3477376 " Name=" Tuas − Labrador "
Reactance=" 0.0001093 " Res i s tance=" 0.000009 " />

3.3.2.3 CSV

XML files allow for an easy formal specification of their syntax with the help of XSD files. The
structure of the data as well as restrictions and key, key reference, and uniqueness constraints
can be specified. This advantage comes at the cost of a higher complexity when specifying data
in this format. For simple tabular data or large data sets without the requirement for a formal
syntax specification the CSV file format is favorable. CSV files have less overhead compared
to their payload. Hence, they require less storage and can be processed much faster. When
specifying hierarchical data, additional effort, however, has to be taken to avoid excessive
redundancies in the data.

Alternatively to XML, CityMoS Power therefore supports input and output data in the
CSV file format. Since this format does not allow representing multiple data sets with different
attributes in one file, separate files for each of the XML schema’s element and subelement
types need to be created. Besides a header naming all the attributes required for its use case, a
CSV file also contains a body with values in a comma separated format. Although the XSD file
cannot be used to formally validate a CSV file’s syntax, it is still informally used to describe
allowed attributes. In Listing 3.13 and 3.14, an example for the input of a PQ node in the
CSV file format matching the one for the XML format shown in Listing 3.9 is given. Since the
input data is hierarchical, two separate CSV files have to be created to reduce redundancies in
the output. The distributed data is linked by the node’s unique attribute IdNode.

Listing 3.13 Exemplified definition for the static part of the input of a PQ node in the CSV
file format.

1 IdNode , Latitude , Longitude
2 200001 ,1 .2998914 ,103 .6254562

Listing 3.14 Exemplified definition for the dynamic time-dependent part of the input of a
PQ node in the CSV file format.

1 IdNode , TimePeriod , PowerDemandActive , PowerDemandRective
2 200001 ,1 ,66 .14 ,32 .03
3 200001 ,2 ,66 .07 ,32 .00
4 200001 ,3 ,66 .01 ,31 .97

Defining the time-dependent power demand per sector instead of per PQ node is only
supported in the CSV file format. This option allows CityMoS Power to automatically assign
a power demand value to each single PQ node in case it is only available on a by-sector basis.
Hereby, given power demand values for a sector are by default equally distributed to all nodes
associated with this sector by their IdSector attribute. A more fine-grained distribution can be
achieved by additionally specifying the IdBuildingType which further distinguishes a sector.
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3.4 CityMoS Traffic

CityMoS Traffic is an agent-based transportation system simulation written in C++. Its
purpose is to realistically simulate trips of a PEV population that correspond to the actual
vehicle population of a city. CityMoS Traffic is a discrete-event simulation [126] modeling the
operation of the transportation system as a discrete sequence of events in time each marking a
change of state in the system. The development of CityMoS Traffic was explicitly not part
of this work. Instead, it is solely used as a joined federate in federation executions as part
of the CityMoS platform to conduct studies investigated in Chapter 4. Details provided on
CityMoS Traffic are therefore limited to an extent necessary to understand the way how traffic
is generated and simulated and to understand its interactions with other joined federates. A
comprehensive explanation of CityMoS Traffic can be found in [127, 128]; in the context of the
literature still termed SEMSim Traffic. Its main components are described in Section 3.4.1
followed by an overview on the data format used for output data in Section 3.4.2.

To use CityMoS Traffic in a federation execution it has to implement an HLA module which
is able to process data as described in Section 3.2.5. This functionality is currently not available
in CityMoS Traffic. The development of an additional external HLA module that reads and
processes the output data of CityMoS Traffic to forward it within the federation execution
was therefore part of this work. This way, no changes to the source code of CityMoS Traffic
are required while maintaining the usage of real simulation data in federation executions. At
the same time, sparing re-running CityMoS Traffic for each federation execution drastically
decreases execution time. Application scenarios are, however, limited to unidirectional data
flow without the possibility to send messages to CityMoS Traffic. The entire package consisting
of the transportation system simulation and the additional external HLA module is termed
CityMoS Traffic in this work.

3.4.1 Components

CityMoS Traffic provides its functionality by means of interactions of different components.
The following list gives a non-exhaustive overview on its main components. Further information
can be found in [127, 128].

• Driver-vehicle unit
The transportation system is modeled as a collection of autonomously acting entities
perceiving their environment, individually assessing their situation, and making decisions
based on a set of rules. Those entities are called agents in the field of agent-based model-
ing [9]. This field is used to capture emergent phenomena resulting from interactions of
individual entities and therefore to explore the dynamics of a system. In CityMoS Traffic
an agent is represented by a driver-vehicle unit containing both driver behavior and vehicle
component models. Implemented behavioral models include car-following, lane-changing,
acceleration/deceleration, overtaking, intersection, and charging models. Depending on
an agent’s status and the environment dynamic re-routing may be triggered by the agent.
Component models are differentiated into PEV and infrastructure component models.
The first category comprises battery, drive train, and air conditioning models to assess
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the energy consumption of the various vehicle components while the second one includes
traffic light and parking space models. Modeling agents as driver-vehicle units each with
an individual driver behavior and vehicle component model allows a population of agents
to be flexibly arranged combining various driver and vehicle types.

• Road network and routing
The road network used in CityMoS Traffic was commercially obtained from Navteq [129].
It is a directed graph comprising edges, being lanes, and nodes, longitude and latitude of
the start and end point of a lane, including various properties, e.g., road type or speed
limits. Lanes having the same start and end point are allocated to a link. Routing on
the road network is done based on either shortest path or shortest travel time obeying
effective speed limits using Dijkstra’s algorithm [130]. The movement of an agent is
represented by a change in its coordinates restricted to those belonging to existing lanes.
At approximately 200 intersections traffic lights are placed operating either statically
with fixed timings or dynamically based on link occupancy.

• Trip generation
A trip is characterized by a pair of coordinates, an origin and a destination, and a
starting time. Origins and destinations are restricted to any of Singapore’s unique 6-digit
postal code available for each building. At the start of a trip an agent is spawned at a
random lane next to the origin postal code. It is removed when the agent reaches any
lane next to the destination postal code. At its first trip, each agent is assigned an initial
SOC at random. Trip data for the entire vehicle population over a specific time interval,
e.g., one day, is not available for Singapore. Even data on the average daily mileage is
conflicting and ranges between 23 km [131] and 48 km [132]. In CityMoS Traffic, trip
generation is based on data collected via the household interview travel survey [131], a
survey on individual travel patterns conducted in 10 500 representative households in
2012. This data is temporally and spatially extrapolated to produce trips that cover all
postal codes and the entire vehicle population of Singapore. Temporally, the starting
time of each trip is uniformly delayed by up to 30 minutes. Spatially, only the first two
digits of each trip’s origin and destination postal code are taken while the remaining
four digits are randomly selected ensuring a valid postal code is generated. An agent
can have multiple trips per day called its itinerary. To account for uncertainty in the
originating trip data, different daily mileages are applied and investigated in the context
of the case study conducted in Section 4.3.

3.4.2 Data Format

CityMoS Traffic exhibits different output formats, each related to a specific use case. Since
the development of CityMoS Traffic is not part of this work, only the output data format as
used in the case study presented in Section 4.3 is introduced in this section. A description of
other formats and the required input data can be found in [127]. CityMoS Traffic supports
two different types of output: aggregated and disaggregated. Especially in the disaggregated
type, the XML format’s large overhead-to-payload ratio results in storage requirements in the
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region of tens to hundreds of GB when simulating traffic of an entire city over the course of a
day. This format therefore rapidly becomes unhandy. Instead, the CSV file format is thus
used for both output types.

In Listing 3.15, aggregated information on the agent’s itineraries is shown. For each trip of
every agent their start and end time and location as well as their required energy and covered
distance are provided. This data is used, for instance, when investigating charging events as
done in Section 4.3 without requiring temporally resolved information on an agent’s location.

Listing 3.15 Exemplified definition for the aggregated output of each agent’s itinerary.

1 IdAgent , IdTrip , Tr ipStart [ min ] , TripEnd [ min ] , EnergyUsed [kWh] , Distance [km] ,
PostalCodeStart , PostalCodeEnd

2 1686 ,0 ,366 ,372 ,0 .79 ,5 .25 ,648368 ,629144
3 1686 ,1 ,1145 ,1149 ,0 .45 ,3 .11 ,629144 ,640961
4 1686 ,2 ,1212 ,1216 ,0 .48 ,3 .27 ,640961 ,648368
5 1223 ,0 ,457 ,472 ,2 .01 ,15 .21 ,680252 ,638899
6 1223 ,1 ,1058 ,1074 ,1 .99 ,15 .21 ,638899 ,680252

In Listings 3.16, an example for the disaggregated output of an agent is provided. An
agent is characterized by a unique identifier as well as its tempo-spatial location and SOC
status. This data is used, for instance, by CityMoS Frontend when visualizing the microscopic
behavior of CityMoS Traffic and thereby the location of each agent temporally resolved over
the course of the entire simulation.

Listing 3.16 Exemplified definition for the disaggregated output of an agent.

1 IdAgent , TimePeriod , Latitude , Longitude , Soc
2 1 ,1 ,1 . 299891677 ,103 .6254565 ,0 .95
3 1 ,2 ,1 . 299891824 ,103 .6254832 ,0 .95
4 1 ,3 ,1 . 299891973 ,103 .6254982 ,0 .94

For the sake of completeness, Listing 3.17 shows an example for the definition of a link.
A link is defined by a unique identifier and two pairs of spatial coordinates describing its
start and end point. It is immutably used as input data to initialize the road network of
CityMoS Traffic.

Listing 3.17 Exemplified definition for the input of a link.

1 IdLink , Latitude1 , Longitude1 , Latitude2 , Longitude2
2 1 ,1 .299891677 ,103 .6254565 ,1 .299891824 ,103 .6254832

3.5 CityMoS Frontend

CityMoS Frontend is a software which was self-implemented as part of this work. It is
an interactive visualization tool that allows participating in and controlling of federation
executions in a coupled environment using HLA. It may either be used as a standalone
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visualization of static offline data or as a live interactive visualization of dynamically exchanged
data between joined federates by participating in a federation execution. The design goal
of CityMoS Frontend evolved, first being merely a supporting tool for visually inspecting
data used as input for or generated as output by CityMoS Power in 2D. It later emerged
as a 3D visualization of complex moving scenes and was ultimately extended by supporting
HLA not only passively consuming data to be visualized but also actively producing data.
From a simulation perspective the contribution of CityMoS Frontend may be low. This tool,
however, facilitates work with the CityMoS platform by allowing to visualize and influence the
interactions between CityMoS Traffic and CityMoS Power and thereby provide insights into
federation executions at runtime. This is especially important to attract new users which in
principal enables a rapid adaption of the entire CityMoS platform.

CityMoS Frontend is implemented in Processing, an open source programming language
and integrated development environment [133]. Processing was developed as a cross-platform
environment for programming within the context of visual design and visual arts at the MIT
Media Lab in 2001. Processing is based on Java and is, besides its new graphics and utility
API, fully compatible with it. It supports both 2D and 3D visualization and uses the open
graphics library [134] to interact with the system’s graphics processing unit to achieve hardware
accelerated rendering.

The various functionality provided by CityMoS Frontend supports simple and complex
visualization of graph-related data and allows for user interactions with either the standalone
visualization or the joined federates in a federation execution. Its main functionality is described
in Section 3.5.1 followed by an architectural overview in which the sequence of interactions is
explained in Section 3.5.2. The data format used for input and output data is discussed in
Section 3.5.3. Examples for the visual output generated by CityMoS Frontend are provided in
the context of applying the platform to the case of Singapore in Chapter 4.

3.5.1 Main Functionality

CityMoS Frontend comprises various functionality for visualizing data, especially graph-related
data, and supporting the user in visually interacting with simulations coupled via HLA at
runtime. The following list provides an overview on CityMoS Frontend’s main functionality:

• Execution mode
CityMoS Frontend implements HLA functionality which allows it to join federation
executions and act as a regular federate. As such it can register, delete, update, and
reflect object instances as well as send and receive interactions. It therefore acts not
only as a sink visualizing received data but also as a source being able to influence the
federation execution by sending data. A standalone execution mode only visualizing
offline data from a file system without joining any federation execution is also available.

• Visualization
Graph-based data, in this context nodes and edges, can be visualized both in 2D and
3D allowing to switch the way of presentation at runtime. Data is thereby drawn on
multiple layers whose visibility can be toggled to visualize only parts of the data being of
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interest to the user. Currently, layers for power system, road and railway transportation
system, and general purpose graph-based data as well as layers for showing a background
and general visualization parameters are supported. The layer for power system data
is further distinguished into the different voltage levels, the layer for road and railway
transportation system as well as general data is split up each into a layer for nodes
and edges. The visualization is not restricted to the screen resolution. Instead, the
resolution can be arbitrarily changed. It is only limited by the used graphics and
processing hardware. This is especially important when reducing the resolution to
improve performance or increasing the resolution for rendering images or videos in a
higher than the native resolution. Rendered images may not only be directly visualized
but also saved to the file system for later processing.

• User interactivity
CityMoS Frontend implements user interaction possibilities for both execution modes
visualizing offline and online data coming from the file system or from other joined
federates, respectively. Direct interactions with the visualized data set is restricted to
inserting and deleting nodes or edges as well as selecting them and showing or modifying
their attributes. Modifications to the initial data set coming from the user or other joined
federates can be saved to the file system. Visualization parameters, e.g., resolution, layer
visibility and their elevation when drawing in 3D, as well as color and size of drawn
nodes and edges can be modified at runtime over the main graphical user interface. With
simple mouse movements the user may also change the camera view settings by moving
along the two or three axes in 2D or 3D mode, respectively. This includes zooming in
and out functionality. The user may also pixel-based compare two rendered images to
conclude on the degree of equality of the underlying data sets. This especially comes in
handy when spotting the differences of two different scenes that are not obviously visible
at first glance.

3.5.2 Interactions

In Figure 3.6, the interaction sequence is shown for the execution mode in which CityMoS Fron-
tend acts as a joined federate in a federation execution. The sequence is as follows:

1. At the beginning, the user passes program arguments to the main class MainFrontend.
Those arguments contain various parameters for rendering images, illustrating nodes and
edges, composing the different layers, settings regarding the usage of CityMoS Frontend
in a coupled environment using HLA, and other configuration parameters related to
logging as well as input and output file handling.

2. Within MainFrontend a new Visualization object is created. Its purpose is to visualize
data, handle user interactions, and manage interactions within the federation execution.

3. For interactions with other joined federates, an RTI object is created serving as an
interface for calling functions offered by and providing callback functions from the
RTI. Available services are defined in the interface specification of HLA as described
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Figure 3.6: Interactions in CityMoS Frontend.
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in Section 3.2.2. In case of the standalone execution mode the RTI object does neither
forward any calls to nor receive any messages from the RTI.

4. The RTI object is initialized as described in the Initialization phase in Section 3.2.5.

5. In case there is offline data available it is initialized and registered to the federation
execution.

6. A continuous loop is running until the simulation exit condition, e.g., the simulation end
time or an exception, is reached. The loop consists of the followings steps:

a) The user may interact with the Visualization object at the beginning of each time
step. Possible interactions are described in Section 3.5.1 and include modifications to
program settings and to the visualized data such as inserting, deleting, or updating
nodes or edges.

b) The Visualization object executes the desired user interaction and, in case of a
modification of the visualized data, additionally delegates it to the RTI object to
inform other joined federates of the modification.

c) The actual visualization is performed by calling the drawFrame() method of the
Visualization object. If the user indicated to save the rendered images the save-
Frame() method is additionally being called.

d) In case the federate is paused the time advancing functionality is disabled resulting
in rendering the exact same frame at the next iteration of the loop. This allows the
user to interact multiple times with the federate at the same time period. In the
usual case where the federate is not paused the time advances and data modified
by other joined federates is being reflected as described in Section 3.2.5.

7. The RTI object is finalized as described in the Finalization phase in Section 3.2.5 and
the control flow is first given back to the MainFrontend class and then to the user.

3.5.3 Data Format

As a tool interacting with and visualizing data of other federates, CityMoS Frontend does
not define its own data format. Instead, the XML and CSV format used by each individual
federate is supported. CityMoS Frontend as a live interactive visualization tool allows the user
to interact with the input data, either being offline or dynamically exchanged between joined
federates. Regardless of the execution model, visualized data can be output to the file system
including any modifications applied by the users of other joined federates. The data format
equals the one used by the respective federate. Output files comply with their matching XSD,
if existing, and are therefore valid. Semantic constraints are not validated but assumed to
already have been checked by each particular federate.
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3.6 Architecture and Interactions

Within the CityMoS platform different entities interact with each other over HLA. The
architecture of a federation execution is shown in Figure 3.7. Illustrated are the federates of
CityMoS: CityMoS Power, CityMoS Traffic, and CityMoS Frontend. Each federate consists
of the packages Local Runtime Component and Custom Code. The former is the LRC as
described in Section 3.2.4 and is embedded as an external library. It offers the set of HLA
services available to the respective federate and accepts messages from other joined federates
as described in Section 3.2.2, thereby complying with the federation execution’s FOM. The
latter contains code specific to each federate, like PowerFlowSimulation to CityMoS Power,
TransportationSystemSimulation to CityMoS Traffic, and Visualization to CityMoS Frontend. The
peculiarities of each of the CityMoS platform’s federates are described in Sections 3.3 to 3.5.
For a federate to be able to send and receive messages to and from other joined federates over
HLA it has to implement additional functionality:

• For CityMoS Power and CityMoS Frontend the PowerFlowSimulation and the Visualization
class, respectively, were extended to directly interact with the LRC. Besides the federate’s
individual PowerSOM and FrontendSOM class, the HLA Bridge package comprises the
PowerAmbassador and the FrontendAmbassador class, respectively, which both extend the
Ambassador class of the LRC resulting in FOM-compliant message receiving. Received
messages are directly processed allowing the federate to respond thus resulting in a
bidirectional communication.
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Figure 3.7: Architecture of a CityMoS federation execution.
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Table 3.2: Interactivity in the regular federation execution process of the CityMoS platform.
CityMoS Traffic CityMoS Power CityMoS Frontend

Publish/
update

Agent
(dynamic)

Node, Edge
(dynamic)

Link, Node, Edge
(static)

Subscribe/
reflect

Link, Node
(static)

Node, Edge
(static)

Agent, Node, Edge
(dynamic)

Send ChargingAgent
Requested

ChargingAgent
Performed

–

Receive ChargingAgent
Performed

ChargingAgent
Requested

ChargingAgent
Requested

• For CityMoS Traffic modifications of the TransportationSystemSimulation class to directly
interact with the LRC are excluded for reasons explained in Section 3.4. The generated
Output file comprising the location and SOC of each agent at every point in time is
therefore processed and forwarded to the LRC by the FW class according to the TrafficSOM.
The HLA Bridge package comprises the TrafficAmbassador class extending the Ambassador
class of the LRC resulting in FOM-compliant message receiving. Received messages
cannot be forwarded to the TransportationSystemSimulation class since only unidirectional
communication is possible as described in Section 3.4.

To allow an arbitrary simulation to act as a federate, either of the above options have
additionally to be implemented. By doing so further simulations, e.g., a railway transportation
system simulation can in principal be included in the CityMoS platform.

The architectural illustration in Figure 3.7 indicates interactions between each federate’s
LRC. The regular federation execution process of the CityMoS platform focuses on basic
interactions regarding the charging of PEVs (Agent) from CityMoS Traffic at CSs (Node) from
CityMoS Power. User interactions with CityMoS Frontend, in the regular process being reduced
to a data consuming visualization federate only, can additionally be included as described
in Section 3.5.2. Published and subscribed object instances as well as interactions sent and
received by the federates are defined in Table 3.2. The attributes of an object instance are
logically separated into static, non-time dependent attributes which are published/updated
only once at the time of their registration and dynamic ones which are published/updated at
each time period they are modified by their owning federate. The following observations can
be made:

• CityMoS Frontend, being the federate interacting with the user, publishes/updates all
static attributes of Link, Node, and Edge object instances. It further subscribes/reflects
all dynamic attributes of Agent, Node, and Edge object instances.

• CityMoS Power subscribes/reflects the static attributes of Node and Edge object instances
while it publishes/updates their dynamic ones.

• CityMoS Traffic subscribes/reflects the static attributes of Link and Node object instances
while it publishes/updates the dynamic attributes of Agent object instances.
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• The ChargingAgentRequested event is sent by CityMoS Traffic whenever a PEV checks in at
a CS. This event is received by CityMoS Power to calculate the PEV’s charging schedule
and by CityMoS Frontend to temporarily exclude this PEV from the visualization.

• The ChargingAgentPerformed event is sent by CityMoS Power whenever a PEV checks
out from a CS. This event is received by CityMoS Traffic to continue simulating traffic
including this PEV. CityMoS Frontend does not subscribe to this event as it anyhow
reflects Agent object instance updates.

• To reduce the number of messages only CityMoS Power is aware of a PEV’s current
SOC during charging.

• A premature checkout of a PEV from a CS is not anticipated and would require including
an additional event.

Based on the description of the regular federation execution process for a single federate in
Section 3.2.5 and the interactions defined in Table 3.2, the regular federation execution process
for the CityMoS platform is illustrated in Figure 3.8. Just as in Section 3.2.5, the process
is separated into the phases Initialization, Simulation, and Finalization. Since the first and
last phase are in both cases content-wise equal, only the Simulation phase is shown in this
case. The LRC of the CityMoS Power, CityMoS Traffic, and CityMoS Frontend class are for clarity
reasons not separately mentioned but instead combined to the RTI class. Furthermore, there
is no distinction made between the different HLA classes offering services to the federate and
the Ambassador class being concerned with callbacks as this information can be extracted from
Section 3.2.5. In addition to the name of each service or callback function, the specific related
object instance or interaction is provided, abbreviated by its capital letters, e.g., A for Agent
or CAR for ChargingAgentRequested.

In the following, the regular federation execution process of the CityMoS platform is described.
As starting point, each federate is connected to its LRC but no services have been invoked
relative to the federation execution:

1. Initialization
Each federate has to join the federation execution previously spawned by either federate,
optionally declare itself time-regulating and time-constrained, and indicate the data it
produces and requests as described in Section 3.2.5.

2. Simulation
a) t = 0

i. CityMoS Frontend serves as an interface to the user and therefore registers and
updates all object instances which form the static simulation environment (Link,
Node, Edge).

ii. Each federate then indicates its wish to advance its logical time.

iii. CityMoS Power discovers registered object instances that it has subscribed
to (Node, Edge) and reflects their updates, so does CityMoS Traffic (Link).

iv. Time is advanced by RTI.
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[CAR]

[t > 0]
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 reflectedObjectInstances 
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 registerObjectInstances() [L,N,E]
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Figure 3.8: Simulation phase of the regular federation execution process of CityMoS.
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b) t > 0

i. CityMoS Traffic registers and updates object instances (Agent) based on the
previously reflected ones (Link), so does CityMoS Power (Node, Edge).

ii. In case a PEV checks in at a CS, a ChargingAgentRequest interaction is sent by
CityMoS Traffic. In case a PEV checks out from a CS, CityMoS Power sends a
ChargingAgentPerformed interaction.

iii. After CS-related interactions are sent, each federate has the opportunity to
execute its own simulation functions. For CityMoS Power it is the creation of a
charging schedule for each agent of a received ChargingAgentRequest interaction
and the power flow simulation. For CityMoS Traffic it is the transportation
system simulation and for CityMoS Frontend the visualization.

iv. The federates then indicate their wish to advance their logical time.

v. CityMoS Frontend discovers registered object instances that it has subscribed
to (Agent) and reflects all previously published updates (Agent, Node, Edge).

vi. If a ChargingAgentRequest or ChargingAgentPerformed interaction is sent, it is
forwarded to CityMoS Frontend, in the former case additionally to CityMoS Power.

vii. Time is advanced by RTI.

3. Finalization
After finishing its simulation loop, each federate resigns from the federation execution
and tries to destroy it as described in Section 3.2.5.

To illustrate the regular federation execution process, Figure 3.9 provides a small-scale scenario
in which a PEV interacts with both a transportation and a power system over a horizon
of 42 time periods. The transportation system consists of two Link objects while the power
system is composed of one Edge and two Node objects. The power system’s Node marked SS
represents a substation acting as a PV bus whereas the Node marked CS stands for a charging
station acting as a PQ bus.

IdLink=1

IdLink=2

IdAgent=35

IdEdge=1

IdNode=2

IdNode=1

SS

CS

t=2t=1 3 ≤ t ≤ 41 t=42

Figure 3.9: Example of a PEV interacting with both a transportation and a power system.
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[t = 41]

[t = 3]

[t = 2]

CityMoS

Power

CityMoS

Traffic

CityMoS

Frontend
RTI

update(Agent) [IdAgent=35, Lon=103.63, Lat=1.288, Soc=0.69]

reflected:Agent [IdAgent=35, Lon=103.63, Lat=1.288, Soc=0.69]

update(Agent) [IdAgent=35, Lon=103.64, Lat=1.287, Soc=0.68]

send(ChargingAgentRequested)

[IdAgent=35, IdNode=1, Soc=0.68, SocCheckOut=1, TimeCheckOut=41]

received:ChargingAgentRequested

[IdAgent=35, IdNode=1, Soc=0.68, SocCheckOut=1, TimeCheckOut=41]

reflected:Agent [IdAgent=35, Lon=103.64, Lat=1.287, Soc=0.68]

update(Node) [IdNode=1, PowerDemand=7.2]

update(Node) [IdNode=2, PowerSupply=7.3]

update(Edge) [IdEdge=1, PowerFlow=7.3]

reflected:Node [IdNode=1, PowerDemand=7.2]

reflected:Node [IdNode=2, PowerSupply=7.3]

reflected:Edge [IdEdge=1, PowerFlow=7.3]

[4 ≤ t ≤ 40]

send(ChargingAgentPerformed) [IdAgent=35, IdNode=1, Soc=1]

received:ChargingAgentPerformed [IdAgent=35, IdNode=1, Soc=1]

update(Agent) [IdAgent=35, Lon=103.65, Lat=1.288, Soc=0.99]

reflected:Agent [IdAgent=35, Lon=103.65, Lat=1.288, Soc=0.99]

[t = 1]

update(Node/Edge) [according to charging schedule]

reflected:Node/Edge [according to charging schedule]

[t = 42]

update(Node/Edge) [according to charging schedule]

reflected:Node/Edge [according to charging schedule]

 

Figure 3.10: Example of the data exchange in the simulation phase of the regular federation
execution process of CityMoS.

Within the time horizon, the PEV moves along the first Link, stops at the CS to fully charge
its battery, and continues its trip on the second Link. In accordance with the interactivity
definitions of Table 3.2, published and subscribed object instances as well as interactions
sent and received by the involved federates are illustrated in Figure 3.10. Each message only
contains the object’s unique identifier and the most essential attributes which are updated
at the respective time period. It is assumed that the PEV starts with an SOC of 0.7 and
consumes energy equivalent to an SOC decrease of 0.01 per time period of driving. In the
following, the data exchange at each time period is described leaving the specific values of
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each attribute and every parameter at Figure 3.10. As a starting point, object instances are
already registered, discovered, and reflected by all federates as previously described for t = 0
in Step 2a) of Figure 3.8:

1. t = 1

The PEV moves forward on the first Link. CityMoS Traffic therefore updates its Longitude,
Latitude, and Soc. This update is reflected by CityMoS Frontend visualizing the PEV at its
new location.

2. t = 2

The PEV moves forward on the first Link and checks in at the CS. CityMoS Traffic therefore
updates its Longitude, Latitude, and Soc and additionally sends a ChargingAgentRequest
interaction including the IdNode of the CS as well as information on the PEV’s current
and targeted SOC and on the targeted check out time TimeCheckOut. The update is
reflected by CityMoS Frontend visualizing the PEV at its new location. The interaction is
received by both CityMoS Power, calculating a charging schedule, and CityMoS Frontend,
visualizing the charging process.

3. t = 3 to 41

Based on the PEV’s charging schedule, CityMoS Power conducts a power flow simulation
at each time period and updates PowerDemand, PowerSupply, and PowerFlow of the involved
Node and Edge objects. Differences between PowerSupply and PowerDemand are considered
power losses which are occurring when transmitting power over the Edge object. The
updated values may be different for each time period depending on the calculated charging
schedule. Updates are reflected by CityMoS Frontend visualizing the new status of the
power system at each time period. At its targeted check out time t = 41, CityMoS Power
additionally sends a ChargingAgentPerformed interaction indicating the PEV’s current
SOC. This interaction is received by CityMoS Traffic updating the SOC of its internal
PEV’s representation.

4. t = 42

The PEV leaves the CS and moves forward on the second Link. CityMoS Traffic therefore
updates its Longitude, Latitude, and Soc. This update is reflected by CityMoS Frontend
visualizing the PEV at its new location.

3.7 Discussion and Related Work

Although the functionality offered by the ensemble of the CityMoS platform’s components is
currently unique among the investigated literature, single components may be replaced by an
alternative. In Section 3.7.1, alternative standards for constructing reusable and interoperable
distributed system simulations are introduced. Reasons for and experiences obtained using HLA
as the interoperability standard in CityMoS are then discussed in Section 3.7.2. Alternatives
to the platform’s power and transportation system simulation are presented in Section 3.7.3.
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3.7.1 Distributed System Simulation Standards

Besides HLA there are multiple other standards for describing an architecture to construct
reusable and interoperable distributed system simulations. System simulations are not restricted
to computer simulations but instead they form a class of its own called live, virtual, and
constructive (LVC) systems [135]. Live systems involve real people operating real systems,
virtual systems refer to simulated systems operated by real people while in constructive systems
both the systems and operating people are simulated. Different standards support all or only
parts of those LVC systems. A historical review on the reasoning for the development of
those standards which is centered around HLA is described in [136]. In case communication
between systems implementing different standards has to be enabled, interposing gateways,
e.g., VT MÄK VR-Exchange [137] can be used which in turn increases the complexity of those
systems. For comprehensibility reasons, the terminology which has already been introduced in
the context of HLA is used when the most important standards are presented in the following:

• Aggregate Level Simulation Protocol (ALSP)
ALSP, consisting of both protocols and software, was developed on behalf of the US
DoD in the early 1990s with the purpose to establish standardized inter-model commu-
nication. Interacting simulations can freely join or leave a federation execution, they
can be geographically distributed and interact by exchanging message thereby retaining
their autonomy in controlling their own resources. ALSP further offers time and data
management. It is not actively developed as it was quickly superseded by HLA and is
therefore not further described in this context. Additional information can be found
in [138].

• Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)
CORBA is an active standard to provide interoperability among distributed objects
defined by the Object Management Group (OMG) [139–141] and has also been released
as ISO/IEC Standard 19500 [142–144]. It was first published in 1991 and has evolved
every since. CORBA enables the exchange of information between systems independent
of their hardware platforms, programming languages, and operating systems. In systems
implementing CORBA, there is a strict separation of the implementation and public
interfaces. The system can be implemented in any programming language while the
interfaces are defined in the OMG’s standard interface definition language [145]. This
separation enables a client system to call a method or access properties on a proxy of
a distributed object for which only the interface specification is known. This call is
forwarded to the host object by the object request broker which runs on both the client and
server system and which returns all responses back to the caller. Communication between
both brokers happens over the standardized internet inter-object request broker protocol
enabling full compatibility between different vendors of CORBA systems as opposed to
HLA. The standardized definition of the data, operations, and the communication protocol
thereby provide consistency between multiple systems in heterogeneous environments.
CORBA also perfectly complements HLA when used together as described in [146].
Further information on CORBA can be found in [147].
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• Data Distribution Service (DDS)
DDS is an active standard defined by the OMG [148] which was first defined in 2003 and
has evolved every since. As a middleware between an application and operating system,
it facilitates the efficient distribution of data in a federation execution by introducing
a virtual global data space individual federates can read from and write to. Using a
publisher/subscriber pattern, data objects are addressed and filtered based on topics
and keys without the requirement for a central instance managing communication or
handling data. Instead, DDS proposes a decentralized architecture with a dynamic
discovery service for joining federates. It automatically establishes connections between
joined federates at runtime without the requirement for predefining data sharing within
a federation execution at design or compile time. With 22 different policies, DDS offers
an extensive set of quality of service characteristics including reliability and bandwidth
restrictions, delivery deadlines, and resource limits. APIs are provided in multiple
programming languages allowing federates to interoperate across different operating
systems and programming languages. Interoperability between federates using DDS
implementations of different vendors was demonstrated in [149]. Opposed to HLA,
DDS does not offer federation or time management besides simple time stamping. A
comprehensive comparison and mapping of the different functionality between DDS and
HLA is provided in [150, 151]. Creating real-time simulations jointly using both DDS
and HLA is described in [152].

• Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS)
In 1993, DIS was defined in the active IEEE Standard 1278 which is subdivided into the
parts Application Protocols [153], Communication Services and Profiles [154], Exercise
Management & Feedback [155], as well as Verification, Validation, and Accreditation [156].
Although the standard is superseded by HLA it is for legacy purposes still actively being
developed. Without any central server managing communication within a federation
execution, termed exercise in the context of DIS, federates communicate with each other
by broadcasting protocol data units over UDP whenever there is a significant change
in a federate’s state and at certain intervals to indicate the federate is still alive. A
unit’s format is strictly specified in the DIS standard and may individually be extended
by arbitrary data only since the most recent version of the standard. Federates may
join and leave a federation execution at any time. Without offering time management
services, federation executions are limited to real-time applications.

• Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI)
The FMI is a tool-independent, standardized interface to support model-based develop-
ment of systems and thereby facilitate interoperability, exchange, and reuse of systems
initiated by Daimler AG in 2010 [157, 158]. In its active version 2.0 from 2014, the
FMI supports the exchange of simulation models generated in different languages using
different tools not being restricted to any application domain. A component implement-
ing the FMI is called functional mock-up unit. It consists of variable definitions and
general information about the model, the model description itself represented by a set of
functions in either source or binary form, and resource files which may be required to
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run the model. Exporting a model as a functional mock-up unit allows for its usage as a
shared component among various systems in a standardized way. The FMI is notably
different from other mentioned standards in a way that only a standardized interface to
simulation components is specified. The architecture to support federation executions is
not part of the standard. A way of jointly using both FMI and HLA to run federation
executions and thereby taking advantage of both standards by wrapping functional
mock-up units to act as HLA federates is described in [159, 160].

• Test and Training Enabling Architecture (TENA)
TENA is an architecture developed at the behest of the US DoD to enable interoperability,
provide composability, and foster reuse of distributed LVC testing and training systems
requiring real-time interactions [161, 162]. Its development was motivated by the
inadequate support of HLA to provide low-latency, high-performance services in real-time
applications integrating live assets. Although designed for military range systems, TENA
is agnostic to the particular user domain. As opposed to competing standards, TENA
supports and is designed for live, real-time systems in which the flow of time is only
constrained by reality thus lacking any time management mechanisms. Using TENA,
federates can be servers who publish objects, called servants, or clients who subscribe to
objects, called proxies, or both at the same time for different objects. Only the publisher
can modify a servant, the proxy is a read-only copy of it. Ownership management as
supported, for instance, by HLA is thus not offered. Both servants and proxies include
properties, local methods, and a remote interface. Local methods are executed in the
context of the server or client, respectively, while the remote interface forwards calls
from a client to the servant’s server in whose context they are executed. Similarly to the
OMT of HLA, TENA defines a meta-model, logical range object model, for specifying
servants. TENA is actively maintained by the TENA software development activity [163]
and free to use but neither open source nor an official standard.

When coupling LVC systems, the presented standards are most commonly and actively used
by a broad international audience. Some of them are receding, e.g., ALSP and DIS, offering
similar functionality, e.g., DDS and TENA, or are complementing HLA, e.g., CORBA and FMI.
LVC systems can implement only a single standard or they can be enhanced by an additional,
complementing standard compensating for a standard’s design decisions not matching the
individual requirements. Interposing gateways allow for federation executions consisting of
systems implementing different standards. In the context of CityMoS, HLA is chosen as the
only standard for reasons discussed in the following Section 3.7.2.

3.7.2 Simulation Interoperability with the High Level Architecture

The different federates of CityMoS communicate with each other over HLA which abstracts
data formatting and transmission. Objects and interactions are defined by a FOM and
transmitted according to this definition using the RTI, a software library implementing the
HLA interface specification. Although any of the standards presented in Section 3.7.1 could
have been implemented, CityMoS uses HLA for two reasons. First, HLA already implements
rich time management services to globally consistently synchronize simulation time among all
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interacting federates thereby allowing each federate to maintain its own logical time. Second,
HLA is broadly used in related scientific literature resulting in a large user community featuring
many different implementations.

Instead of loosely coupling the different federates using a standardized architecture, a
proprietary data exchange between the individual federates of CityMoS could alternatively have
been implemented. This, however, would have been opposed to the design goal of CityMoS
offering a flexible platform for different, at design time possibly unknown or already existing
simulation components. Those components should be flexibly arranged while guaranteeing
their interoperability and reusability. Besides, advantages of HLA like offering rich time
management services or an automatic data type conversion between different operating systems
and programming languages would have been disregarded.

In contrast to the advantages of HLA as a standard compared to other solutions, shortcom-
ings in its implementation became evident in the course of this work. In CityMoS, various bugs
mentioned in Section 3.2.4 prevented the usage of the previously preferred RTI poRTIco and
required switching to VT MÄK RTI. Although functionally working as expected, VT MÄK
RTI showed several performance issues in the used version. Registering or updating a large
number of object instances results in a lower performance of 25 000 instead of 120 000 object
instances per seconds as advertised in [125]. Those issues are related to bugs2, the execution
context, and C++ being the native programming language of the API slowing down the Java
version as described in Section 3.2.4. Although no general conclusion about the degree of
interoperability between RTIs of different vendors can be drawn, switching from poRTIco
to VT MÄK RTI involves source code modifications limited to linking to a different library.
This convenient option of switching RTIs of different vendors allows circumventing problems
potentially occurring with a vendor in a specific individual context.

Concluding from the experience of using HLA in form of poRTIco and VT MÄK RTI in
CityMoS, both RTIs in their current implementation do not seem to be foolproof ready for
an application in all scenarios. Especially in heterogeneous environments including different
operating systems and programming languages exchanging tens to hundreds of thousands of
messages as they accrue in large-scale microscopic distributed simulations, interoperability and
performance issues can occur. This might require additional implementation efforts on the
user side or the adoption of other distributed system simulation standards especially designed
for high-performance applications, e.g., TENA. In case the environment is more homogeneous
or the investigated scenario more elementary, HLA with its rich time management services is a
simple, yet powerful way of coupling multiple simulations. It is easy to use and to integrate
with any federate implemented in a programming language for which the used RTI offers an
API.

3.7.3 CityMoS Platform

The functionality offered by the CityMoS platform as described in this chapter is currently
unique among the investigated literature. CityMoS provides the architecture to compose
2 Several bugs reducing the performance have been found and acknowledged by the vendor resulting in a yet

unpublished interim version 4.4.1i.
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interoperable distributed system simulations and is thereby not limited to neither the described
power and transportation system simulations nor the presented interactive visualization. In
principle, any simulation implementing an HLA Bridge package as specified in Section 3.6 can
be included. This also allows replacing any of the provided federates by other simulations
in case their functionality better matches the individual use case. Competing tools focus
on either the transportation or the power system side. Achieving interoperability among
multiple simulations has never been the design goal of any of those tools. As argued in [164],
extensive source code modifications are therefore required to allow studying bidirectional
dependencies instead of simply implementing an HLA Bridge package into a new federate of
the CityMoS platform as described in Section 3.6. Albeit, in the following, alternatives for
both CityMoS Power and CityMoS Traffic are outlined:

• CityMoS Power
The functionality of CityMoS Power which is provided in four different modules can
currently not be replaced by a single tool as argued in Section 2.1. Related approaches
providing a functionality approximating the one of the first two modules, planning and
evaluating PNMs, were already presented and discussed in Section 2.6.1. Software tools
implementing any of those approaches are publicly not available. Alternatives to the
third module, scheduling of battery energy storage, are described in [13–15]. Again,
a software implementation of any of the approaches is publicly not available. With
the fourth module offering the possibility for conducting power flow simulations, the
situation is different. There are multiple different algorithms and tools available allowing
for computing the capacity utilization at every branch as well as the voltage at every
bus. A total of 40 commercial and 25 non-commercial power system simulation software
packages are provided in [165, 166], each being equivalently able of replacing JPOWER
as the applied power flow model.

• CityMoS Traffic
Transportation system simulations can be distinguished according to their level of detail
representing the traffic flow into macro-, meso-, micro-, and nanoscopic simulations [167].
Only at a micro- and nanoscopic level of detail individual agents are simulated. This
level is assumed necessary for this work’s investigation. On a more coarse-grained level,
individual driving pattern or driver behavior is not modeled thus providing results which
tempo-spatially do not have the level of detail required in the context of this work. An
excellent primer into agent-based transportation system modeling and simulation can be
found in [168, 169].

In Table 3.3, a list of the most relevant transportation system simulations distinguished
by their license type is provided. A detailed comparison of many of them can, for instance,
be found in [164, 168–170]. With regard to the current limitation of CityMoS Traffic
lacking a proper bidirectional HLA module as described in Section 3.4, any of the
presented simulations may alternatively be used, assuming a proper implementation.
This is due to the usage of the same well-known driver behavior and vehicle component
models as well as similar routing algorithms. Applying the same trip data as input, the
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Table 3.3: Overview of transportation system simulation tools.
Acronym Name Literature

O
pe

n
so
ur
ce

JAAMSIM Java Animation Modelling and Simulation [173, 174]
MAINSIM Multimodal Innercity Simulation [175]
MATSim Multi-Agent Transport Simulation [176]
MITSIMLab Microscopic Traffic Simulator Laboratory [177]
MovSim Multi-model Open-source Vehicular-traffic Simulator [178]
REPAST Recursive Porous Agent Simulation Toolkit [179, 180]
SUMO Simulation of Urban Mobility [181, 182]
TRANSIMS Transportation Analysis and Simulation System [183, 184]
Veins Vehicles in Network Simulation [185, 186]

C
om

m
er
ci
al

AIMSUN Advanced Interactive Microscopic Simulator for Urban
and Non-Urban Networks

[187]

CORSIM Corridor Simulation [188]
ITSUMO Intelligent Transportation System for Urban Mobility [189]
PARAMICS Parallel Microscopic Simulation [190]
VISSIM Verkehr In Städten - Simulationsmodell [191]

output of any of those simulations does presumably not differ much, although not being
investigated further in this work.

The referenced simulations do not provide for simulation interoperability. They, however,
may be extended by a proper HLA module. For SUMO, the steps required to integrate
HLA are described in [171]. Latest efforts in designing a distributed simulation platform
offering a transportation system simulation software as a service in the cloud using HLA
are still at a conceptual stage [172]. In [127], a similar concept is presented for the
CityMoS platform.

3.8 Conclusions

CityMoS is a distributed simulation platform intended for urban infrastructure planning in
which the single components are interoperating using the IEEE Standard 1516-2010, termed
HLA. This standard is used for constructing reusable and interoperable distributed system
simulations enabling bidirectional communication between joined federates, even spanning
across heterogeneous hardware and software platforms. CityMoS is not limited to specific
simulations; instead, any component supporting HLA with a compatible SOM may act as a
joined federate. In the context of this work, CityMoS is used for investigating the impact of
different road transportation electrification scenarios on urban power systems in Chapter 4.
The platform therefore comprises the following components:

• CityMoS Power
As an implementation of the PSS framework described in Chapter 2, CityMoS Power
allows planning and evaluating PNMs for subsequently conducting power flow studies
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on them. The included smart scheduling approach for battery energy storage enables
applying different, even price-responsive strategies for charging and discharging PEVs.
CityMoS Power is implemented in Java and can operate either standalone using offline
data or as a joined federate dynamically exchanging data with other participants of the
same federation execution. Its input and output data uses the XML format for which a
formal specification in form of an XSD is provided.

• CityMoS Traffic
The agent-based transportation system simulation CityMoS Traffic is able to simulate
the movements of a vehicle population as a discrete sequence of events in time. Each
vehicle is modeled as an individual agent represented by a driver-vehicle unit comprising
own driver behavior and vehicle component models. Those models allow agents to also
represent PEVs as required for this work. Agents are routed along a given road network
according to their individual trip data. Its output data in a disaggregated form comprises
the tempo-spatial position of each single agent. In an aggregated form, tempo-spatial
trip data including the required energy and covered distance is provided. Due to storage
requirements and processing speed, both the aggregated and disaggregated form uses
the CSV format.

• CityMoS Frontend
As an interactive visualization tool, CityMoS Frontend allows participating in and
controlling of federation executions and their joined federates in a coupled environment
using HLA. User interactions are not limited to the standalone visualization of offline
data; instead, they also cover the exchanged data between joined federates at runtime.
This way, users are enabled to not only visualize and inspect the output of all joined
federates but also actively produce data and thereby interact with them. Visually
providing insights into the exchanged data of a federation execution allows users to be
more easily attracted to the simulation platform by nurturing their understanding of its
functioning and creating confidence in the results. CityMoS Frontend is also implemented
in Java. Instead of defining an own data format, the input and output format used by
each joined federate is supported.

The functionality offered by the ensemble of the single components of the CityMoS platform is
currently unique among the investigated literature. The platform allows evaluating a great
variety of large-scale what-if road transportation electrification scenarios on realistically emu-
lated power system infrastructure before they are implemented in a real-world setting. Those
scenarios include but are not limited to alternating the design of the power and transporta-
tion system infrastructure, varying the CS location and power connection, applying different
scheduling strategies, assuming diverse agent charging behavior, diversifying the composition
of the vehicle population, as well as applying demand-responsive or vehicle-to-grid charging
and discharging schemes. In case further scenarios need to be investigated, CityMoS can be
extended by additional federates as, for instance, a railway transportation system simulation.
Existing federates can also be replaced by alternative ones in case their functionality better
matches the individual use case. In its presented composition, the CityMoS platform is mainly
targeting researchers who want to conduct large-scale exploratory simulation experiments to
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investigate interdependence between various systems and their components. Moreover, experts
of adjacent areas who are not familiar with either transportation or power system simulations
are provided a tool with which they are able to conduct interdisciplinary studies targeting the
exploration of future road transportation electrification.
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Using the CityMoS platform, realistic power network models are
generated and evaluated allowing to simulate power flows induced by
different road transportation electrification scenarios on those models.

This way, not only the overall impact on the generation capacities
but also times and locations of grid congestion are identified.
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4 Methodology Demonstration on the Example of Singapore

4.1 Introduction

This chapter provides an application of the methodology presented in Chapter 2 and its
implementation described in Chapter 3 in form of two case studies. Their purpose is to finally
answer this work’s research question which was formulated in Section 1.1 as follows:

Which impact does the power and energy demand induced by a large number
of timely and spatially distributed PEVs have on urban power systems?

Concluding on the impact of different road transportation electrification scenarios on power
systems requires a PNM which has to be generated and evaluated before relevant power flow
calculations can be conducted. Consequently, two case studies are presented addressing both
items in the Singapore context:

Case Study 1: Generating and Evaluating Power Network Models (Section 4.2)
Realistic PNMs showing topological and electrical properties of real-world power systems
are generated based on available data for Singapore. Results, also in the context of
a conducted sensitivity analysis to investigate the impact of different parameters and
parameter uncertainty, are presented and discussed with respect to the methodology’s
general applicability.

Case Study 2: Investigating the Power System Impact of Different Road Trans-
portation Electrification Scenarios (Section 4.3) The PNM generated in the con-
text of the previous case study which best matches Singapore is used to investigate
different road transportation electrification scenarios. The impact of different PEV
population sizes, scheduling strategies, and other parameters is analyzed both on the
generation capacities and the utilization of substations and power lines. Results are
presented and discussed with regard to limitations of the applied methodology and their
significance.

4.2 Case Study 1: Generating and Evaluating Power Network
Models

The case study presented in this section is designed to demonstrate the feasibility of the PSS
framework presented in Chapter 2 and its implementation described in Chapter 3. It thereby
serves as a proof-of-concept that despite the framework’s limitations, PNMs with topological
and electrical properties of real-world power systems can indeed be generated. Based on the
available data of the Singapore power system and a set of parameters best accommodating
this data which both are described in Section 4.2.1, a PNM of Singapore is planned and
discussed in Section 4.2.2. Besides a simple proof-of-concept, detailed investigation in form of
ceteris paribus sensitivity analyses help identifying the impact of the different parameters and
parameter uncertainty in Section 4.2.3. In Section 4.2.4, the relevance and applicability of
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PNMs in general and of the Singapore PNM in particular is discussed, especially when only
little information is available for the planning process. Conclusions on the presented findings
are drawn in Section 4.2.5.

4.2.1 Input Data

The input data used for generating the PNMs of this study draws on and includes elements
of the Singapore power system. A PNM is not an exact representation but instead combines
real-world data and those generated by CityMoS Power to match topological and electrical
metrics of the real one. Available data of the Singapore power system include the number,
location, and specification of substations, power stations, power lines, and consumers on the
different voltage levels. They are described in Section 4.2.1.1. CityMoS Power uses this
input data to generate the PNMs of this study. The implemented PSP approach can be
multi-purposely parametrized to generate PNMs with a large variety of different characteristics.
The applied default parameter set is described in Section 4.2.1.2.

4.2.1.1 Singapore Power System

The Singapore power system as shown in Figure 4.1 is divided into the LV grid (0.4 kV), the MV
grid (6.6 kV, 22 kV, 66 kV), and the HV grid (230 kV and 400 kV). Substations connect different
voltage levels by stepping down the higher of the two voltages. The lower voltage winding of a
substation serves as power supply to connected consumers of this voltage level while the upper
voltage winding is considered a consumer within the higher voltage layer. For each voltage level,
the number of substations [192] as well as their maximum power [193, 194] and efficiency [195]
are distinguished. The maximum power rating of substations can be exceeded depending
on their thermal design according to the dependency of lifetime and temperature specified
in [196] and compactly described in [197]. Additionally, the number [198] and the location [199]
of power stations with generation capacities greater than 100MW, the location [199] of the
400 / 230 kV substations, and the connecting 400 kV power lines are given. The voltage level
and precise generation capacities [198] of the given gas- and oil-immersed power stations are
provided in Table 4.1. The PSP process also takes this additional information for the manual
planning of the 400 kV grid into account as described in Section 2.2. Hereby, the 230 kV
winding of each of the 400 / 230 kV substations is connected to the 230 kV winding of the
nearest regularly planned 230 / 66 kV substation. The 230 kV power stations are connected to
the 230 kV winding of the nearest 230 / 66 kV substation while only allowing one substation to
be connected to at maximum one power plant. Voltage regulating devices are installed in all
substations of the MV and HV grid [194].

In Singapore, 26 500 km of underground transmission and distribution power cables are
installed [192]. In [194], the installed conductor types, their number of cores, insulation, armor,
sheath, as well as their material and cross sectional area are given. [200–202] provide additional
data on the nominal power rating PS, the maximum cable length at that rating Lmax, as well
as on the conductor resistance R and reactance X. These specifications, distinguished by
voltage level, are summarized in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Singapore power system.
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Table 4.1: Power stations with generation capacities greater than 100MW in Singapore.
Power station Voltage level [kV] Generation capacity [MW]
Tuas Power Generation 400 2 609
Senoko Energy 230 3 300
YTL PowerSeraya 230 3 100
Keppel Merlimau Cogen 230 1 340
PacificLight Power 230 800
SembCorp Cogen 230 785

The power system planning process presented in Section 2.2 requires data on the num-
ber [203], locations [204], and power demand [205, 206] of consumers connected to the various
voltage levels. The raw data reveals a load curve as illustrated in Figure 4.2. Instead of taking
the power demand at any point in time, the peak power demand PD,max of 6 340MW is used to
ensure proper dimensioning of the installations during the PSP process. This way, satisfaction
of the power demand for the 117 852 consumers being geographically distributed over an area
spanning 50 km north-south and 30 km east-west can be guaranteed at all other times. Each
of these consumers is assigned to one of the sectors industry (44% of total power demand),
commerce (36%), household (14%), transport (5%), and other (1%). As there is no related
information available, the assignment of consumers to the different voltage levels is estimated
based on the combination of the number of substations on each level and their respective
maximum power. Consequently, most consumers are connected to the 0.4 kV grid; exceptions
of consumers having a higher power demand justifying connecting them to a higher voltage
level are made for subway stations, shopping malls, and some commercial buildings which are
directly connected to the 6.6 kV grid, the two ferry terminals and checkpoints being connected
to the 22 kV, and some industrial buildings being distributed over the voltage levels between
6.6 kV and 66 kV. The calculated mapping of consumers to the different sectors and voltage
levels is given in Table 4.3. A topological illustration of the available consumer input data
contrasted by sector is shown in Figure 4.3.

Table 4.2: Specification of power cables installed in Singapore.
Voltage level Material Cross sectional area PS Lmax R X

[kV] [mm2] [kVA] [m] [Ω/km] [Ω/km]
400 Copper 2 000 986 576 145 469 0.0090 0.1093
230 Copper 1 200 374 071 110 519 0.0151 0.1156
66 Copper 1 000 86 651 39 840 0.0176 0.1084
22 Copper 300 23 015 11 163 0.0601 0.0920
22 Aluminum 300 17 909 10 386 0.1000 0.0920
6.6 Copper 185 5 156 3 290 0.0991 0.0900
6.6 Aluminum 120 3 155 2 565 0.2530 0.0950
0.4 Copper 35 94 164 0.5240 0.0750
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Figure 4.2: Singapore load curve on Monday, 12th January 2015.

Table 4.3: Consumer voltage level and power demand data for Singapore.
Sector #Nodes Power demand [MW]

0.4 kV 6.6 kV 22 kV 66 kV 0.4 kV 6.6 kV 22 kV 66 kV
Commerce 19 122 983 0 0 611 1 671 0 0
Household – – – – – – – –

Condominium 5 443 0 0 0 109 0 0 0
HDB 10 991 0 0 0 727 0 0 0
Landed property 69 447 0 0 0 49 0 0 0
Other 245 0 0 0 3 0 0 0

Industry 5 390 190 125 15 498 323 1 594 375
Other 4 500 0 0 0 63 0 0 0
Transport 1 294 88 4 0 116 150 51 0
Total 117 852 6 340

Besides the active power demand PD, the power flow simulation presented in Section 2.3
also requires the reactive power demand QD for each consumer. As this data is not available
it is derived from the active power demand using the power factor ϕ = 0.9 [207] according to

QD = PD
cos(ϕ) ·

√
1− cos2(ϕ) (4.1)

4.2.1.2 Power System Planning

The LV (MV) grid is planned with a radial (ring) topology while the HV grid is planned as
a partial mesh as motivated in Section 2.2.6. Planning is to some extent done non-regularly.
The regular planning process comprises all voltage levels up to and including the 230 kV grid.
The non-regular part is restricted to the 400 / 230 kV part for which specific data is available as
provided in Section 4.2.1.1. The smallest independent part in the regular power flow simulation
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Figure 4.3: Topological illustration of the available consumer input data for the Singapore
power system contrasted by sector into commerce (blue), household (purple),
industry (dark yellow), other (black), and transport (cyan).

process in the LV (MV) grid is a single tree (ring) while in the HV grid it is the complete
mesh. As there are voltage regulating devices installed in the Singapore power system the
regular voltage level combination step as described in Section 2.3.2.3 is applied. The 230 kV
power stations are considered PV buses and are initialized with 50% of the generation capacity
specified in Table 4.1. The only 400 kV power station is considered the slack bus balancing
the remaining power demand and occurring losses resulting in a utilization of 64% for the
assumed peak power demand.

The permitted range of the bus voltage magnitude |Vi| at each consumer i is set to be
between 0.95 pu and 1.0 pu in accordance with [208]. The maximum number of nodes for each
subregion for the bisection is set to 2 500, the maximum number of iterations for the k-means
to 16, the maximum distance between two nodes of a cluster using the DBSCAN algorithm to
twice the average distance of each voltage level’s PQ bus to its PV bus, and the target mean
node degree for the DT to 3.55. Those values are found to be ideal according to the findings
presented in Section 4.2.3. The maximum power rating of substations can be exceeded by 25%
assuming proper active cooling. This conservative value accommodates for the wide interval of
power demand being similar to the peak power demand and therefore for the long duration this
overload lasts as illustrated in Figure 4.2. To account for overcapacities, a maximum power
line utilization of 80% is not exceeded. In case there are power cables of different specification
possible for a voltage level, as it is the case in the 6.6 kV and the 22 kV grid, the lower quality
is preferably chosen for economical reasons. The higher quality power cable is only used if
otherwise an area would become infeasible according to the criteria defined in Section 2.2.1.
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Power line stretch factors are set to 3.1 (LV), 2.4 (MV), and 1.5 (HV) to produce a PNM
with a total power line length and a number of substations on each voltage level similar to the
Singapore power grid and therefore to realistically consider power losses. Values are higher for
lower voltage levels to account for a higher branching depth in those layers. Depending on
the voltage level, substation and power line costs found in [209] and provided in Table 4.4 are
applied to the specification of the Singapore power system found in Figure 4.1 and Table 4.2.

Table 4.4: Substation and power line costs.
Voltage
level [kV]

Costs
Substation [US$/MW] Power line [US$/km]

Copper Aluminum
400 24 000 6 546 918 –
230 18 342 2 482 335 –
66 12 884 287 508 –
22 11 419 55 351 32 303
6.6 10 907 7 688 2 288
0.4 10 700 70 –

4.2.2 Results

The PNM generated by CityMoS Power using the described input data is referred to as the
Singapore PNM in the remainder of this work and is topologically illustrated in Figure 4.4.
It includes nodes and edges from both real-world data regarding consumers, substations,
power stations, and branches available for Singapore and the ones planned by CityMoS Power
on all six voltage levels. Its topological, electrical, and economic properties as defined in
Section 2.5 are given in Table 4.5. Metrics are calculated separately for the LV, MV, and HV
grid each being considered an individual subgraph of the PNM. This way, aggregation is as
fine granular as values of real-world power systems are available, although CityMoS Power can
in principal aggregate on a voltage level basis. Generating the Singapore PNM takes place
within 13 minutes on an Intel Core i5-2520M using 10GB RAM. On the same machine, power
flows within the entire PNM for one time step are calculated within 11 seconds.

4.2.2.1 Topological Metrics

In the following, observations regarding topological metrics of the Singapore PNM are discussed
to allow concluding on their level of consistency with real-world values. Any references to
those values of real-world power system originate from Table 2.2.

Number of Substations and Power Lines

By design, the number of substations nPV in all voltage levels exactly matches the target value.
The number of edges m directly relates to the number of nodes n and is only dependent on
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Table 4.5: Topological, electrical, and economic metrics of the Singapore PNM.
Property LV MV HV
Topological

Nodes n [#] 127 126 12 516 31
Consumer nPQ 116 447 1 405 0
Substations nPV 10 679 432 4
Per independent part, average n̄p 3.06 20.9 31

Edges m [#] 116 447 13 063 55
Independent parts p [#] 56 452 628 1
Edge length, average l̄ [m] 145 684 9 925
Edge length, total l [km] 16 900 8 941 546
Average distance, geographical δ̄ [m]

Any-to-Any δ̄g,A2A 191 2 193 20 947
PQ-to-PV δ̄g,PQ2PV 241 2 205 22 434

Average path length apl
Geodesic apld [#] 1.34 5.51 3.07
Geographical aplg [m] 196 4 257 27 785

Betweenness b 0.82 0.5 0.16
Clustering coefficient cc 0 0.0019 0.2419
Density d 0 0.0002 0.1183
Diameter �

Geodesic �d [#] 9 61 6
Geographical �g [m] 5 682 40 583 66 059

Node degree
Maximum degmax 140 13 6
Mean deg 1.83 2.09 3.55
Probability distribution P (k) ∼ β (R2) a) 2.37 (0.91) 4.04 (0.73) –

Pearson correlation coefficient ρ 0.15 0.09 -0.16

Electrical
Power demand PD [MW] b) 2 177 6 396 6 661
Power supply PS [MW] 2 233 6 661 6 712
Power loss PL [%] 2.5 3.97 0.76
Utilization, average [%]

Power line ūPL 16 5 5
Substation ūPV 16 71 11

Voltage at consumer, average V̄ [pu] 0.9898 0.9801 0.9897

Economic
Costs [US$·106] 145 616 2 106

Edge CE 1 407 1 739
Node (Substation) CN 144 209 367

a) R2, termed coefficient of determination, is a measure how well a regression approximates
real data points showing values in the interval [0, 1] whereat 1 indicates a perfect fit.

b) The value indicates the total power demand of the corresponding voltage level including
power losses occurring in lower voltage levels.
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Figure 4.4: Topological illustration of the Singapore PNM aggregating multiple voltage levels
to form the LV (bottom), MV (middle), and HV (top) grid.

the topology and the level of redundancy. In the radial and ring topology of the LV and MV
grid, respectively, m equals or is slightly higher than the number of consumers nPQ as there is
no or only little redundancy. The meshed topology of the HV grid shows a significant level
of redundancy and has therefore approximately twice as many edges than nodes. Another
measure which is also directly dependent on the redundancy in a network is the density d. The
higher the redundancy the more edges exist and therefore the ratio of the number of existing
edges to the number of possible edges decreases. With almost no redundancy, the LV and
MV grid show a density of virtually 0 whereas the HV grid has a density of around 0.12. In
absence of any available data for real-world power systems this measure can only be used to
compare different PNMs with each other rather than concluding on the relationship between a
PNM and real-world power systems.

Distances

By design, the total power line length l of 26 387 km matches the target value. Stretch factors
allow for higher branching depth in lower voltage levels and thereby realistically bypass missing
geographical information related to the branch laying. To satisfy the raising power demand in
higher voltage levels, the nominal power rating and thus the maximum cable length of the
power lines are increasing as specified in Table 4.2. This is why the average power line length
l̄ is monotonically increasing from 145m in the LV grid up to 9 925m in the HV grid.

With the average geographical distance δ̄, average path length apl, and diameter � there
are three different distance measures, the latter two related to path lengths in a network.
Distance values are calculated for each independent part and afterwards averaged. Calculating
those metrics for the entire voltage level would distort results as there are no connections
between the different parts within a voltage level. The values for the three measures are as
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expected for the Singapore PNM. Average geographical distances δ̄g are increasing with the
voltage level. They are always higher when only considering the average distance of a PQ
bus to its connected PV bus δ̄g,PQ2PV than in the case of connecting any two buses δ̄g,A2A.
Average geodesic path lengths apld and diameter �d can be explained with the prevailing
topology. In the radial topology of the LV grid, the only way of connecting the average number
of nodes of 3.06 in an independent part is a unary tree resulting in a geodesic path length of
1.34. The average geodesic path length in the MV grid’s ring topology is determined to follow
the relationship apld = 0.25 · np + 0.275 . The length of 5.51 therefore exactly relates to the
20.9 nodes per independent part n̄p. In the meshed HV grid, there is a higher redundancy
resulting in less nodes being on the shortest path between any pair of nodes. As expected,
the average geographical path lengths aplg and diameter �g continuously increase with higher
voltage levels. Nodes are more distributed which becomes visible on the longer average edge
length being enabled by higher quality power cables.

Lacking any real-world values for the average geographical distance, comparisons can only
be done for the average path length and diameter, in the latter case only for the HV grid. For
all voltage levels, the average geodesic path length in the Singapore PNM is considerably lower
than in related real-world power systems. One reason may be that the higher real-world values
stem from some few power systems with very high values. Excluding them when calculating
apld decreases values to 2.02 (LV), 5.98 (MV), and 7.5 (HV). Additionally, considering the
still relatively high standard deviation, apld values of all voltage levels of the Singapore PNM
can be considered to be in line with those of real-world power systems as for each voltage level
multiple power systems can be found sharing the same characteristic. Especially for the HV
grid, the power system of France and Spain exhibit a comparably low average geodesic path
length and geodesic diameter.

Betweenness

The node betweenness b and thus the normalized frequency of nodes being on the shortest
path between other nodes decreases with higher voltage levels. Higher values indicate a greater
relevance to the robustness of the network [210]. The betweenness of the Singapore PNM is as
expected and matches other values of related measures. In the LV grid, the radial topology is
causative for the relatively high betweenness of 0.82. Nodes are predominantly connected in a
unary tree with only little branching in each independent part. In the ring topology of the
MV grid, each node is obviously on exactly half the number of shortest paths. The meshed
HV grid shows some redundancy as indicated by the clustering coefficient cc which results in a
relatively low betweenness of 0.16. With average values of 0.81 for the LV grid and 0.38 for
the MV grid, real-world values match those of the Singapore PNM quite well. For the HV
grid there are no real-world betweenness values available.

Redundancy

The clustering coefficient cc is a measure of redundancy. As discussed in Section 2.6.6, each
tree and every ring in a radial and ring topology, respectively, is currently planned as an
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independent part without connections between any of them. In the Singapore PNM, the LV
and MV grid each implements one of those two topologies thus resulting in cc values of 0 (LV)
or close to 0 (MV). The ring topology in the MV grid shows a clustering coefficient unequal
to 0 because of the 14 rings comprising only three nodes. In this constellation, each node is
connected to every other node. Both PQ buses show a clustering coefficient value of 1 while the
value of the PV bus is equal or smaller than 1 depending on the number of nodes in each of its
connected rings. As an average number, the clustering coefficient of the MV grid is therefore
larger than 0, although only slightly. Both values quite closely match those of real-world power
systems indicating that indeed there are no or only scattered connections between independent
parts thus exhibiting little redundancy. The HV grid does not fall into the same argument
as it is mainly planned manually with a target mean degree deg of 3.55 which is above the
mean of 2.57 given for real-world power systems. With a value of around 0.24, the clustering
coefficient for this part of the PNM indicates a highly connected network which is otherwise
only found in the one operated by the New York Independent System Operator (NYISO) or in
the HV grids of France or Spain.

Node Degree

The mean degree deg of 1.83 (2.09) for the LV (MV) grid matches the values for smaller sized
real-world power systems. They can be explained with the prevalent topology being either
radial or ring. In a radial topology, the connected nodes can either have a degree of 1, being a
leaf, a degree of 2, connecting two nodes on the same branch, or a degree higher than 2, being
a branching node. In the Singapore PNM, PV buses in the LV grid have a maximum degree
degmax of 140. In a ring topology, each but the PV bus is connected to exactly two other
nodes. Some nodes are directly connected to the PV bus only having a degree of 1. In contrast,
the PV bus may be connected to multiple rings resulting in a degree being much higher; in
case of the MV grid, degmax is 13. The value for the MV grid is much lower than the one for
the LV grid since less PQ buses are connected to a PV bus, though each one having a higher
power demand. As with the real-world examples, the node degree probability distribution
P (k) of the Singapore PNM tends to follow a power law. With an R2 value of 0.91, a power
law distribution fits quite well for the LV grid whereas an R2 value of 0.73 for the MV grid
just indicates a power law.

The HV grid is planned with a meshed topology showing some redundancy other than the
radial or ring topology used for planning the LV and MV grid. By design, the implemented DT
of the PSP process produces an HV grid with a target mean degree of, in this case, 3.55 which is
above the mean of 2.57 for real-world power systems but still clearly below the upper boundary
of 4.47 given for the power system operated by NYISO. There it is also stated that the P (k) in
the HV grid tends to follow either an exponential or a power law distribution, especially in the
former case exhibiting a relatively high standard deviation. This large uncertainty regarding
the exact distribution indicates non-conformance among different real-world power systems at
this voltage level. The PSP process is therefore only parametrized to achieve a specific target
mean degree and not a specific node degree probability distribution, although possible through
the iterative branch removal described in Section 2.2.6.
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Assortativity

With Pearson correlation coefficient values ρ between -0.16 and 0.15 the Singapore PNM in
general does not show any tendency towards being assortative or dissortative. This means
that nodes neither tend to connect to nodes of the same or a similar degree nor to nodes of a
degree most different. Instead, nodes are connected to nodes of any other degree with a similar
probability. In the HV grid, nodes slightly tend to connect to nodes of other degrees while in
the LV grid the situation is inverse. At first glance, those findings may be counterintuitive
as most nodes in a radial or ring topology have a degree of 1 or 2. If only considering those
nodes reflecting PQ buses, the majority of nodes therefore tends to connect to nodes with an
equal or similar degree which would result in much higher coefficient values. PV buses are,
however, included in the calculation of the coefficient. Their diverse degrees which are even
a magnitude or two higher than the ones of the PQ buses distort overall results to a level
which lets this characteristic range over a wide interval in its defined domain. This context is
also identified in [211] and can be found in real-world power systems having a high standard
deviation of 0.19. The Pearson correlation coefficient can therefore only be used as a metric for
comparing different PNMs with each other rather than comparing a PNM with a real-world
power system.

4.2.2.2 Electrical Metrics

The total power demand PD of 6 340MW is satisfied by a total power supply PS of 6 712MW.
This implies an overall power loss PL of 5.5% which is close to the reference value of 5.3%
given for Singapore [212]. At each consumer the voltage is guaranteed to be between 0.95 pu
and 1 pu with an average of 0.98 pu to 0.99 pu, depending on the voltage level.

In Figure 4.5a, the temporal distribution of the average substation utilization ūPV is
illustrated for the LV grid. With an average daily value of 14% it is very low. At all times,
more than 90% of the substations are only utilized up to a value of 25%. For the MV grid
shown in Figure 4.5b, the average daily utilization is 63% which is slightly below the optimal
value ranging between 70 and 80% [213]. Depending on the time of the day, between 56%
and 74% of the substations are utilized up to a value of 75% of their maximum power. Only
at peak times, a maximum of 31% are overloaded by up to 25% as specified in Section 4.2.1.2.

The temporal distribution of the average power line utilization ūPL for the LV and MV
grid is opposed to the one for substations. In the LV grid shown in Figure 4.6a, at all times at
least 70% of the power lines are utilized up to a value of 20%. At peak times, a maximum of
8% are close to their maximum utilization of 80% as specified in Section 4.2.1.2. The MV
grid shown in Figure 4.6b clearly identifies the overdimensioning of the power lines of which
98% have a utilization of less than 20%.

Neither for ūPV nor for ūPL real-world power values are available. Therefore, no conclusions
can be drawn on how realistic substation and power line utilization values of the Singapore
PNM are. At first glance, utilization values, however, seem to be very low which is a result of
incomplete input data. This topic is discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.4.
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Figure 4.5: Temporal distribution of the substation utilization in the (a) LV and (b) MV grid
of the Singapore PNM.
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Figure 4.6: Temporal distribution of the power line utilization in the (a) LV and (b) MV grid
of the Singapore PNM.

4.2.3 Parametrization

The PSP approach of CityMoS Power can be multi-purposely parametrized to accommodate
different sets of input data and thereby generating PNMs with a large variety of different
characteristics. Using ceteris paribus sensitivity analyses, the impact of different parameters
and parameter uncertainty on the resulting PNM is identified. This section puts the focus
on the LV grid; in the MV grid, changes cannot be clearly traced back to specific parameter
variations as they may also be the result of changes in the LV grid. For each parameter variation
a PNM is generated to identify the impact of the different parameters on the network by
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comparing the resulting values for the metrics presented in Table 4.5. Based on the parameter
set for the Singapore PNM described in Section 4.2.1.2, parameters are varied and the impact
on the resulting PNM is discussed. This impact can be best identified looking at elementary
metrics as, for instance, the number of substations, power lines, or independent parts, the
total power line length, average size of an independent part, or power losses. The development
of the other metrics can in their magnitude mostly be derived from those numbers. They are
therefore not specifically discussed but instead only mentioned if they develop unexpectedly.
Table 4.6 provides an overview of the findings which are elaborated in the following.

Table 4.6: Impact of different parameters on the resulting PNM.
Parameter Investigated

value range
Direct impact

when increasing value
Cost optimization No, Yes Yes: ↓ nSubstation, ↑ len
Clustering

Bisect (# nodes per cluster) 500 - 15 000 ↓ nSubstation
K-means (# iterations) 2 - 48 ↓ nSubstation
DBSCAN (max. node distance) 0 - δg,max ↓ p, ↑ np

Maximum utilization (node / edge) 0.8 - 1.5 / 0.8 - 1 ↓ nSubstation,↓ len,↓ p, ↑ np
Mean degree (HV) 2 - 4.5 ↑ m
Power factor 0.8 - 1 ↓ Q, ↓ nSubstation
Power line quality factor 0.5 - 2 ↓ nSubstation, ↓ m, ↑ len
Power line stretch factor (LV / MV) 3 - 3.3 / 2.1 - 2.6 ↑ len,↑ nSubstation
Topology Radial, Ring Ring: ↑ m,↓ len,↓ p,↑ np

Cost-optimized Singapore PNM

In addition to the Singapore PNM, a cost-optimized Singapore PNM is planned which is
characterized by the metrics provided in Appendix A.2. The planning process builds on the
same input data but the network recombination step is executed until no more areas can be
consolidated. This way, the cost-minimal solution which can be achieved by this method is
found by removing substations and thereby extending the power lines connecting consumers
to the next nearest substation. As cost factors the number of substations, the total power line
length, and power losses are taken into account. Compared to the Singapore PNM, there is
an optimization potential of 3.3% resulting in total costs to be reduced from 2 868·106 US$
to 2 772·106 US$. This number includes savings from reducing the number of substations for
both the LV and MV grid by around 5% and 28%, respectively. It also includes additional
costs arising from a total power line length growing by 25% in the LV grid and 42% in the
MV grid as well as from power losses which are increased by 0.2%1.

1 Additional costs due to power losses are calculated by valuing the 203MWh/day of additionally required
energy by the average Singapore electricity price of 0.2US$/kWh (0.27 S$/kWh) in 2015.
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Clustering

Before applying the k-means algorithm, the initial region is divided into subregions each having
a maximum number of nodes between 500 and 15 000. This parameter effects the number of
initially planned areas, the placement of their substation, and the way PQ buses are connected
to the substation as described in Sections 2.2.2 to 2.2.4. The more nodes a subregion contains
the better the k-means algorithm can determine clusters of equal size. Regardless of the
number of initially planned areas, the network recombination step described in Section 2.2.5
consolidates areas to a user-defined number of areas or a minimal value. This process achieves
cost-minimal results if the number of nodes per subregion is set at least to 2 500. Values smaller
than this number yield worse results, higher values do not minimize costs any further but
instead only increase runtime. Overall, the minimal number of areas differ by 0.8% depending
on the value of this parameter.

The implemented k-means algorithm is an iterative algorithm which stops either after
a predefined number of iterations has been reached or no more changes from one iteration
to another are realized. The maximum number of iterations effects the initial allocation of
PQ buses to areas. The investigated value range is between 2 and 48. As with the bisecting,
cost-minimal results in the network recombination step are achieved if the maximum number of
iterations is set at least to 16. Smaller values yield worse results, higher values do not further
decrease costs. The total variation in the number of substations is with 0.2% negligibly low.

The DBSCAN algorithm generates clusters of nodes in an area based on a maximum allowed
distance between two nodes. Setting this distance to 0 treats each PQ bus as a separate cluster
resulting in only planning direct connections between PQ buses and the PV bus. The targeted
topology only becomes visible with values larger than 0. Increasing this value therefore results
in clusters containing more nodes up to a level where only one cluster is formed in case the
distance value is set to the maximum distance between two nodes of this area. The investigated
value range is marked by those two borders. The maximum distance parameter directly
influences the number of independent parts and thereby the number of nodes per independent
part. Avoiding unnecessary laying of branches the number of independent parts should be as
low as possible, the number of nodes per independent part as high as possible. This results
in an ideal value of twice the average distance between any PQ bus and its connected PV
bus. Values larger than this value have only a negligibly low influence on the resulting PNM.
Although they produce clusters containing more nodes, those clusters are being split due to
violating feasibility criteria preventing a lower number of independent parts or larger sized ones.
Values smaller than twice the average distance produce more clusters with a lower average
number of independents parts per cluster.

Maximum Utilization of Substations and Power Lines

The maximum power substations can provide depends on their cooling. Assuming a proper
implementation, their nominal rating can therefore be exceeded for a limited time period
considering their lower efficiency in a higher operating range. Investigated values for the
maximum utilization are between 80% and 150%. Allowing for higher overloading, less
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substations are required resulting in a longer total power line length, more independent parts,
less nodes per part, and finally less costs. A 10% increase in the maximum allowed utilization
of all substations results in 0.2% less substations being required for the LV grid and and 1.5%
for the MV grid. This comes along with the total power line length to be 0.4% higher and
increased power losses of 2.6%.

Power lines cannot be overloaded as no active cooling mechanism is applied to underground
cables. Investigated values for the maximum utilization are therefore between 80% and 100%.
Allowing for a higher utilization does not have a significant direct impact on any of the metrics
besides the minimum number of substations. The optimization potential is increased by 0.5%
for every 1% increase in the maximum utilization. While this correlation is valid for the LV
grid, the MV grid does not offer an increased optimization potential. Decreasing the number
of substations is already limited by their maximum power.

Mean Degree of the HV Grid

Other than the implemented radial and ring topology of the LV and MV grid, the meshed
topology of the HV grid is explicitly designed to exhibit redundancies. Besides the clustering
coefficient, the node degree can serve as a simple measure for the redundancy in a network.
Changing the number of edges while at the same time keeping the number of nodes without
inducing islanding in the network results in a different mean degree which is increasing with
the number of edges. Investigated values for the node degree range from 2 to 4.5 which reflect
the value range available for real-world power systems. PNMs generated by CityMoS Power
behave as expected in all presented metrics. A higher mean degree yields increasing edge
lengths as well as higher values for the clustering coefficient, density, and costs. Values for
the average path lengths, betweenness, and diameter are decreasing as well as the one for
occurring power losses. Although with a lower mean degree the costs for the entire PNM also
decrease by approximately 8% reducing the mean degree by 1, there is no optimal value for
the target mean degree of the HV grid. It, instead, reflects a design choice offering the user
the possibility to customize the HV grid.

Power Factor

The power factor is the ratio between active and apparent power and implicitly denotes the
amount of reactive power which must be provided but which cannot be used to perform
work [33, pp. 57]. An ideal power system has a power factor of 1 only providing active power
whereas a value of 0.9 is given for Singapore. Investigated values range from 0.8 to 1. The
higher the power factor the less reactive power is provided requiring less substations. An
increase of the power factor by 1% results in an average decrease of the reactive power supply
by 0.1% equivalent to 24MVar while at the same time planning 0.3% less substations. Power
losses are thereby decreased by 0.5%.
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Power Line Quality Factor

Power cables installed in Singapore follow the specifications provided in Table 4.2 which
translates to a power line quality factor of 1. Lower factors result in power cables with higher
resistance values but lower costs and vice versa. Reactance values are independent of the
quality according to the specification of different power cables [200–202]. By scaling the power
cable specification with values between 0.5 and 2 at a step size of 0.1, scenarios are investigated
where power cables of lower and higher quality are installed. Assuming power cables with a
quality 50% lower than the default, 70% more substations are required in the LV grid. They
have to be connected with 20% shorter cables resulting in a variation of around 5% in the
total power line length of the entire PNM. This comes along with increased power losses, an
increased number of independent parts, and a decreased number of nodes per independent
part. With more substations being required, the utilization of each substation is also lower.
Higher quality cables show just opposite results. Increasing the quality factor to 2 results in
47% less required substations in the LV grid. They can be connected by power cables which
are in average 25% longer. The total power line length of the entire PNM is around 7% higher
while power losses are decreased by around 21%. The power line quality factor is beneficial in
case the exact power line specification for the investigated region is not available by applying
generic specifications and scaling them to targeted resulting values.

Power Line Stretch Factor

The power line stretch factor virtually extends the length of the power lines to account for
non-beeline paths in reality while at the same time realistically considering electrical and
economic properties in a generated PNM. Possible values strongly depend on the available
data, especially on the number of consumers and GIS information on the branching depth.
Based on the data described in Section 4.2.1.1, investigated values range from 3 to 3.3 in
the LV grid and from 2.1 to 2.6 in the MV grid while having the HV grid always set to 1.5.
The different values are combined to generate PNMs of the target total power line length of
26 500 km while at the same time allow for a higher branching depth in the LV than in the
MV grid. The stretch factor has a direct influence on the network recombination potential.
The lower the stretch factor, the shorter power lines are. Shorter power line lengths result in
more independent parts with less direct connections, a higher average number of nodes per
independent part, as well as shorter geographical average path lengths, average distance, and
diameter. Additionally, the maximum power flow on each line is increased thereby reducing
the required number of substations when recombining areas. It is found that stretch factors
have to be set to 3.1 (LV) and 2.4 (MV) to achieve realistic values for the total power line
length and power losses in the Singapore PNM.

Topology

Depending on the voltage level, real-world power grids exhibit different topologies, with radial,
ring, and meshed networks being most common. While LV and MV grids are planned using a
radial or ring topology, meshed networks can be found in HV grids. Investigated topologies are
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Figure 4.7: Number of nodes per independent part in the LV grid depending on the applied
topology.

radial and ring being interchanged in any combination in the LV and MV grid. The applied
topology influences almost all metrics. A ring topology varies from a radial one in the way
that although the minimum number of possibly planned substations is equal, more power lines
are planned which are shorter on average and in total. The number of independent parts
is only half the number as for radial networks while each part on average consists of twice
the number of nodes. The histogram of the bin size with respect to the number of nodes per
independent part shown in Figure 4.7 confirms the latter observation considering the ring
and radial topology in the LV grid. Both differences together result in a smaller maximum
node degree for substations and a lower betweenness. While there is no redundancy in an LV
grid’s radial topology, around 40% of the independent parts are composed of three nodes in
an LV grid’s ring topology. This results in a clustering coefficient of 0.19 compared to 0 in a
radial topology and a higher mean node degree of 2.17 compared to 1.84. Planning the LV
grid either with a ring or a radial topology has almost no influence on the total costs although
power losses are marginally higher and the average voltage at the consumers is 0.01 pu lower.

4.2.4 Discussion

PNMs are helpful as means for investigating the impact of new types of power system
participants. Both a temporal or spatial shift or increase in the power demand of a real-world
power system can this way be analyzed before becoming reality. CityMoS Power is able to
derive PNMs that realistically emulate the actual power system infrastructure. Those PNMs
can be evaluated based on defined metrics for which reference values of real-world power
systems are provided. The evaluation is thereby part of the process of generating PNMs
tailored to individual requirements. In Section 2.6, several limitations of the PSS framework
which is implemented in CityMoS Power and used in this case study have been discussed.
They are based on findings resulting from the development of the methodology only. In this
section, the discussion is refined, this time considering the findings from the application of the
methodology on the example of Singapore.
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The design goal of the PSS framework serves as a proof-of-concept that despite its limitations
PNMs can be generated by the methodology which are able to satisfy the current power demand
specified in the consumer input data and at the same time show aggregated topological,
electrical, and economic properties of real-world power systems. This goal has been achieved.
Results of this case study indeed demonstrate the methodology’s feasibility of processing data
available for Singapore to generate realistic PNMs for this region. Realistic in this context
refers to matching the defined metrics only without requiring for an exact replica of the target’s
power system. The framework’s limitation of emulating the evolution of real-world power
systems while also neglecting placement constraints and inhomogeneities among electrical
installations of the same voltage level can be ascribed to a lack of available data. Assessing
the importance of those three limitations requires answering the following question:

How realistic are PNMs generated with limited input data?

In general, PNMs are more realistic the more input data is used in the generation process.
But whether a PNM is considered realistic or not depends on its purpose. This purpose may
not require an exact copy of a real-world power system in all aspects. Instead, specific parts of
the system may be modeled in greater detail than others without losing explanatory power
when using such a PNM. Calculating power losses, for instance, only requires a power line’s
length not its exact routing path. While such a model is geographically not very realistic
it is exact with respect to its purpose. A sound evaluation of results should thereby always
consider its environment: the data, algorithms, and assumptions used to generate a specific
PNM. Disrespecting, for instance, specific input data must not allow drawing conclusions from
results which would require this data set. This also applies to the results presented in this
case study. They should never be taken as-is but always under the presumptions of the input
data described in Section 4.2.1. With regard to the framework’s above-mentioned limitations
the following conclusions can be drawn:

• Evolution of power systems
The set of input data is incomplete and originates from various sources with a slight
temporal difference. While data on the number of substations and the total power line
length is officially published and hence assumed to be correct, sources for the number and
geographical distribution of consumers do not guarantee completeness. This uncertainty
also applies to the power demand distribution on each single consumer which has been
distinctly averaged on the basis of their belonging to a sector. Due to unavailability, any
data about the power system’s historical evolution is entirely disregarded.

• Placement constraints
Geographic or environmental constraints are not explicitly considered when placing
substations or laying power lines. The exact locations of the PNM’s electrical installations
are therefore inaccurate compared to their real-world counterparts. Using the location of
consumers as input data and applying economically feasible assumptions when placing
those installations only approximate realistic locations of substations. Beeline branch
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laying results in an unrealistic geography of power lines. Stretch factors accounting for
correct line length, however, ensure matching topological and electrical properties.

• Inhomogeneities of electrical installations
Specifications on electrical installations as, for instance, the nominal power rating of
substations, their maximum utilization, or the quality of power lines are not distinguished
within a voltage level. This results in all substations on the same voltage level providing
the same maximum power while all power lines have an equal nominal power rating. For
Singapore, a more inhomogeneous and diverging distribution should be applied which was
also confirmed by SP Power, the energy utility company in Singapore [214], providing
excerpts of small parts of the power system. Although the assumed averaging matches
the averaging done on the consumer’s power demand distribution, temporal or spatial
grid congestion may not be realistically identified producing inaccurate results regarding
the utilization of electrical installations.

Considering those limitations, PNMs generated by CityMoS Power indeed abstract some parts
of real-world power systems to handle unavailability of data while at the same time focus
on ensuring matching topological and electrical metrics. Although those PNMs are able to
satisfy the power demand of the consumers as specified in the input data, their real-world
counterpart can be structurally quite different. Drawing conclusions is thus limited to the
investigated PNM. Regarding a PNM’s real-world counterpart, assumed abstractions should
result in avoiding clear statements of the quality there IS a problem but instead allows only
indications such as there MAY BE a problem which needs further investigation. Moreover,
excluding occurrences of other problems which have not been identified using a PNM is also
not permitted.

Reaching sound conclusions with respect to the implications for a real-world power system
based on findings applying a PNM requires considering the input data, assumptions, and
algorithms used for generating the PNM. With respect to the presented metrics, PNMs
generated by CityMoS Power are realistic and quite closely match their real-world counterparts.
The comprehensive parametrization thereby enables tailoring PNMs to individual requirements
allowing to handle different levels of completeness of the input data. Considering the utilization
of substations and power lines, abstractions in the PNM especially regarding the homogeneous
specification of electrical installations prevent drawing clear conclusions for the PNM’s real-
world counterpart. Instead, a more detailed investigation of the utilization is required and
done in the context of the second case study investigating the power system impact of different
road transportation electrification scenarios presented in the following Section 4.3.

4.2.5 Conclusions

In this study, the applicability of the PSS framework presented in Chapter 2 for generating
realistic PNMs is investigated. The study is designed to demonstrate that despite the frame-
work’s main limitations discussed in Section 4.2.4, PNMs showing topological and electrical
properties of real-world power systems can be generated. This is done on the example of
Singapore by generating PNMs based on the available data on the power system of that region.
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The framework’s PSP process is multi-purposely parametrized; thus, many different PNMs
are generated and evaluated to explore the impact of the different parameters and parameter
uncertainty. In the end, a parameter set is identified that allows generating a PNM best
accommodating the available input data and best matching real-world power system properties,
the Singapore PNM.

This Singapore PNM combines all available data of the real Singapore power system
including the number, location, and specification of substations, power stations, power lines,
and consumers on the different voltage levels with those generated by the framework’s PSP
process. Thus, a PNM is generated most realistically emulating the power system infrastructure
of Singapore with respect to values available for the defined properties. Structurally, the
real power system of Singapore can, however, be quite different due to a lack of available
input data some of the framework’s limitations are based on. This apparent contradiction in
considering a PNM realistic or not is dissolved scrutinizing its purpose. Drawing conclusions
on the power system of Singapore based on the Singapore PNM can therefore not simply
be taken for granted. Instead, thorough consideration of the input data used for generating
the PNM are required for each specific use case whether they in principle allow drawing a
conclusion or not.

4.3 Case Study 2: Investigating the Power System Impact of
Different Road Transportation Electrification Scenarios

The case study presented in this section is designed to finally answer this work’s research
question formulated in Section 1.1. As anticipated in the proposed solution statement, a
simulation platform is applied to provide insights into the different aspects of power system
impact when implementing road transportation electrification on a large scale. In this case
study, all previous findings of this work are combined. The PSP approach presented in
Section 2.2 is applied to generate a PNM of Singapore as described in the previous case
study in Section 4.2. On this PNM power flow simulations are conducted as described in
Section 2.3 using the scheduling strategy presented in Section 2.4 among others. Those power
flow simulations are not only based on the load curve of the region but also include the
additional power demand induced by PEV populations of different sizes. The former is termed
regular demand in the context of this study while the latter is referred to as the additional
demand. Superposing both demands results in the aggregated demand. Using the simulation
platform presented in Chapter 3, the agent-based transportation system simulation described
in Section 3.4 is able to interact with the power system simulation described in Section 3.3
over the simulation coupling standard explained in Section 3.2.

In Section 4.3.1, the input data required for the charging infrastructure, the scheduling
algorithm, and the transportation system simulation is described. This data is then used
to generate and run a federation execution involving the power and transportation system
simulation with a default parameter set. Results especially with respect to the PNM’s generation
capacities as well as substation and power line utilization are presented in Section 4.3.2. In
Section 4.3.3, a sensitivity analysis of the different parameters is conducted and its findings
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are presented. Limitations of the case study’s setup are discussed in Section 4.3.4, along with
a presentation of related power system impact studies. Section 4.3.5 concludes this case study.

4.3.1 Input Data

Investigating the impact of large-scale road transportation electrification on a power system
requires both a PNM of the power system under investigation and an agent-based transportation
system simulation used to generate the additional power demand induced by the PEVs. As
PNM, the Singapore PNM generated in the context of the previous case study presented in
Section 4.2 is used. Different scheduling strategies, the placement of CSs, and their power
connections are described in Section 4.3.1.1. The scheduling strategy presented as part of the
PSS framework in Section 2.4 requires parametrization. The default parameter set as well as
the definition of input electricity prices are provided in Section 4.3.1.2. The transportation
system simulation is used to generate and simulate the itineraries of a PEV population with
trip characteristics as presented in Section 4.3.1.3.

4.3.1.1 Charging Stations

Charging/discharging of PEVs takes place at residential or public electrical installations, each
equipped with a number of power connections serving one to many PEVs at the same time.
An installation which is able to do both supplying energy to exactly one PEV charging its
battery and accepting feedback of energy from the same PEV discharging its battery is termed
charging station (CS) in this study. The most relevant characteristic of a CS is the maximum
power it is limited to. Typical power connections which are used in this case study are defined
in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7: Typical power connections for PEV charging/discharging.
Power
[kW]

Voltage
[V]

Max. current
[A]

Type Charging/discharging
time for 20 kWh a)

3.6 230 16 AC (single phase) 5.5 h
7.2 230 32 AC (single phase) 2.8 h
11 400 16 AC (three phases) 1.8 h
22 400 32 AC (three phases) 1 h
43 400 63 AC (three phases) 30min
120 400 300 DC 10min

a) Charging/discharging times are calculated using the constant current scheme only.
Realistically applying the the constant voltage scheme at an SOC above 80%
extends this duration by a factor depending on the specific battery [5].

Besides the maximum power a CS can supply or accept, the temporal distribution of the
power values at all times during a stop is an influencing factor when assessing the power
system impact. The following scheduling strategies are therefore investigated:
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• Dumb charging
Immediately charging a battery once it is connected to a CS is termed dumb charging in
the remainder of this work. No information regarding the charging duration is required
allowing to charge the battery as fast as possible. Battery aging costs and the impact
on the power system are thereby neglected. Besides, the possibility to exploit variable
electricity prices is spared.

• Mean charging
With the mean charging strategy a battery is evenly charged with the same power over
the entire charging period. This strategy requires knowledge of the charging duration
and the battery’s target SOC previous to the beginning of charging. Battery aging costs
or the impact on the power grid are as little considered as variable electricity prices.

• Price-responsive charging
The scheduling approach presented in Section 2.4 implements a price-responsive charging
strategy by adjusting charging power based on temporally resolved price data to minimize
charging costs. Besides electricity prices, this strategy again requires knowledge of the
charging duration and the battery’s target SOC previous to the beginning of charging to
yield optimal results. Battery aging costs are inherently considered by the optimization
algorithm resulting in a cost-minimal charging schedule. To reduce negative impact on
the power system’s load curve, prices reflecting the system’s state have to be defined
to allow for lower prices in case of power excess and higher prices in the opposite case.
When there are multiple periods with an equal cost-minimization potential, the power
demand is equally distributed over all periods equivalent to the mean charging strategy.
This is only possible because calendar aging is not considered in the implemented battery
model. Otherwise, at each period the SOC would have an additional influence on the
temporal charging decision as described in [35].

• Price-responsive charging/discharging
Besides price-responsive charging the scheduling approach presented in Section 2.4 also
provides the possibility for discharging. This strategy is termed price-responsive charg-
ing/discharging. The same requirements regarding knowledge of electricity prices, the
charging/discharging duration, and the battery’s target SOC previous to the beginning of
charging/discharging apply. As with the price-responsive charging strategy, this strategy
can prevent increasing peaks in the regular demand. To some extent it additionally may
even decrease those peaks at some points in time at the cost of a demand increase at
others.

In the Singapore PNM, there are 117 852 different locations where CSs can be placed, each
one in principle allowing for a different maximum power. The proper placement strategy
along with the determination of the maximum power is a research area of its own and is
discussed on a high level in Section 4.3.4.3. In this study, CSs are installed at all locations. The
number of the installed stations at a location equals the maximum number of simultaneously
charging/discharging PEVs at this location. This way each PEV can connect to a CS whenever
its itinerary allows doing so. Initially, each location is equally equipped with a fast CS supplying
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a maximum power of 120 kW. Other power connections defined in Table 4.7 are investigated in
the context of the sensitivity analysis in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.1.2 Scheduling of Battery Energy Storage

The scheduling approach for battery energy storage is applied for both demand-responsive
charging and energy back-feeding. The dynamic programming algorithm computes a globally
optimal solution sufficiently fast for real-time operation of a single PEV. Computing optimal
charging/discharging schedules for a PEV population of an entire city, however, requires
decreasing computational complexity. Prices are therefore considered ex post and are thus not
updated once made available. This way continuous re-calculation after each period of time
using the rolling horizon approach can be avoided. Instead, the rolling horizon approach is
applied for each stop thereby calculating the profit-maximizing charging/discharging schedule
for the entire lookahead horizon while only taking the time periods until the next trip start
into account. Further parameters include the duration of a time period for which prices and
charging/discharging power are fixed to 15 minutes, a lookahead of 24 hours, a battery capacity
of 20 kWh with an initial SOC of 1 and an SOC discretization of 1%, as well as equal charging
and discharging efficiency each of 0.89. In case of demand-responsive charging the minimum
power is set to 0 kW, disallowing energy back-feeding. Dropping this restriction and thereby
additionally allowing for demand-responsive discharging, the minimum power is set to the
negative maximum power of the connected station.

For the price-responsive scheduling strategies electricity prices are set to follow the temporal
power demand distribution meaning they have their minimum at the time of the absolute
demand valley while the maximum price is only valid for the time period of peak demand.
Prices are not calculated only once but instead they are continuously re-calculated after the
sequential processing of each trip. Calculations are based on the aggregation of the regular
and the additional power demand of the already scheduled agents including the last one but
leaving out trips which have not yet been scheduled. This way, the absolute daily demand
valley is continuously shifted in time whenever a trip is scheduled allowing for evenly filling
the load area around the valley instead of creating a new peak at that very time. Electricity
prices are calculated according to

p(t) =
(

1− PD,max − PD(t)
PD,max − PD,min

)
· (pmax − pmin) + pmin (4.2)

having a minimum power demand PD,min of 4 433MW, a maximum power demand PD,max of
6 340MW, a minimum price pmin of 0.135 S$/kWh2, and a maximum price pmax of 0.359 S$/kWh.
PD,min and PD,max result from Figure 4.2, pmin is arbitrarily set to half the consumer electricity
tariff of Singapore on the day on which the power demand used for planning the Singapore
PNM occurred, and pmax is set to the value for which the average of all electricity prices
equals the consumer electricity tariff of Singapore of 0.27 S$/kWh. The impact of price
variations are discussed in Section 4.3.3. The remuneration for providing energy to the grid
equals the electricity price. This way, at times of high power demand, the electricity price is
2 S$ 1 equals 0.69US$ (19th December 2016).
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high, preventing the PEV to charge, while at the same time the remuneration is also high,
incentivizing providing energy to the grid.

4.3.1.3 Transportation System Data

CityMoS Traffic as described in Section 3.4 is used to simulate an agent population over the
course of one day. Each agent represents a PEV which starts with a fully charged battery.
Limited input data regarding the location or the timing of traffic lights prevents simulating
a population size of more than 20 000 agents much less the 540 000 private cars available in
Singapore [132]. With an increasing number of agents the transportation system would rapidly
become jammed. To still be able to investigate scenarios with a larger vehicle population the
following process is applied to the aggregated output resulting from simulating 20 000 agents
over the course of one day as described in Section 3.4.2:

1. Each agent including its itinerary is duplicated n times resulting in the desired number
of agents.

2. Each trip is randomly modified with respect to the following parameters:

a) The location where a trip starts and ends is varied within a radius of 1 km of the
original location resulting in a different trip length.

b) The starting time of a trip is uniformly shifted by any value up to ±30minutes.

c) The duration and energy demand of a trip are both linearly scaled to the new trip
length.

The described process is applied to generate populations of 100 000, 300 000, and 500 000 agents,
all with the same characteristics presented in Table 4.8. The extrapolated data thereby reflects
the characteristics of the data generated by simulating 20 000 agents with CityMoS Traffic.
Limitations coming along with applying this abovementioned process in contrast to directly
simulating the transportation system with a larger number of PEVs are discussed in Sec-
tion 4.3.4.1. While for 20 000 agents only 28% of the total number of all 117 853 possible
locations is covered by the generated trips, 72%, 94%, and 98%, respectively, are covered for
the three extrapolated agent populations.

Table 4.8: Trip characteristics.
Characteristic Value
#Trips per agent 2.15
Trip duration, average [min] 14.07
Trip length, average [km] 10.9
Energy demand, driving per 100 km [kWh] 13.16
Additional constant power demand, aircon [kW] 0.9

To realistically assess the power system impact, a steady state of the transportation system
has to be reached. With CityMoS Traffic trips can only be generated and simulated for
the course of one day. This would result in inaccuracies determining the temporal power
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demand at the beginning and end of the day. In the first couple of hours of a day, no
charging/discharging events originating from trips of the previous day would be scheduled
although they may span this time period. The same would apply to the the last couple of
hours of a day. Charging/discharging events would be scheduled to be finished by the end
of the day instead of the lookahead. The power demand at this time period would therefore
be unrealistically high. To avoid those inaccuracies, a warm-up and cool-down phase is
therefore added by concatenating the generated trips simulated by CityMoS Traffic three
times. This way each agent’s itinerary spans over three days performing the same trips every
day. Charging/discharging events are scheduled for the entire three days. When investigating
the impact of the charging/discharging events on the power system only the second day is
examined.

4.3.2 Results

Calculating the charging/discharging schedule for 500 000 agents takes place within 8 seconds
using the dumb charging strategy and around 3 minutes for the mean charging strategy on the
previously mentioned Intel Core i5-2520M using 12GB RAM. Both price-responsive scheduling
strategies are computationally highly expensive even if scheduling is done as described in
Section 4.3.1.2. Parallel calculation would take about 1 year on the specified processor and
still about 50 days on the 14 available Intel Xeon E5-2670 cores. A sensitivity analysis would
this way quickly become infeasible. In the context of the findings presented in this section,
100 000 agents are scheduled for both strategies and results are scaled to the target population
size. The scaling does not have a significant impact on the results when investigating the
total aggregated power or energy demand as described in Section 4.3.2.1. It, however, distorts
results finding grid congestion especially at lower voltage levels as described in Sections 4.3.2.2
and 4.3.2.3. This inaccuracy of using only parts of the total number of possible locations when
scaling up results instead of directly using a larger population size is discussed in Section 4.3.4.1.

4.3.2.1 Generation Capacities

The temporally resolved total power demand of 500 000 PEVs and thereby the overall impact
of road transportation electrification with regard to existing generation capacities is illustrated
in Figure 4.8. Depending on the scheduling strategy the additional daily power and energy
demand are summarized in Table 4.9 and explained in the following:

• Dumb charging (Figure 4.8a)
Whenever a PEV stops at a CS, an additional power demand is induced to fully charge
the battery as fast as possible. This power demand is not tied to any peaks or valleys in
the regular load curve but only depends on the itineraries of the PEVs. This way, an
aggregated demand peak is formed which is 104MW higher than the regular demand
peak while valleys remain largely unused. The maximum additional daily power demand
is 282MW of which 139MW remain unsatisfied affecting 2 074 or 1.8% of the used
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Figure 4.8: Regular load curve including the additional power demand induced by 500 000 PEVs
using the (a) dumb, (b) mean, (c) price-responsive charging, and (d) price-responsive
charging/discharging strategy. The power demand which cannot be satisfied due to
reasons of limited substation or power line capacities is separately shown in black.

115 663 locations. The additional total daily energy demand which cannot be satisfied is
981MWh and thereby conforms to about half of the total demand3.

• Mean charging (Figure 4.8b)
The additional power demand induced by each PEV is distributed over its stop’s
duration. Due to the large number of PEVs the additional power demand of the entire

3 The additional daily energy demand induced by 500 000 PEVs is 1 978 MWh and is calculated applying the
values provided in Table 4.8 as

Total trip length [km] · Energy demand/km + Total trip duration [h] · Energy demand/hour (aircon)
Charging efficiency
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Table 4.9: Additional daily power and energy demand induced by 500 000 PEVs from the
perspective of the power grid. The demand depends on the applied scheduling
strategy.

Scheduling
strategy

Additional power
demand [MW]

Aggregated
peak power
demand

Additional
energy de-

mand, unsat.

Affected
locations

[%]
Min. Max. Unsat. [MW] [MWh]

Dumb charging 0 282 139 6 444 981 1.8
Mean charging 68 106 4 6 442 41 2.4
Pr.-resp. charging 0 464 35 6 340 119 4.7
Pr.-resp. ch./dis. 1 216 -688 417 5 652 – –

PEV population is temporally evenly distributed. This way, generation capacities are
additionally almost equally stressed throughout the day. The aggregated peak power
demand is 6 442MW which is an increase of 102MW compared to the regular demand
peak. The maximum additional power demand is 106MW of which only 4MW remain
unsatisfied. Due to substation or power line limitations, a total of 2 781 and thus 2.4% of
all used locations are affected by a forced reduction in power demand which is assumed
in the power flow model as described in Section 2.3.2.2. The additional total daily
unsatisfied energy demand is as low as 41MWh.

• Price-responsive charging (Figure 4.8c)
The target of scheduling the PEVs’ batteries with the price-responsive charging strategy
differs from the two previous strategies. While using dumb charging the PEV has to
be fully charged as fast as possible; mean charging targets a full battery at the end of
each stop. Using price-responsive charging the battery has to be fully charged within the
lookahead while at the same time guaranteeing a sufficient charge for conducting each
trip. This allows choosing the least cost time periods for charging within the lookahead.
By defining prices reflecting the current load, peaks are not further increased but instead
charging happens at demand valleys only. The maximum additional power demand is
464MW of which 35MW remain unsatisfied. A total of 4.7% of all used locations4 are
affected by the applied reduction of their power demand. The additional total daily
energy demand which is left unsatisfied is 119MWh.

• Price-responsive charging/discharging (Figure 4.8d)
Again, the target of this scheduling strategy has shifted compared to other strategies.
While it is still the goal to fully charge the battery within the lookahead by using
least cost time periods, discharging the battery to provide energy to the grid is allowed.
This way, demand valleys are not only used for charging the battery but also demand

4 As explained in Section 4.3.2, only 100 000 agents are scheduled for the price-responsive charging strategy.
The power demand of each agent is thereby scaled by a factor of 5 to emulate a scenario with 500 000 PEVs.
This results in each of the 84 383 locations having to satisfy a higher power demand than in the case of
directly scheduling 500 000 PEVs. A load reduction is therefore more likely making the ratio of affected
locations using this strategy not comparable with the ratio involving 500 000 agents.
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peaks are used for discharging. This allows reducing daily peak demands by more than
10% (indicated by the blue-white dotted area in Figure 4.8d). Using this strategy,
the load curve can be totally flattened showing a constant temporal aggregated power
demand of 5 652MW throughout the day. The total and unsatisfied additional daily
energy demand are distorted due to additional charging/discharging cycles targeting
the flattening of the daily power demand. Each of those cycles additionally incur power
losses resulting in a further energy demand matching the batteries’ charging/discharging
efficiency. Respective numbers are not separable into the demand resulting from driving
and the one from simply shifting power. They are therefore incomparable with those of
previous scheduling strategies which is why they are not provided in Table 4.9.

The price-responsive charging/discharging strategy was implemented as a proof-of-concept
that applying a matching strategy a total load curve flattening effect can be achieved only
by varying electricity prices and remunerations while still considering battery depreciation.
Remunerations as assumed in this study correlate to the electricity prices and are therefore
unrealistically high. By implementing current prices for providing energy to the grid, this
scheduling strategy would only marginally differ from the price-responsive charging strategy.
It is the costs arising through battery depreciation and the auxiliary demand caused by
conversion losses that currently restrict an economically feasible application of this strategy
to mainly providing ancillary services [215] and only in exceptional cases for peak shaving
as described in [15]. Although it is beneficial to provide a total load curve flattening effect,
the price-responsive charging/discharging strategy is therefore not further considered in the
remainder of this study. In this work, the focus is put to the price-responsive charging strategy
with its positive load curve valley filling effect.

Both power and energy demand need to be considered when investigating the impact
on generation capacities. From the perspective of power generation capacities necessary to
compensate the higher peak power demand, the increased requirement is with 1.6% rather
moderate when applying the dumb or mean charging strategy, especially when considering
current spare capacities of around 47%. Using any of the price-responsive scheduling strategies,
there is no additional power demand which further increases the maximum power supply.
Regardless of the applied strategy, the additional daily energy demand induced by 500 000 PEVs
is about 2GWh which is as little as 1.5% of the regular daily demand. Some fraction of this
demand depending on the strategy can, however, not be satisfied. Although only small parts
of the PNM are affected, detailed investigation on the substation and power line utilization,
especially in those parts, is required and provided in the following Sections 4.3.2.2 and 4.3.2.3.

4.3.2.2 Substation Utilization

Road transportation electrification at first affects the part of the power system where the CSs
are connected to. Although in the Singapore PNM 98.8% of all locations are connected to the
LV grid leaving the remaining 1.2% to the MV grid, the entire additional demand applies to
the LV grid as all CSs are connected to this part. Any additional power demand in the LV
grid which can be satisfied by the directly connected substations and power lines also has to
be satisfied by the electrical installations at higher voltage levels. Power demand which cannot
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Figure 4.9: Distribution of the substation utilization based on the aggregated power demand
in the (a) LV and (b) MV grid using different scheduling strategies, each at the
time of their additional peak demand.

be satisfied at the same voltage level is curtailed. The power excess is therefore not applicable
to be served by installations at higher levels as described in Section 2.3.2.2. The maximum
additional power demand induced by PEV charging and its time of occurrence depends on
the scheduling strategy and is provided in Table 4.9. For the time periods exhibiting this
maximum demand, the distribution of the substation utilization using different scheduling
strategies is illustrated in Figure 4.9. In the following, the LV and MV grid are separately
investigated:

• LV grid
The distribution of the substation utilization for the LV grid is shown in Figure 4.9a.
Deviations between both scenarios with and without PEVs are rather small resulting
in a temporal substation utilization not significantly different from the one illustrated
in Figure 4.5a. With an average demand increase of about 26 kW (dumb charging),
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10 kW (mean charging), and 43 kW (price-responsive charging) at every substation,
those small deviations are as expected. There are, however, also almost no changes in
the number of substations having a utilization larger than 120% except for the price-
responsive charging strategy. Both for the dumb and mean charging strategy this number
remains 0 whereas for the price-responsive charging strategy it increases to eight. Given
the ample unused substation capacities, the unsatisfied power demand of 139MW (dumb
charging), 4MW (mean charging), and 35MW (price-responsive charging) cannot be
explained with a restriction related to substations. Instead, the unsatisfied demand
indicates a power line limitation in the LV grid which is investigated in the following
Section 4.3.2.3.

• MV grid
The distribution of the substation utilization for the MV grid is shown in Figure 4.9b.
Deviations between both scenarios with and without PEVs applying different scheduling
strategies are again rather small showing a similar temporal substation utilization than
the one illustrated in Figure 4.5a. In the MV grid, as opposed to the LV grid, the
number of substations which are utilized at or close to their maximum capacity increases
from around 8% (regular demand) to 10% (dumb charging) and 11% (mean charging),
respectively, while not changing applying the price-responsive charging strategy. Showing
an unsatisfied power demand of 3MW (dumb charging) and 4MW (mean charging)
while having all demand satisfied applying the price-responsive charging strategy, this
indicates substations to at least partly restrict a power demand increase. In the following
Section 4.3.2.3, a possible impact of power lines on this limitation is investigated.

Further increasing the additional demand is restricted by limited power line capacities in the LV
grid while in the MV grid substation capacities are the limiting factor. This conclusion based
on the findings of investigating the substation utilization of the aggregated power demand is
further substantiated by analyzing the power line utilization in the following Section 4.3.2.3.

4.3.2.3 Power Line Utilization

As concluded in the previous Section 4.3.2.2, the unsatisfied power demand especially in the
LV grid indicates a power line restriction as there are still ample unused substation capacities
both temporally and spatially. For each scheduling strategy, the distribution of the substation
utilization for the time period of each strategy’s additional peak demand is illustrated in
Figure 4.10. In the following, the power line utilization both for the LV and MV grid are
separately investigated:

• LV grid
The distribution of the power line utilization for the LV grid is shown in Figure 4.10a.
Although deviations between both scenarios with and without PEVs are rather small
for the power lines with a lower utilization, they significantly differ for higher utilized
power lines, especially for those operating at or close to their maximum utilization. This
emphasizes the previously suggested limitation of the power line capacities. Temporally,
the power line utilization illustrated in Figure 4.11 also relates to the additional and
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Figure 4.10: Distribution of the power line utilization based on the aggregated power demand
in the (a) LV and (b) MV grid using different scheduling strategies, each at the
time of their additional peak demand.

the unsatisfied power demand shown in Figure 4.8. This is especially noticeable on the
distribution of the ratio of power lines which are utilized close to 100%. This ratio is at its
maximum at the time of the unsatisfied power demand peak at each scheduling strategy.
With an average power flow increase of about 2.4 kW (dumb charging), 0.9 kW (mean
charging), and 4 kW (price-responsive charging) at each power line, neither the increased
number of fully loaded power lines nor the unsatisfied power demand can be explained.
The spatial power demand distribution is therefore considerably inhomogeneous.

In Figure 4.12a, the spatially distributed additional power demand using the mean charg-
ing strategy at the time of the aggregated peak demand is illustrated. A similar figure
would have been the result of both the dumb and price-responsive charging strategy5. It

5 In Figure 4.12a, the mean charging strategy was preferred over the price-responsive one due to the scaling of
the results for the latter strategy as explained in Section 4.3.2.
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Figure 4.11: Temporal distribution of the power line utilization in the LV grid for the (a) regular
and (b) - (d) aggregated power demand using the (b) dumb, (c) mean, and (d) price-
responsive charging strategy.

can be seen that the additional power demand is inhomogeneously distributed. Regions
with a higher color intensity indicate a higher demand which is with 775 kW (dumb charg-
ing), 89 kW (mean charging), and 102 kW (price-responsive charging) at its maximum.
The spatially distributed power line utilization at the time of the aggregated peak power
demand using the mean charging strategy is illustrated in Figure 4.12b. Again, the figure
would look similar using the dumb or price-responsive charging strategy. It can be seen
that the power line utilization is also inhomogeneously distributed. The distribution
thereby reflects the one of the additional power demand shown in Figure 4.12a. Power
lines operating at or close to their maximum utilization can almost exclusively be found
in regions having a high additional demand while those with a lower additional demand
are only accommodating power lines still having some unutilized capacity. For each of
the different scheduling strategies, the total number of power lines that would have been
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.12: Spatially distributed (a) additional power demand induced by 500 000 PEVs and
(b) power line utilization in the LV grid, both using the mean charging strategy
at the time of the aggregated peak power demand. The color intensity thereby
reflects the (a) additional power demand and (b) power flow.

overloaded given the additional power demand is with less than 1% rather low. This
especially stands out compared to the ratio of unsatisfied to total additional demand
of 47% (dumb charging), 3% (mean charging), and 8% (price-responsive charging),
respectively. This supports the previous conclusion that substations in the LV grid do
not pose a limitation in satisfying the additional power demand but instead only some
few power lines are insufficiently designed preventing satisfying the entire additional
demand.

• MV grid
The distribution of the power line utilization for the MV grid is shown in Figure 4.10b.
Deviations between the two scenarios with and without PEVs applying different scheduling
strategies are almost non-existing. And although at least for the dumb and mean charging
strategy there is an unsatisfied power demand of 3MW and 4MW, respectively, there
are no power lines operating at a maximum utilization larger than 80%. This supports
the previous conclusion that in the MV grid, limited substation capacities further restrict
a power demand increase while power lines are sufficiently designed.

The findings presented in the previous Section 4.3.2.2 allowed drawing the conclusion, that
power line capacities are limiting an additional power demand increase in the LV grid while
substation capacities are preventing increasing the additional demand in the MV grid. The
results discussed in this section confirm this conclusion. In the following Section 4.3.3, the
impact of road transportation electrification both on the generation capacities as well as
substation and power line utilization is investigated varying different parameters.
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4.3.3 Parametrization

When investigating the impact of 500 000 PEVs on the Singapore PNM, different parameters
as defined in Section 4.3.1 can be varied. Sweeping through the most influencing parameters,
a ceteris paribus sensitivity analysis is conducted. Its results are elaborated in the following.

Power and Energy Demand

There are three parameters which have the most influence on the overall power and energy
demand of road transportation electrification: the size of the PEV population, the length
of the daily itinerary, and the energy consumption per kilometer. Investigating large-scale
road transportation electrification with hundreds of thousands of PEVs, the three parameters
have an equal impact, i.e., doubling the population size has the same impact as doubling
the length of the daily itinerary or doubling the energy consumption per kilometer. This
only applies to the presented results using the transportation system data as described in
Section 4.3.1.3; in reality, there are non-linear effects resulting from the interaction of agents
which can only be partially simulated with CityMoS Traffic due to its limitations regarding the
population size. The linear effect, however, allows transferring conclusions from investigating
the impact of one of the parameters to any of the other two. In this case study, only the size
of the PEV population is therefore varied. While a value around 0 marks the lower boundary
estimating the size of the current PEV population in Singapore [216], an entire electrification
of the currently around 540 000 private cars can in principle be realized in Singapore within
10 years due to the limited validity of the Certificate of Entitlement [217]. More realistic,
however, is the plan of having a vehicle population consisting of at least 50% and thus of
around 300 000 PEVs by 2050 [218].

Contradicting information on, for instance, the mentioned number of PEVs or the average
daily mileage as mentioned in Section 3.4.1 certainly require a consideration of the sensitivity.
For the different scheduling strategies, Table 4.10 provides functional dependencies of the
properties defined in Table 4.9 on PEV populations sized between 20 000 and 500 000 agents.
For all properties, results show a linear scale with the number of PEVs each having a coefficient
of determination of R2 > 0.96 when performing a regression. A commitment to any specific
population size is therefore not necessary at this point. Instead, those dependencies allow
scaling results presented in Section 4.3.2.1 to any target number of PEVs, length of the daily
itinerary, and energy consumption per kilometer.

Charging Power

By default, each location is equally equipped with a fast CS having a maximum power of
120 kW as defined in Section 4.3.1.1. Besides, continuing along the typical power connections
defined in Table 4.7, the following distributions are investigated in this section:

• Slow
Each location is equally equipped with a slow CS having a maximum power of 3.6 kW.
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Table 4.10: Dependency of the properties defined in Table 4.9 on the PEV population size x
using different scheduling strategies.

Scheduling
strategy

Max. additional
power demand

[kW]

Max. aggregated
peak power

demand increase
[kW]

Additional
energy demand,
unsat.[kWh]

Affected
locations

[%]

Dumb charging 0.57x 0.13x 1.92x 0.37E−5x
Mean charging 0.21x 0.19x 0.07x 0.44E−5x

Pr.-resp. ch. 0.96x – a) – a) – a)

a) Within the investigated range of up to 100 000 PEVs, the price-responsive charging
strategy does neither increase the peak power demand nor does it result in any unsatisfied
additional energy demand. The latter starts to occur when further increasing the agent
population size.

• Slow-Fast
The maximum power of each location depends on its sector and is set to 3.6 kW for
Household and 120 kW otherwise allowing for private slow and public fast charging.

• Mix
The maximum power of each location is randomly selected with a probability of 0.25
each for having a 3.6 kW or 7.2 kW charging power, 0.15 each for 11 kW, 22 kW, or 43 kW,
and 0.05 for 120 kW. 25 simulation runs are performed to average results.

Applying the dumb, mean, and price-responsive charging strategy on the different distributions
results in only the dumb charging strategy to show significant differences. For the price-
responsive charging strategy prices are re-calculated after the sequential processing of each
trip. Different power connections therefore only make a difference if the duration of the
valley to be filled is shorter than required to fully charge all PEVs which does not happen for
the assumed PEV population. For the mean charging strategy the lowest possible power is
applied at all times. Results would thus only be distorted by a less powerful connection in
case of very short stops which rarely happens. The power demand of each PEV using the
dumb charging strategy, however, directly depends on the available power connection. In
Figure 4.13, the additional power demand using this strategy is illustrated applying different
power connection distributions. Regardless of the distribution the demand is naturally equal.
Only considering the unsatisfied power demand, however, reveals a dependency from the
average power connection which is the higher the more fast CSs are used. Having each location
equipped with slow CSs results with 98MWh in an additional daily unsatisfied energy demand
of only 10% of the amount as for fast CSs. This indicates that applying the dumb charging
strategy, limits with respect to overloaded substations or power lines may be dissolved or at
least reduced. This can be achieved by only restricting the maximum power connection of
selected CSs without requiring for upgrading affected electrical installations. It may, however,
be inevitable to not place CSs at all location as discussed in Section 4.3.4.3.
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Figure 4.13: Additional satisfied (gray) and unsatisfied (black) power demand induced by
500 000 PEVs using the dumb charging strategy following the (a) fast, (b) slow,
(c) slow-fast, and (d) mix maximum charging power distribution.

Electricity Prices

The price-responsive charging strategy is, as suggested by the name, sensitive to electricity
price variations. Three different cases for defining those prices can be distinguished and are
discussed in the following:

• Constant prices
In case the electricity price is constant over the course of a day, the price-responsive
charging strategy is indifferent when to charge. Besides a PEV’s itinerary and the
maximum power a CS can provide, the actual time and power of charging the battery
is therefore only restricted by the battery model. As described in Section 4.3.1.1, the
provided battery model produces a charging schedule which in the case of constant prices
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is almost identical to the one of the mean charging strategy. It is even equal to it when
only having a lookahead until each agent’s next trip starts.

• Time-dependent prices defined once
Time-dependent prices which are defined only once at the beginning of a simulation and
which are equal for all PEVs may be worse from a power grid perspective than constant
ones, depending on the temporal price distribution. The most simple case distinguishing
this pricing strategy from the previous one is discriminating prices into two different
groups. In Figure 4.14a, electricity prices are constant but different during day and night.
They are set to 0.304 S$/kWh from 8:30 am to 11:15 pm and 0.216 S$/kWh otherwise,
resulting in an average price of 0.27 S$/kWh reflecting the consumer electricity tariff of
Singapore6. It can be seen that the price-responsive charging strategy exploits available
price information to produce a cost-minimal charging schedule using only nighttime
periods. This way, a further increase of demand peaks during the day can be avoided.
At night, however, the valley is not flattened but instead the demand is evenly increased.
Results for this pricing strategy are equal no matter the absolute prices or the size of
the spread between day and night prices.

In Figure 4.14b, the most complex case for this pricing strategy is illustrated. Prices
are discriminated into 96 groups and thereby into the maximum number allowed by a
time discretization of 15 minutes. They follow the regular load curve, are defined as
described in Section 4.3.1.2, and therefore have exactly one price valley at 4:30 am. Since
all agents have the same information about the price distribution the entire additional
power demand is shifted to the time of the absolute price valley. Neighboring low price
periods ranging from 1:30 until 6:15 am are supplementally used to allow for a PEV to
fully charge. This way, the additional power demand is normally distributed increasing
the global demand at 4:30 am by 900MW. Although a further increase of daily demand
peaks can also be avoided in this case, an additional load peak at the period previously
showing a demand valley occurs. The exact price distribution is thereby irrelevant,
implying that the occurrence of this peak is independent of the absolute prices or the
spread between the prices of different periods. Peaks are always occurring at lowest price
periods which are less distinct the less PEVs are charging at those periods. This can be
achieved, for instance, by extending the duration of those periods and thereby offering
the lowest price over a longer time span as illustrated in Figure 4.14a having the lowest
price over the entire night time.

• Time-dependent prices continuously re-calculated
A solution resulting in a temporal power demand evenly filling valleys while not increasing
daily demand peaks are time-dependent prices which are temporally different for each
agent. This behavior, whose real-world applicability is discussed in more detail in
Section 4.3.4.2, is emulated by time-dependent prices which are continuously re-calculated
based on the aggregated power demand. Results presented in Section 4.3.2 are based
on this continuous re-calculation allowing the prices to follow the aggregated demand.

6 Prices are calculated according to Equation (4.2) having a minimum price pmin of 0.216 S$/kWh which is
equal to 80% of the consumer electricity tariff of Singapore.
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Figure 4.14: Regular load curve including the additional power demand induced by
500 000 PEVs using the price-responsive charging strategy and time-dependent
prices defined once. Prices are either (a) constant but differing during the day
and at night or (b) follow the regular load curve.

As long as prices reflect the power demand, higher or lower prices or a larger spread
between those of different periods than assumed in Section 4.3.1.2 have no influence on
the results. Thereby, only prices defined for the periods actually used for charging, in this
case from midnight to 7 am, have to follow the aggregated demand. Prices for periods
not considered for charging do not have an effect on the results and can therefore be
arbitrarily set to any value higher than the prices in the periods considered for charging.
Applying this pricing strategy, the temporal impact of charging PEVs on the power
system can be controlled assuming rational agents. More complex behavior models can
alternatively be implemented for each single agent in CityMoS Traffic. This, however,
would then require adapting the described definition of prices and their dissemination in
a real-world scenario.

Lookahead

Besides electricity prices discussed in the previous paragraph, the lookahead is the second
of two parameters which heavily affect results using the price-responsive scheduling strategy.
As described in Section 2.4.2.2, it relates to the number of used price forecast periods when
deriving the profit-maximizing charging schedule. By planning ahead his daily itinerary, the
PEV owner has a direct influence on his lookahead, unlike on externally provided prices. With
a lookahead of 0, the scheduling strategy produces the same results as the dumb charging one;
a lookahead until the beginning of the next trip equals the mean charging strategy. Increasing
the value allows more information to be included in the process of calculating the charging
schedule. This yields a higher potential of temporally shifting charging within the time horizon
and thereby allowing power values to be adapted more fine-grained.
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Figure 4.15: Regular load curve including the additional power demand induced by
500 000 PEVs using the price-responsive charging strategy with a characteristic
lookahead of (a) 6 hours, (b) 12 hours, (c) 18 hours, and (d) 21 hours.

In Figure 4.15, the regular load curve including the additional power demand using the
price-responsive charging strategy with different characteristic lookahead values between 6
and 21 hours is illustrated. The results for a lookahead of 24 hours have already been shown
in Figure 4.8. It can be seen that the larger the lookahead the more of the additional power
demand is shifted into the global demand valley between midnight and 7 am. A value of
7 hours is thereby sufficient to not further increase the regular peak demand but instead
shifting charging into neighboring time periods. An optimal result totally flattening the valley
can only be achieved with a lookahead of at least 21 hours.

With regard to the utilization of electrical installations, Figure 4.16 illustrates that the
number of those installations operating at or close to their maximum utilization follows the
additional power demand. Figure 4.16a shows that with an increasing shift of the additional
power demand to the global demand valley, the number of overloaded power lines in the LV
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Figure 4.16: Temporal distribution of the number of (a) power lines in the LV grid and
(b) substation in the MV grid both operating at or close to their maximum
utilization based on the aggregated power demand using the price-responsive
charging strategy and different lookahead values.

grid at those time periods also increase. The number of overloaded substations in the MV grid
as shown in Figure 4.16b reflects this trend by indicating a decrease in the number during
times of aggregated demand peaks. Consistently with the discussion of the results presented
in Section 4.3.2, the effect on the LV power line utilization is more intense than the one on
MV substations.

4.3.4 Discussion and Related Work

Following the argument in Section 4.2.4, reaching definite conclusions with respect to transfer-
ring the findings of this study to the real-world power system the Singapore PNM is based
on is a sensitive issue. First and foremost, this is due to the discussed limitations of the PSP
process generating the used PNM. Among them is the limitation of realistically emulating
the evolution of real-world power systems while also including placement constraints and
inhomogeneities among electrical installations of the same voltage level due to a lack of available
data. Apart from the PNM, there are further limitations of the applied setup. First, the
impact of scaling the agent population size due to both limitations in CityMoS Traffic and
performance restrictions when applying any price-responsive scheduling strategy is discussed
in Section 4.3.4.1. Second, the way of defining electricity prices influences results which is
described in Section 4.3.4.2. Last, the choice of locations where to place CSs and thereby the
spatial distribution of the additional power demand heavily influences results as discussed
in Section 4.3.4.3. To place the findings of this study in a broader context, related work on
quantifying the power system impact of PEV charging is presented in Section 4.3.4.4.
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4.3.4.1 Scaling of the Agent Population Size

In Singapore, over the past 8 years, measures have been implemented to keep the number of
vehicles constant [216] despite a population growth of about 16% [219]. The scenario of having
500 000 PEVs on the road is therefore likely to impose an upper boundary of what is to be
expected in Singapore within the next few decades. This upper boundary is taken as the target
agent population size in the presented case study. Two limitations, one in CityMoS Traffic
and one in CityMoS Power, require scaling of either input or output data. Both limitations
are described in the following:

• Scaling the output of the transportation system simulation
CityMoS Traffic is only able to concurrently simulate 20 000 agents as explained in
Section 4.3.1.3. The process defined in Section 3.4.2 scales the aggregated output to the
target number of agents while preserving the trip characteristics. This way, the scaled
aggregated output is similar to the one that would have been the result of simulating
this target number of agents while dropping the limitation that prevents CityMoS Traffic
to simulate larger PEV population sizes. The scaled and non-scaled output, however,
are not equal. By scaling the output, non-linear effects resulting from the interaction of
agents are neglected. Those interactions cause traffic to slow down and may produce
traffic jams. The effects are naturally the larger the more agents are simulated. In
general, they result in a longer average trip duration and thereby in a higher average
energy demand per trip. Neglecting those effects therefore underestimates each agent’s
energy demand and thus also its investigated impact on the power system.

• Scaling the input for the price-responsive scheduling strategies
In scenarios involving hundreds of thousands of PEVs, the dumb and mean scheduling
strategies are both uncritical in terms of performance. Applying any of the price-
responsive strategies in such scenarios, however, requires intensive computational re-
sources. Due to limited resources available for conducting this case study, the agent
population size for those strategies is restricted to 100 000 PEVs. Still allowing for an
evaluation of the power system impact of a larger number of PEVs therefore requires
scaling the tempo-spatial power demand of each single agent, in case of a target popula-
tion size of 500 000 PEVs by the factor of 5. This way, the total power demand of the
larger population is correctly emulated while for the temporal and spatial power demand
inaccuracies may occur.

Temporally, results are not expected to show any significant difference. Scaling power
demand values by a factor of 100 when applying any price-responsive scheduling strategy
to 1 000 PEVs produces temporal power demand deviations of less than 0.1% at all times
compared to directly simulating 100 000 PEVs; coming from 20 000 PEVs deviations are
even as low as 0.01%. Using a factor of 5 when scheduling 100 000 PEVs is therefore
not expected to show any significant difference, especially considering the limitations
regarding the scaling of the transportation system simulation’s output discussed above.

Spatially, things turn out differently. As described in Section 4.3.1.3, only 84 383
of the 117 853 possible locations are covered by the generated trips when simulating
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100 000 PEVs whereas with 115 663 almost all locations are covered for 500 000 agents.
This mismatch in the number of used locations results in distributing a power demand
to each of the 84 383 locations which is on average 27% higher than in the non-scaled
scenario while at the same time neglecting the remaining 31 280 locations. Conclusions
regarding the substation or power line utilization should therefore be made conservatively
allowing only indications of spatial grid congestion rather than definite statements.

4.3.4.2 Information Dissemination of Electricity Prices

As shown in Section 4.3.3, there are in principle two strategies for defining electricity prices
which are further discussed in this section. Considering a third possibility, implementing
auctions, would detract from the focus of this work which is why it is referred to [220]. The
first strategy defines prices once which are then equally made available to all agents. In the
best case of having defined only one constant price, this results in an additional demand which
is equal throughout the entire day. In the worst case of having multiple but at least two
different prices, an additional demand peak is generated at the time of the absolute price
valley. The second strategy targets evenly filling demand valleys while not increasing peaks by
disseminating different information to each single agent. Information dissemination in this
context is the process of providing real-time information about electricity prices and price
forecasts to the agents [221]. They, in turn, are themselves participants in the information
generation process as prices do not only reflect the daily load curve of traditional consumers
but also depend on their own and on the power demand of other agents. An agent always
makes decisions based on the information disseminated to him or her. If, for instance, a
rational agent has information on the exact time or location of the lowest electricity price, he
or she will use it to least cost charge at that very time or location as long as this fits his or her
itinerary. Depending on their behavior, some agents might also delay charging or take a detour
to minimize charging costs which, in turn, allows agents’ charging behavior to be externally
controlled within limits. Disseminating the same electricity price information to the entire set
of agents allows each single one of them to equally exploit this information resulting in all
agents charging at the least cost time or location. This leads to an unintended additional load
peak as shown in Figure 4.14b in the context of time-dependent prices defined only once. It
is therefore desirable to provide different information to each single agent or groups of them.
This way, prices can individually be determined and disseminated to allow for load valley
filling while at the same time avoid load peak amplification or even provide peak shaving.

This approach has been demonstrated in this case study applying the price-responsive charg-
ing strategy emulating non-equally disseminated information with continuously re-calculated
electricity prices. It thereby has been shown that although the overall energy demand is fixed,
the entire daily power demand induced by road transportation electrification can be temporally
controlled by means of intelligently disseminated electricity price information. Disseminating
spatially different prices may result in shifting at least parts of the additional power demand
from congested to non-congested locations. This depends on the absolute price spread but even
more requires proper charging behavior models as, for instance, developed in [222]. In reality, it
still remains an open task to calculate and disseminate electricity prices in a non-discriminating
way accomplishing a similar impact on the power system. There is much more uncertainty
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in real agents’ itineraries, their specific charging behavior, and rationality than assumed in
this section, not to mention the requirement of implementing real-time electricity prices and
broadly employing algorithmic scheduling approaches for exploiting them.

4.3.4.3 Charging Station Locations

In this study, CSs are installed at all of the 117 852 locations offered in the Singapore PNM,
only varying the stations’ maximum power connection. This allows each PEV to recharge
whenever it is not in use for driving purposes. Placing CSs at all locations is rather unrealistic
considering infrastructure costs. Instead, hotspots have to be identified where the charging
need is sufficiently high to economically justify installing a CS while ensuring a short enough
distance to the PEV owner’s preferred parking location. This trade-off between minimal
infrastructure costs and a maximum coverage constitutes an optimization problem which
has already been approached considering different aspects. Those aspects include operation,
maintenance, and costs due to power loss [223], coverage and driver convenience [224], energy
costs for detours [225], drivers’ time costs in terms of charging delays [226], driving time spent
for reaching a CS [227], or queuing time [228].

The CS placement problem can also be solved using the CityMoS platform. In the setup
described in Chapter 3, the relevant environment consisting of a transportation and a power
system simulation using tempo-spatially resolved electricity prices is considered. This way,
minimizing the impact of the CS distributions on the power system can be used as the objective
function. Conducting studies on this topic is left subject to future work. In lieu thereof, a
possible heuristic algorithm tackling this problem is outlined in the following:

1. Install CSs at all locations.

2. Run a federation execution for a period of 24 hours to generate a tempo-spatial pattern
of charging demand (CityMoS Traffic) and power supply (CityMoS Power) using the
current station placement.

3. Consolidate infrastructure guaranteeing the following feasibility criteria: the agents’
total energy demand is satisfied, a previously defined convenience criterion of acceptable
detours is met, and further grid congestion is prevented. Consolidation is as follows:

a) Cluster CSs in a certain vicinity which have complementary temporal usage pat-
terns to decrease the number of stations while increasing their utilization without
increasing their maximum power demand.

b) Remove a certain previously defined percentile of CSs with the lowest overall energy
demand.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until no more CSs can be consolidated without violating the
feasibility criteria. The modified distribution of the CSs requires agents to adapt to the
changed conditions by shifting charging temporally, spatially, or both. This results in
a different tempo-spatial pattern of charging demand and power supply generated by
CityMoS Traffic and CityMoS Power, respectively.
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The consolidation of CSs reduces their number from the maximum possible having stations
placed at all locations to an optimal value as, for instance, provided by the outcome of the
algorithm presented above. This results in an entirely different distribution of the electrical
installations’ utilization. There are less locations which can be used for PEV charging. Still
allowing each PEV to fully charge its battery requires every station to in principal provide
a higher power than determined in the context of this case study. This, in turn, may result
in even more grid congestion if no proper measures for upgrading electrical installations at
those new hotspots are taken. As an application of the CityMoS platform, conducting a
study to identify the optimal placement of CSs thereby minimizing the power system impact
while considering the real-time development of queues at the stations is left subject to further
research.

4.3.4.4 Related Power System Impact Studies

Investigating the impact of road transportation electrification on the different aspects of urban
power systems is subject of a multitude of studies. As a primer, several current review papers
found in [229–233] describe the findings of a wide range of available studies. In addition,
several other relevant studies of the past three years are categorized in Tables 4.11 and 4.12.
In this section, the findings of both sets of studies including those found in the referred review
papers and those provided in the mentioned tables are discussed. The studies widely differ in
their applied methodology as well as in the used input data and models which is why their
results can hardly exactly be compared with each other. The mentioned studies mostly differ
in three aspects:

• Transportation system
There are two main differences in the way the transportation system is investigated. First,
each study defines its own PEV population size. The number of PEVs thereby ranges
from only a few PEVs which are currently registered to some percentage for the next
decade which may come up to a scenario of an entire road transportation electrification.
The definition of the reference value for the percentage is heterogeneous and includes
the current and estimated future vehicle population, the targeted PEV share announced
by the government, the consumer population, or it remains undefined.

The second difference in the transportation system investigation is the way of generating
the power demand induced by the PEVs for which there are three different possibilities.
First, some estimate on the number of concurrently charging PEVs is applied. Worst-case
estimations unrealistically act on the assumption of total concurrency. Second, an
observed travel pattern is applied to the entire PEV population using some average
energy consumption per distance driven. Third, traffic is simulated using an agent-based
transportation system simulation realistically emulating interactions between the PEVs
influencing their energy demand. Some studies do not reveal their methodology at all.

• Power system
The applied PNM is either a real-world transmission grid, a small part of a distribution
grid, or an IEEE test system [254], all limited to a few thousand nodes mostly spanning
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Table 4.11: Characteristics of power system studies.
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Table 4.12: Investigated impact of power system studies.
Peak
load

Substation
util.

Power
line util.

Voltage Power
loss

[234] – – – x x
[235] x x x x x
[236] x – – x –
[237] x x x x x
[238] x – – – –
[239] – – – x x
[240] x x x x x
[241] x – – – –
[242] x – – – –
[243] x – x x x
[244] – x – x –
[245] – x – – –
[246] – – – x –
[247] – x – x –
[248] x – – – –
[249] – x – x x
[250] x – x – –
[251] x x x – –
[252] – x x x x
[253] x – – – –

over two different voltage levels. Some studies do not provide information on their used
power system or only investigate the impact on generation capacities. An entire city’s
PNM in the level of detail as investigated in this work is not applied in any study.

• Charging
Different scheduling strategies are applied throughout the different studies. They can
mostly be differentiated into uncontrolled or controlled strategies. The former refers to
the dumb charging strategy of this work while the latter relates to some smart charging
strategy. The target of the applied smart charging strategy differs and includes price
responsiveness, matching renewable energies’ output, demand valley filling, or energy
source optimization. Some studies also include the mean charging strategy, shifting
charging into off-peak times, or offer the possibility of back-feeding energy to the grid.
An excellent overview of the different scheduling strategies which are applied in many
studies and which are reflected in this work is provided in [255].

The investigated studies can also be differentiated by their used charging power. While
most studies consider only slow charging up to 7.2 kW, very few analyze the impact of
fast charging with a connecting power larger than 50 kW. Studies also apply a different
time resolution investigating the impact of PEV charging on the daily load curve ranging
from 1 minute to 1 hour.
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Abstracting from those differences, most of the studies agree in their general conclusions which
conform to the findings of this case study summarized in Section 4.3.5. The following consensus
differentiated into an aggregated level, conforming to generation capacities, and a disaggregated
level, conforming to individual substations and power lines, can be phrased:

• Aggregated
The power and energy demand induced by the PEVs is both with less than 5% of the
current demand very little. The additional power demand at times of the daily demand
peak is of particular relevance as it requires providing additional generation capacities.
The provision does not apply or can at least be reduced by a significant amount if some
kind of controlled charging strategy is applied. In case such a strategy includes the
possibility for V2G, current generation capacities can even be reduced.

• Disaggregated
Both substation and power line capacities are mostly sufficiently planned to serve a
PEV population up to 20% of the respective vehicle population, even using uncontrolled
charging. Applying a controlled scheduling strategy no overloading or significant voltage
drops occur until the PEV population grows beyond 40%. Regardless of the schedul-
ing strategy, some studies, however, indicate insufficient dimensioning of individual
substations or power lines.

In conclusion, there is a wide variety of different approaches investigating the impact of road
transportation electrification on power systems. Most of the investigated studies focus on
introducing a controlled scheduling strategy to mitigate power system impact. Implementing
such a strategy indeed defers investments for upgrading the power system infrastructure.
It, however, does not prevent investments at all as those strategies require implementing a
communication infrastructure. The common statement of most of the studies is that there
are little to no problems expected regarding generation capacities while especially using an
uncontrolled charging strategy substation or power line overloading may occur at certain times
or places. As overloading or voltage drops may in some cases already occur with a couple of
thousand of PEVs more detailed investigation on individual use cases are advised.

4.3.5 Conclusions

In this study, the power and energy demand of a PEV population of up to 500 000 PEVs is
analyzed with regard to existing generation capacities as well as substation and power line
utilization on all voltage levels in the Singapore PNM. The different availability of information
regarding the agent’s itineraries and electricity prices enable various scheduling strategies all
having a different impact on the generation capacities. Applying dumb charging, PEVs are
immediately charged with the maximum available power without considering intermittently
increasing demand peaks. The mean charging strategy evenly increases the regular load
curve by charging with the minimum possible power while requiring a fully charged battery
right before a trip starts. The price-responsive charging strategy uses price information tied
to the aggregated load curve to shift charging into times of demand valleys thereby not
increasing demand peaks. The price-responsive charging/discharging strategy further flattens
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the aggregated load curve at the cost of accepting energy conversion losses. This is done by
allowing PEVs to provide energy to the grid at times of peak demands which was previously
provided to the PEVs by the grid at times of demand valleys. In reality, a mix of those or
other strategies applies depending on the agents’ charging behavior.

In Singapore, having 500 000 PEVs on the road is in principle possible within 10 years;
with regard to the official plan of only having half this number by 2050, it, however, imposes
an upper boundary of what is to be expected in Singapore within the next few decades. With
respect to the requirement for additional power generation capacities, it is found that even for
this large number of PEVs values of up to 100MW or 1.6% of the current maximum power
supply apply as found in Section 4.3.2.1. Those values are negligibly low considering current
spare capacities of around 47%. Furthermore, with a proper scheduling strategy, a smart
policy on disseminating electricity price information, and a sufficiently large trip planning
horizon on the side of the PEV owners, regular demand valleys can be evenly filled while
not further increasing peak demands. A similar moderate effect as for the requirements of
additional power generation capacities can be observed for the additional daily energy demand
which is about 2GWh or 1.5% of the regular demand, independent of the scheduling strategy.

There is, however, a temporally and spatially varying, non-negligible unsatisfied power
demand which is the higher the larger the maximum power connection of CSs is. Unlike power
stations which have large spare capacities, a number of substations and power lines are utilized
at or close to their maximum capacity. In the applied power flow simulation, those overloaded
electrical installations result in load curtailments of connected consumers and thus in an
unsatisfied power demand. This unsatisfied power demand follows from limited power line
capacities in the LV grid while in the MV grid substation capacities are preventing an additional
power demand increase at some locations. With up to 5% of all locations a significant part of
the Singapore PNM is affected. This part primarily represents locations which are more often
used as a trip’s origin and destination than others and thus show an increased additional power
demand. The spatial distribution of the electrical installations’ utilization thereby reflects the
likewise spatially inhomogeneously distributed additional power demand. This allows drawing
the conclusion that substations or power lines in general do not pose a limitation in satisfying
the additional power demand but instead only a few installations are insufficiently designed
preventing satisfying the entire additional demand. Different measures may result in shifting
parts of the additional power demand from affected locations to those having spare capacities
and thus mitigate grid congestion. Among them are, for instance, selectively limiting the
number of locations equipped with CSs, limiting affected station’s maximum power connection,
or defining spatially different electricity prices. Implementing those measures is subject to
further research and is not investigated in this work.

Based on the findings of this study, the answer to the question of quantifying the impact
of road transportation electrification on urban power systems posed in Section 1.1 is twofold.
A distinction is required between the utilization of existing generation capacities on the one
hand as well as substations and power lines on the other hand. Additionally, the discussion in
Section 4.2.4 suggests to differentiate conclusions related to a real power system and a model
of it. For both environments, conclusions are drawn in the remainder of this section.
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Applying the Singapore PNM in the presented simulation environment, the answer to
the research question is composed of the following two conclusions:

1. From the perspective of existing generation capacities, the impact of a large number
of PEVs on a simulated environment of Singapore with respect to a peak power
and daily energy demand increase is in both cases with up to 1.5% negligibly low,
especially considering spare capacities of 47%. Furthermore, by applying proper
scheduling and electricity pricing strategies, the additional power demand can
entirely be shifted to times of demand valleys resulting in a load curve flattening
effect.

2. Existing substation and power line capacities are partially insufficient to fully
satisfy the additional power demand induced by a large number of timely and
spatially distributed PEVs. While in the LV grid around 1% of the power lines are
insufficiently designed, capacities of up to 3% of all substations are the limiting
factor in the MV grid. This results in up to 50% of the additional power demand
remaining unsatisfied, depending on the applied scheduling strategy.

Drawing conclusions on the implications for the real Singapore power system based on those
findings requires considering the limitations of the applied simulation environment. On
the power system simulation side, the PSS framework is limited with respect to emulating
the evolution of real-world power systems while also neglecting placement constraints and
inhomogeneities among electrical installations of the same voltage level. On the transportation
system simulation side, the number of concurrently simulated agents and thus the interactivity
between them is limited while there is also a large uncertainty in the data the trip generation
process is based on. Besides, the applied CS placement including the CSs’ power connection
is unrealistic and does not account for minimizing power system impact. Considering those
simplifications and limitations of the applied simulation environment and the uncertainties
in the used input data, the answer to the research question with respect to the real power
system of Singapore therefore comprises the following conclusions:

1. From the perspective of existing generation capacities, the impact of large-scale
road transportation electrification on the Singapore power system is negligibly low
and can be compensated by available spare capacities.

2. Considering little spare capacities of power lines in the LV grid and of substations
in the MV grid, the impact of even a small number of tempo-spatially concentrated
PEVs is, however, significant for individual electrical installations. It is likely
to be large enough to perturb the seamless integration of both transportation and
power system therefore requiring further investigation using refined simulation
models and more realistic data.
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in the MV grid, the impact of even a small number of tempo-spatially concentrated
PEVs is, however, significant for individual electrical installations. It is likely to be
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5.1 Summary

Plug-in electric vehicles (PEV) have the potential to reduce the transportation sector’s
dependency on fossil fuels, thereby diversifying its sources of primary energy supply. The
implications of a large-scale introduction on their environment, in particular on the power
system, is yet to be determined. This work is therefore motivated by concluding on the
following research question:

Which impact does the power and energy demand induced by a large number
of timely and spatially distributed PEVs have on urban power systems?

PEVs currently exist only on a small scale. The impact of road transportation electrification
on power systems is therefore negligibly low. Studying its impact on a large scale is, however,
cumbersome as the conditions precedent are not given in reality. It is therefore the following
problem statement that is addressed in this work:

How to study the electrification of the road transportation system
in an environment of interdependent systems that does not yet exist?

Both the electrified road transportation and the power system show tempo-spatial interdepen-
dence yielding unrealistic results if each individual system is studied in isolation. An integrated
approach conjointly simulating both systems is thus essential. Focusing on the power system
part of the environment, a methodology is initially required to generate specific data models of
the system, termed power network models (PNM). Those PNMs can be used by an integrated
simulation platform to investigate the impact of new types of power system participants before
they become reality. The proposed solution to this work’s problem statement is therefore
as follows:

A simulation platform is developed allowing to microscopically evaluate
the impact of road transportation electrification on power systems.

Applying the implemented distributed simulation platform to the generated PNM best match-
ing Singapore using a price-responsive scheduling strategy allows answering this work’s research
question with respect to the simulated environment by the following quantitative conclu-
sions:
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1. From the perspective of existing generation capacities, the impact of a large number
of PEVs on a simulated environment of Singapore with respect to a peak power
and daily energy demand increase is in both cases with up to 1.5% negligibly low,
especially considering spare capacities of 47%. Furthermore, by applying proper
scheduling and electricity pricing strategies, the additional power demand can
entirely be shifted to times of demand valleys resulting in a load curve flattening
effect.

2. Existing substation and power line capacities are partially insufficient to fully
satisfy the additional power demand induced by a large number of timely and
spatially distributed PEVs. While in the LV grid around 1% of the power lines are
insufficiently designed, capacities of up to 3% of all substations are the limiting
factor in the MV grid. This results in up to 50% of the additional power demand
remaining unsatisfied, depending on the applied scheduling strategy.

Considering simplifications and limitations of the applied simulated environment and uncer-
tainties in the used input data, the answer to the research question with respect to the real
power system of Singapore therefore comprises the following qualitative conclusions:

1. From the perspective of existing generation capacities, the impact of large-scale
road transportation electrification on the Singapore power system is negligibly low
and can be compensated by available spare capacities.

2. Considering little spare capacities of power lines in the LV grid and of substations
in the MV grid, the impact of even a small number of tempo-spatially concentrated
PEVs is, however, significant for individual electrical installations. It is likely
to be large enough to perturb the seamless integration of both transportation and
power system therefore requiring further investigation using refined simulation
models and more realistic data.

To derive those conclusions, this work was framed into several chapters as follows:

In Chapter 1, PEVs were introduced as either chance or risk to the power system, depending
on their integration. The question of quantifying the impact of road transportation
electrification on power systems on a large scale was raised as this work’s research
question in Section 1.1. It was argued that models of the involved systems, especially
PNMs considering power systems to be the focus of this work, are essential to emulate the
required, currently non-existing environment. In Section 1.2, simulation was identified as
this work’s favored approach to determine the tempo-spatial electricity demand of a large
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number of PEVs and its impact on power systems’ electrical installations. Section 1.3
outlined this work thereby describing each chapter’s main contribution.

In Chapter 2, the methodological part of this work was presented describing a power system
simulation (PSS) framework. In Section 2.2, a power system planning (PSP) approach for
generating PNMs of any scale was described. This approach uses a combination of algo-
rithms to generate PNMs realistically emulating the actual power system infrastructure.
It was stated that it can be multi-purposely parametrized to generate PNMs tailored to
individual requirements and thus works around usual limitations on the availability of
input data. In Section 2.3, the framework’s built-in possibility to simulate power flows
on the previously generated PNMs was explained. The applied network decomposition
approach is able to realistically solve AC power flow problems within seconds even for
large-scale PNMs. It was further described that the power flow simulation is not only
used during the PSP process to ensure that the generated PNMs are functional but also
allows conducting studies simulating power flows under arbitrary tempo-spatial load
profiles. By calculating the capacity utilization at every bus and branch as well as the
voltage at each consumer and substation, times and locations of grid congestion and
voltage drops can be identified. For investigating the impact of charging a large number
of PEVs on a power system, a price-responsive scheduling approach for battery energy
storage was presented as part of the PSS framework in Section 2.4. Battery degradation
and electricity price forecasts are considered to shift charging/discharging into time
periods least influencing power grid stability while guaranteeing an economically optimal
scheduling process for the battery owner. In Section 2.5 it was argued that prior to
conducting studies on any generated PNMs, their applicability for specific use cases
should be evaluated. Using the framework’s topological, electrical, and economic metrics,
different PNMs can be compared with each other and with real-world power systems.
This chapter ended with a discussion of the applicability and limitations of the PSS
framework in Section 2.6.

In Chapter 3, the implementation part of this work, the City Mobility Simulation (CityMoS)
platform, was introduced. CityMoS was intended as the infrastructure required for ana-
lytically and visually investigating different road transportation electrification scenarios
by providing a platform for multiple, possibly distributed simulations to interact with
each other. With the IEEE Standard 1516-2010 called High Level Architecture (HLA)
the mechanism to construct such interoperable distributed system simulations was de-
scribed in Section 3.2. It was stated that in this work’s use case, CityMoS comprises
three components. At first, as an implementation of the previously described PSS
framework, CityMoS Power was presented in Section 3.3. Second, the characteristics
of CityMoS Traffic, an agent-based transportation system simulation, were introduced
in Section 3.4. Third, CityMoS Frontend as an interactive tool allowing to visualize
the status and control interactions between the other platform’s system simulations was
described in Section 3.5. Subsequently, the platform’s architecture, each simulation’s
specific requirements to participate in a distributed simulation, and the exchanged
interactions were explained in Section 3.6. This chapter concluded with a discussion on
alternatives to both HLA as the implemented distributed system simulation standard as
well as the power and transportation system simulation in Section 3.7.
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In Chapter 4, the application part of this work was presented. Two case studies were conducted
to answer this work’s research question motivated in Chapter 1 by using the methodology
explained in Chapter 2 and its implementation described in Chapter 3. In the first study
in Section 4.2, different PNMs of Singapore were generated and evaluated with respect
to the framework’s defined topological, electrical, and economic metrics. Reflecting on
the limited availability of input data it was shown that despite the discussed limitations
realistic PNMs for Singapore can be generated. The PNM best matching Singapore
was used in the second study in Section 4.3. Several road transportation electrification
scenarios were evaluated to analyze the tempo-spatial impact of different parameters
both on the generation capacities as well as on the utilization of substations and power
lines. This way, a comprehensive answer to the research question was given for both the
simulation environment and the real power system of Singapore highlighting the power
system impact from multiple perspectives.

5.2 Outlook

CityMoS is a promising platform and in its presented form comprising a transportation system
simulation interacting with a power system simulation enables investigating future scenarios in
the realm of transportation electrification. This way, the impact of possibly large-scale what-if
urban mobility scenarios on realistically emulated power system infrastructure can be analyzed
before the scenarios are implemented in a real-world setting. In this work, CityMoS is used to
conduct transportation electrification studies to draw specific conclusions with respect to the
research question for the case of Singapore. There is, however, the need for further research to
make results more realistic and to expand the scope of the investigation to other areas. For this
reason, the potential for both methodological and implementation improvements are presented
in Section 5.2.1. Those improvements are limited to the most influencing ones making results
more realistic, especially concerning the generated PNMs. Subsequently, extended areas of
research are outlined in Section 5.2.2.

5.2.1 Methodological and Implementation Improvements

The methodology and implementation of both CityMoS Power and CityMoS Traffic can be
improved to make results more realistic. As the implementation of CityMoS Traffic was
not part of this work, possible improvements neglect technical details such as, for instance,
extending the current unidirectional HLA module to allow for bidirectional communication.
Instead, the focus is put on limitations discussed in the context of this work’s studies. In the
following, an outlook on future work to improve the accuracy of results is provided:

• CityMoS Power
The missing functionality most limiting results from being more realistic is the planning
of substations and power lines which are inhomogeneous within a voltage level. Even
if there is no data on the particular specification of each substation available, future
work has not only to deal with finding the geographical placement of a set of substations;
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it also has to discover a matching distribution of the differently specified substations
to the geographical locations. Without real-world data on the historic evolution of a
power system and a way to include them via dynamic multi-stage expansion planning,
resulting PNMs still differ from their real-world counterparts. Although being more
realistic than the current approach, this still requires detailed examination of the results
before drawing conclusions.

Expansion planning has not only to include possibilities to extend an existing network
by adding additional components but instead also needs to allow for upgrading existing
ones. Enhancing an existing substation may probably economically be the preferred
option instead of newly building a substation next to an existing one. This way, the
current way of generating a PNM reproducing the present state can be extended by
providing decision support for future extensions of a power system.

Current PNMs are limited to nodes being either PQ (consumers) or PV buses (power
plants), except for substations which can act as either a consumer or a producer of
electricity depending on the voltage level. Prosuming PQ-PV buses which both consume
and provide electricity from and to connected buses, respectively, especially those doing
both at the same point in time on the same voltage level are not supported. Including
distributed generation particularly in the LV and MV grid requires the applied network
decomposition approach for simulating power flows to be refined to still be able to solve
AC power flow problems for large-scale, multi-level PNMs. This may simultaneously
allow for including redundancies within different parts of the PNM.

The accuracy of the generated PNMs compared to their real-world counterpart can also
be increased by two other measures. First, power system components other than power
lines, substations, and power plants such as circuit breakers or energy storage devices
can be included. Second, existing components can be modeled on a higher level of detail.
Especially including realistic unit commitment models for power stations is beneficial.

Considering the scheduling for battery energy storage approach, future work is necessary
on modeling battery depreciation costs for different types of cells, also with respect to
calendar aging. By knowing the exact costs of charging and discharging, agents can
be integrated in power system-wide price-responsive scheduling schemes. This allows
influencing the charging behavior of a large number of PEVs by just modifying one single
parameter. Price-responsive scheduling schemes, however, do not only require knowledge
of current but also of future electricity prices. Ways of dealing with price uncertainties
have therefore to be further investigated.

• CityMoS Traffic
The most severe limitation when simulating the transportation system with CityMoS Traf-
fic is related to the missing implementation of a traffic control system which is restricting
the maximum number of concurrently simulated agents. Several adaptive and coordinated
traffic control systems are installed in the various cities worldwide such as, for instance,
the Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System [256] in Singapore. Future work has
therefore not necessarily to deal with improved ways of intelligently controlling traffic;
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instead, emulating the respective system in place of the investigated region already helps
improving accuracy of the simulation.

Further limitations can be resolved by diversifying charging behavior models realistically
corresponding to the driver population. Agents may tempo-spatially charge differently
depending on their current state of charge (SOC), distance to target, accepted detours,
charging duration, and electricity prices. Additionally, the composition of the PEV
population with respect to their energy consumption has also to be diversified to represent
the current or any realistic future vehicle population. This includes different types of
vehicles and matching driver behavior models.

Most of the current limitations in the methodology or the implementation, especially in the
power system simulation, can be ascribed to a lack of available real-world data. Producing a
more detailed replica of a target’s power system still depends on available data and is mostly
foiled for a lack of it. Individual locations and specifications of power lines and substations
are typically rare requiring approximating them which results in PNMs diverging from reality.
Findings of this work indicating grid congestion in parts of the power system should therefore
incentivize authorities to make the required real-world data available to further improve
platforms such as the presented one. This way, the impact of road transportation electrification
on urban power systems can not only be more realistically investigated. Further research in
adjacent areas is additionally facilitated allowing, for instance, identifying the optimal charging
station (CS) placement, finding ways of most beneficially determining and disseminating
electricity prices, or even evaluating a power system’s robustness against faults or attacks as
outlined in the following Section 5.2.2.

The extensions named above target the improvement of the accuracy of the results towards
more realistically emulating the transportation and power system infrastructure. In addition,
there are ways to improve the simulation platform to address a broader user group. Those
improvements include offering the functionality of the entire CityMoS platform as an integrated
service in the cloud. The platform comprises both system simulations as well as the interactive
visualization and not just the transportation system simulation as proposed in [127]. Additional
research is required to allow users to dynamically include further federates in a distributed
federation execution using HLA. Those federates thereby do not necessarily have to be executed
on the same hardware. They do not even have to run in the same network. This way, users
are enabled to run arbitrary studies not only using the provided simulation environment but
instead using their individually extended one.

5.2.2 Extended Areas of Research

The CityMoS platform does not only enable power system impact studies as conducted in this
work. Instead, a broad range of possible topics in the wider area of electrified urban mobility
can be investigated. Limits are only set by the platform’s joined federates. Research areas
can be extended by, for instance, including a railway transportation system simulation or an
agent heat emission model. Besides computer simulations, HLA allows federates also to be
live as in live, virtual, and constructive (LVC) systems. Including those systems as federates
in the platform on the one hand allows real-time data to be integrated in the simulation
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and on the other hand provide real-time information feedback to enable simulation-based
decision support for the live system. In the following, three research questions are outlined
which can be investigated with the current CityMoS platform including the improvements
described in Section 5.2.1 where necessary. Areas of further research are thereby not limited
to those questions. Instead, the questions provide an idea for topics suggesting themselves to
be investigated as a logical next step to this work’s research.

• What are optimal spots for placing charging stations?
Transportation electrification requires the installation of CSs. Several constraints have
to be considered to determine their optimal number, maximum power connection, and
geographical placement. The basic problem thereby is trading coverage for costs. By
decreasing the number of CSs, their total costs of installation are naturally also lower.
At the same time, costs in terms of time investments for detours or queuing arise for the
drivers. From a power system perspective, the charging impact is spatially clustered which
may require strong selective infrastructure enhancements. Repeatedly simulating the
transportation system starting with CSs placed at every location each time consolidating
neighboring CSs with complementary charging pattern results in identifying charging
hotspots. At those hotspots, the charging need is sufficiently high to economically justify
installing a CS while at the same time ensuring low time investment costs for the drivers.

• Do tempo-spatially different electricity prices influence the electrified traffic?
Besides the CSs’ location and their maximum power, electricity prices may be the one
parameter allowing to control the power system impact. Prices can be both temporally
and spatially different and may even be different depending on the maximum power
drawn by a PEV. They do not necessarily have to correspond to real electricity market
prices. Instead, they can be arbitrarily set to control the charging behavior of PEV
drivers targeting different purposes, e.g., controlling the power demand to selectively
regulate the power system impact or influencing itineraries of agents to some extent.

There are two research topics involved to comprehensively answer the posed ques-
tion. First, agent charging behavior has to be realistically modeled including price-
responsiveness to a certain degree. Agents may be differently motivated when, where,
and with which strategy to charge. Maximizing their convenience while minimizing
their costs is certainly a valid assumption though requiring some variation within the
entire agent population. Second, prices have to be tempo-spatially modeled considering
forecasts and uncertainties to achieve specific objectives, e.g., selectively relieving the
power system infrastructure when necessary. Discriminating prices among different
agents allows to better control the charging behavior of the entire agent population.
The strategy of disseminating information on electricity prices is certainly as important
as determining prices itself. It is not only a question of whom to provide with which
information but also a technical one of how to do this thereby not discriminating against
single agents.

The topic for both the agent behavior as well as the price determination and dissemina-
tion is getting more complex if in addition to charging also discharging is considered.
Distributed power sources and storage are promoting demand-responsive and battery-to-
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grid (B2G) scheduling schemes. They certainly also have an impact on the electricity
prices set for PEV charging and discharging.

• How to evaluate the robustness and resilience of a power system against
faults as well as random or targeted attacks?
A power system is designed to faultlessly satisfy the demand of its consumers at all
times. Faults in any of its components may result in not fulfilling this obligation. They
may be the result of a technical malfunctioning or an attack against the power system
and may occur either randomly or targeted. The latter aims at wreaking most damage
by first targeting electrical installations having the highest influence on satisfying the
power demand. While a power system is robust if it in principle continues functioning
after a fault or cascading outages without fundamental changes to the system, the
resilience refers to the power system’s capability to adapt to a fault by changing the
system’s operation [257]. Using CityMoS Power, a robustness or resilience metric can be
calculated by selectively removing buses or branches and subsequently conducting power
flow simulations. Alternatively, it can roughly be approximated by the node degree or
the betweenness [210]. The robustness and resilience of each electrical installation allows
to evaluate its importance with regard to the proper functioning of the system. It may
even allow identifying possible bottlenecks and targets worthwhile to be attacked. This,
in turn, offers the possibility to enhance the system by selectively expanding it thereby
including redundancy to some degree.
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A Appendix

A.1 CityMoS Power XSD

1 <?xml v e r s i o n ="1.0" encoding="UTF−8"?>
2
3 <!−−
4 Author : David Ciechanowicz
5 Date : 2017−01−01
6 Vers ion : 1 . 0
7
8 D e s c r i p t i o n :
9 This XML Schema d e s c r i b e s the input data r e q u i r e d

10 and output data generated by CityMoS Power v1 . 0 .
11 I t i n c l u d e s input and output data f o r the power
12 system planning and power f low s imu la t i on .
13 −−>
14
15 <xs :schema
16
17 targetNamespace="http://rp5 . info "
18 xmlns : sp="http://rp5 . info "
19 xmlns : xs="http://www.w3. org/2001/XMLSchema"
20 elementFormDefault="qualif ied">
21
22
23
24 <!−− −−>
25 <!−− POWER SYSTEM −−>
26 <!−− −−>
27
28 <xs : element name=" PowerSystem ">
29 <xs :complexType>
30 <xs : sequence>
31 <xs : element name=" Node " type=" sp : NodeType " minOccurs=" 2 " maxOccurs="

unbounded " />
32 <xs : element name=" Edge " type=" sp : EdgeType " minOccurs=" 0 " maxOccurs="

unbounded " />
33 <xs : element name=" Area " type=" sp : AreaType " minOccurs=" 0 " maxOccurs="

unbounded " />
34 </xs : sequence>
35 <xs : attribute name=" Author " use=" r e q u i r e d ">
36 <xs : simpleType>
37 <xs : restrict ion base=" xs : s t r i n g ">
38 <xs : pattern value=" [ a−zA−Z ]+ " />
39 </xs : restrict ion>
40 </xs : simpleType>
41 </xs : attribute>
42 <xs : attribute name=" Vers ion " use=" r e q u i r e d ">
43 <xs : simpleType>
44 <xs : restrict ion base=" xs : decimal ">
45 <xs : pattern value=" [0−9]∗ . [0−9]∗ " />
46 </xs : restrict ion>
47 </xs : simpleType>
48 </xs : attribute>
49 <xs : attribute name=" Date " use=" r e q u i r e d ">
50 <xs : simpleType>
51 <xs : restrict ion base=" xs : date ">
52 <xs :minInclusive value=" 2016−01−01 " />
53 <xs :maxInclusive value=" 2029−12−31 " />
54 </xs : restrict ion>
55 </xs : simpleType>
56 </xs : attribute>
57 </xs :complexType>
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58 <!−− −−>
59 <!−− KEY, KEYREF & UNIQUE −−>
60 <!−− −−>
61
62 <!−− −−>
63 <!−− NODE −−>
64 <!−− −−>
65
66 <!−− KEY −−>
67
68 <xs :key name="Node_IdNode_Key">
69 <xs : selector xpath=" sp : Node " />
70 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @IdNode " />
71 </xs :key>
72
73 <!−− KEYREF −−>
74
75 <!−− UNIQUE −−>
76
77 <xs : unique name=" Node_Location_Key ">
78 <xs : selector xpath=" sp : Node " />
79 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @Longitude " />
80 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @Latitude " />
81 </xs : unique>
82
83
84
85 <!−− −−>
86 <!−− EDGE −−>
87 <!−− −−>
88
89 <!−− KEY −−>
90
91 <xs :key name=" Edge_IdEdge_Key ">
92 <xs : selector xpath=" sp : Edge " />
93 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @IdEdge " />
94 </xs :key>
95
96 <!−− KEYREF −−>
97
98 <xs : keyref name=" Edge_IdNode1_Ref " r e f e r=" sp : Node_IdNode_Key">
99 <xs : selector xpath=" sp : Edge " />

100 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @IdNode1 " />
101 </xs : keyref>
102
103 <xs : keyref name=" Edge_IdNode2_Ref " r e f e r=" sp : Node_IdNode_Key">
104 <xs : selector xpath=" sp : Edge " />
105 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @IdNode2 " />
106 </xs : keyref>
107
108 <!−− UNIQUE −−>
109
110 <xs : unique name=" Edge_IdNodes_Uni ">
111 <xs : selector xpath=" sp : Edge " />
112 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @IdNode1 " />
113 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @IdNode2 " />
114 </xs : unique>
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115 <!−− −−>
116 <!−− AREA −−>
117 <!−− −−>
118
119 <!−− KEY −−>
120
121 <xs :key name=" Area_IdArea_Key ">
122 <xs : selector xpath=" sp : Area " />
123 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @IdArea " />
124 </xs :key>
125
126 <xs :key name=" Area_NodeList_IdNode_Key ">
127 <xs : selector xpath=" sp : Area/ sp : NodeList / sp : Node " />
128 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @IdNode " />
129 </xs :key>
130
131 <xs :key name=" Area_EdgeList_IdEdge_Key ">
132 <xs : selector xpath=" sp : Area/ sp : EdgeList / sp : Edge " />
133 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @IdEdge " />
134 </xs :key>
135
136 <!−− KEYREF −−>
137
138 <xs : keyref name=" Area_IdNodeSubstation_Ref " r e f e r=" sp : Node_IdNode_Key">
139 <xs : selector xpath=" sp : Area " />
140 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @IdNodeSubstation " />
141 </xs : keyref>
142
143 <xs : keyref name=" Area_NodeList_IdNode_Ref " r e f e r=" sp : Node_IdNode_Key">
144 <xs : selector xpath=" sp : Area/ sp : NodeList / sp : Node " />
145 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @IdNode " />
146 </xs : keyref>
147
148 <xs : keyref name=" Area_NodeLoopList_IdNode_Ref " r e f e r=" sp :

Area_NodeList_IdNode_Key ">
149 <xs : selector xpath=" sp : Area/ sp : NodeLoopList / sp : Loop/ sp : Node " />
150 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @IdNode " />
151 </xs : keyref>
152
153 <xs : keyref name=" Area_EdgeList_IdEdge_Ref " r e f e r=" sp : Edge_IdEdge_Key ">
154 <xs : selector xpath=" sp : Area/ sp : EdgeList / sp : Edge " />
155 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @IdEdge " />
156 </xs : keyref>
157
158 <xs : keyref name=" Area_EdgeLoopList_IdEdge_Ref " r e f e r=" sp :

Area_EdgeList_IdEdge_Key ">
159 <xs : selector xpath=" sp : Area/ sp : EdgeLoopList / sp : Loop/ sp : Edge " />
160 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @IdEdge " />
161 </xs : keyref>
162
163 <!−− UNIQUE −−>
164
165 <xs : unique name=" Area_NodeLoopList_IdNode_Uni ">
166 <xs : selector xpath=" sp : Area/ sp : NodeLoopList / sp : Loop/ sp : Node " />
167 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @IdNode " />
168 </xs : unique>
169
170 <xs : unique name=" Area_EdgeLoopList_IdEdge_Uni ">
171 <xs : selector xpath=" sp : Area/ sp : EdgeLoopList / sp : Loop/ sp : Edge " />
172 <xs : f i e ld xpath=" @IdEdge " />
173 </xs : unique>
174
175 </xs : element>
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176 <!−− −−>
177 <!−− NODE −−>
178 <!−− −−>
179
180 <xs :complexType name=" NodeType ">
181 <!−− SUB−ELEMENTS −−>
182 <xs : sequence>
183 <xs : element name=" Input " type=" sp : NodeInputType " minOccurs=" 0 " maxOccurs="

unbounded " />
184 <xs : element name=" Output " type=" sp : NodeOutputType " minOccurs=" 0 " maxOccurs="

unbounded " />
185 </xs : sequence>
186 <!−− REQUIRED −−>
187 <xs : attribute name=" IdNode " type=" xs : i n t " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
188 <xs : attribute name=" Lat i tude " type=" xs : decimal " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
189 <xs : attribute name=" Longitude " type=" xs : decimal " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
190 <xs : attribute name=" VoltageLeve l " type=" sp : VoltageLevelType " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
191 <!−− OPTIONAL −−>
192 <xs : attribute name=" D e s c r i p t i o n " type=" xs : s t r i n g " use=" o p t i o n a l " d e f a u l t=" " />
193 <xs : attribute name=" IdBuildingType " type=" xs : i n t " use=" o p t i o n a l " d e f a u l t="−1"

/>
194 <xs : attribute name=" IdNodeParent " type=" xs : i n t " use=" o p t i o n a l " d e f a u l t="−1" />
195 <xs : attribute name=" IdNodeType " type=" xs : i n t " use=" o p t i o n a l " d e f a u l t=" 0 " />
196 <xs : attribute name=" IdSec to r " type=" xs : i n t " use=" o p t i o n a l " d e f a u l t="−1" />
197 <xs : attribute name="Name" type=" xs : s t r i n g " use=" o p t i o n a l " d e f a u l t=" " />
198 <xs : attribute name=" PowerSupplyActiveMin " type=" xs : decimal " use=" o p t i o n a l "

d e f a u l t=" 0 " />
199 <xs : attribute name=" PowerSupplyActiveMax " type=" xs : dec imal " use=" o p t i o n a l "

d e f a u l t=" 0 " />
200 <xs : attribute name=" PowerSupplyReactiveMin " type=" xs : decimal " use=" o p t i o n a l "

d e f a u l t=" 0 " />
201 <xs : attribute name=" PowerSupplyReactiveMax " type=" xs : decimal " use=" o p t i o n a l "

d e f a u l t=" 0 " />
202 <xs : attribute name=" VoltageLevelUpper " type=" sp : VoltageLevelType " use="

o p t i o n a l " d e f a u l t=" 6 .6 " />
203 <!−− ADDITION −−>
204 <xs : anyAttribute processContents=" lax " />
205 </xs :complexType>
206
207 <xs :complexType name=" NodeInputType ">
208 <!−− REQUIRED −−>
209 <xs : attribute name=" TimePeriod " type=" xs : i n t " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
210 <xs : attribute name=" PowerDemandBaseloadActiveRequired " type=" xs : decimal " use="

o p t i o n a l " d e f a u l t=" 0 " />
211 <xs : attribute name=" PowerDemandBaseloadReactiveRequired " type=" xs : decimal " use

=" o p t i o n a l " d e f a u l t=" 0 " />
212 <xs : attribute name=" PowerDemandTrafficActiveRequired " type=" xs : decimal " use="

o p t i o n a l " d e f a u l t=" 0 " />
213 <xs : attribute name=" PowerDemandTraff icReactiveRequired " type=" xs : decimal " use=

" o p t i o n a l " d e f a u l t=" 0 " />
214 </xs :complexType>
215
216 <xs :complexType name=" NodeOutputType ">
217 <!−− REQUIRED −−>
218 <xs : attribute name=" TimePeriod " type=" xs : i n t " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
219 <xs : attribute name=" PowerDemandBaseloadActiveGranted " type=" xs : decimal " use="

r e q u i r e d " />
220 <xs : attribute name=" PowerDemandBaseloadReactiveGranted " type=" xs : decimal " use=

" r e q u i r e d " />
221 <xs : attribute name=" VoltageAngle " type=" xs : decimal " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
222 <xs : attribute name=" VoltageMagnitude " type=" xs : decimal " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
223 <xs : attribute name=" VoltageMagnitudeIncrease " type=" xs : decimal " use=" r e q u i r e d "

/>
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224 <!−− OPTIONAL −−>
225 <xs : attribute name=" PowerDemandTrafficActiveGranted " type=" xs : decimal " use="

o p t i o n a l " d e f a u l t=" 0 " />
226 <xs : attribute name=" PowerDemandTrafficReactiveGranted " type=" xs : decimal " use="

o p t i o n a l " d e f a u l t=" 0 " />
227 <xs : attribute name=" PowerSupplyActive " type=" xs : decimal " use=" o p t i o n a l "

d e f a u l t=" 0 " />
228 <xs : attribute name=" PowerSupplyReactive " type=" xs : decimal " use=" o p t i o n a l "

d e f a u l t=" 0 " />
229 </xs :complexType>
230
231
232
233 <!−− −−>
234 <!−− EDGE −−>
235 <!−− −−>
236
237 <xs :complexType name=" EdgeType ">
238 <!−− SUB−ELEMENTS −−>
239 <xs : sequence>
240 <xs : element name=" PowerFlow " type=" sp : PowerFlowType " minOccurs=" 0 " maxOccurs

=" unbounded " />
241 </xs : sequence>
242 <!−− REQUIRED −−>
243 <xs : attribute name=" IdEdge " type=" xs : i n t " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
244 <xs : attribute name=" IdNode1 " type=" xs : i n t " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
245 <xs : attribute name=" IdNode2 " type=" xs : i n t " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
246 <!−− OPTIONAL −−>
247 <xs : attribute name=" D e s c r i p t i o n " type=" xs : s t r i n g " use=" o p t i o n a l " d e f a u l t=" " />
248 <xs : attribute name=" IdEdgeType " type=" xs : i n t " use=" o p t i o n a l " d e f a u l t=" 0 " />
249 <xs : attribute name=" Length " type=" xs : dec imal " use=" o p t i o n a l " d e f a u l t=" 0 " />
250 <xs : attribute name="Name" type=" xs : s t r i n g " use=" o p t i o n a l " d e f a u l t=" " />
251 <xs : attribute name=" Reactance " type=" xs : decimal " use=" o p t i o n a l " d e f a u l t=" 0 " />
252 <xs : attribute name=" Res i s tance " type=" xs : decimal " use=" o p t i o n a l " d e f a u l t=" 0 "

/>
253 <xs : attribute name=" VoltageLeve l " type=" sp : VoltageLevelType " use=" o p t i o n a l "

d e f a u l t=" 0 .4 " />
254 <!−− ADDITION −−>
255 <xs : anyAttribute processContents=" lax " />
256 </xs :complexType>
257
258 <xs :complexType name=" PowerFlowType ">
259 <!−− REQUIRED −−>
260 <xs : attribute name=" TimePeriod " type=" xs : i n t " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
261 <xs : attribute name=" PowerFlowActive " type=" xs : decimal " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
262 <xs : attribute name=" PowerFlowReactive " type=" xs : decimal " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
263 <xs : attribute name=" PowerFlowApparent " type=" xs : decimal " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
264 </xs :complexType>
265
266
267
268 <!−− −−>
269 <!−− Area −−>
270 <!−− −−>
271
272 <xs :complexType name=" AreaType ">
273 <!−− SUB−ELEMENTS −−>
274 <xs : sequence>
275 <xs : element name=" NodeList " type=" sp : NodeListType " minOccurs=" 1 " maxOccurs="

1 " />
276 <xs : element name=" EdgeList " type=" sp : EdgeListType " minOccurs=" 1 " maxOccurs="

1 " />
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277 <xs : element name=" NodeLoopList " type=" sp : NodeLoopListType " minOccurs=" 1 "
maxOccurs=" 1 " />

278 <xs : element name=" EdgeLoopList " type=" sp : EdgeLoopListType " minOccurs=" 1 "
maxOccurs=" 1 " />

279 </xs : sequence>
280 <!−− REQUIRED −−>
281 <xs : attribute name=" IdArea " type=" xs : i n t " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
282 <xs : attribute name=" IdNodeSubstation " type=" xs : i n t " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
283 <!−− ADDITION −−>
284 <xs : anyAttribute processContents=" lax " />
285 </xs :complexType>
286
287 <xs :complexType name=" NodeListType ">
288 <!−− SUB−ELEMENTS −−>
289 <xs : sequence>
290 <xs : element name=" Node " minOccurs=" 1 " maxOccurs=" unbounded ">
291 <xs :complexType>
292 <xs : attribute name=" IdNode " type=" xs : i n t " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
293 </xs :complexType>
294 </xs : element>
295 </xs : sequence>
296 </xs :complexType>
297
298 <xs :complexType name=" NodeLoopListType ">
299 <!−− SUB−ELEMENTS −−>
300 <xs : sequence>
301 <xs : element name=" Loop " type=" sp : NodeListType " minOccurs=" 1 " maxOccurs="

unbounded " />
302 </xs : sequence>
303 </xs :complexType>
304
305 <xs :complexType name=" EdgeListType ">
306 <!−− SUB−ELEMENTS −−>
307 <xs : sequence>
308 <xs : element name=" Edge " minOccurs=" 1 " maxOccurs=" unbounded ">
309 <xs :complexType>
310 <xs : attribute name=" IdEdge " type=" xs : i n t " use=" r e q u i r e d " />
311 </xs :complexType>
312 </xs : element>
313 </xs : sequence>
314 </xs :complexType>
315
316 <xs :complexType name=" EdgeLoopListType ">
317 <!−− SUB−ELEMENTS −−>
318 <xs : sequence>
319 <xs : element name=" Loop " type=" sp : EdgeListType " minOccurs=" 1 " maxOccurs="

unbounded " />
320 </xs : sequence>
321 </xs :complexType>
322
323
324
325 <!−− −−>
326 <!−− GENERAL −−>
327 <!−− −−>
328
329 <xs : simpleType name=" VoltageLevelType ">
330 <xs : restrict ion base=" xs : decimal ">
331 <xs : pattern value=" 0 . 4 | 6 . 6 | 2 2 | 6 6 | 2 3 0 | 4 0 0 " />
332 </xs : restrict ion>
333 </xs : simpleType>
334
335 </xs :schema>
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A.2 Topological, Electrical, and Economic Metrics of the
Cost-optimized Singapore PNM

Property LV MV HV
Topological

Nodes n [#] 126 571 11 842 33
Consumer nPQ 116 447 1 405 0
Substations nPV 10 124 313 4
Per independent part, average n̄p 3 15.24 33

Edges m [#] 116 447 12 557 59
Independent parts p [#] 58 131 830 1
Edge length, average l̄ [m] 181 1 015 8 674
Edge length, total l [km] 21 053 12 740 512
Average distance, geographical δ̄ [m]

Any-to-Any δ̄g,A2A 242 2 714 21 129
PQ-to-PV δ̄g,PQ2PV 316 2 808 22 598

Average path length apl
Geodesic apld [#] 1.32 4.1 3.12
Geographical aplg [m] 237 4 516 26 350

Betweenness b 0.83 0.51 0.18
Clustering coefficient cc 0 0.0079 0.2636
Density d 0 0.0002 0.1117
Diameter �

Geodesic �d [#] 10 44 6
Geographical �g [m] 8 122 30 743 63 754

Node degree
Maximum degmax 221 20 6
Mean deg 1.84 2.12 3.58
Probability distribution P (k) ∼ β (R2) 2.59 (0.93) – –

Pearson correlation coefficient ρ 0.16 -0.02 -0.04

Electrical
Power demand PD [MW] 2 177 6 400 6 677
Power supply PS [MW] 2 236 6 677 6 723
Power loss PL [%] 2.5 3.97 0.76
Utilization, average [%]

Power line ūPL 18 6 4
Substation ūPV 17 97 11

Voltage at consumer, average V̄ [pu] 0.9886 0.9803 0.99

Economic
Costs [US$·106] 139 596 2 021

Edge CE 1 406 1 654
Node (Substation) CN 138 190 367
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